
Preface
This issue of the Journal of Telecommunication and Information Technology is devoted mostly

to applications of multiple criteria decision making, data mining, knowledge acquisition, and

other advanced information technologies to telecommunications and other network services,

but includes also a paper on strategies of telecommunication technology migration, one on

measuring highly doped optical fibers and one on e-learning.

The first paper by Krzysztof Bareja and Włodzimierz Ogryczak from the Warsaw University

of Technology presents an outline of a decision support framework based on the concept

of reference distributions. This concept is particularly suitable for decision problems with

a large number of criteria that have the same character, such as quality of service perceived by

each individual user of a telecommunication network, or any other system which serve many

users where quality of service for every individual user defines the criteria; in particular,

such problems arise when analyzing facility location problems. Distribution of such criteria

for a given design of the system can serve as a kind of criteria trajectory and be compared

with a reference trajectory or distribution; diverse techniques of fair multicriteria optimization

can be used then to select the best design of the system.

The second paper by Andrzej P. Wierzbicki from the National Institute of Telecommunica-

tions in Warsaw, based also on a cooperation with the Japan Advanced Institute of Science

and Technology in Nomi, Ishikawa, addresses the issue of objectivity versus subjectivity,

stressing that while an absolute objectivity is not attainable for diverse reasons, nevertheless

trying to be as objective as possible constitutes a higher value, necessary for hard science

and technology. Dangers and errors of the subjectivist reduction of objectivity to power and

money attempted by the postmodern sociology of science are discussed. On this basis, the

problem of subjective versus objective decision analysis and ranking is considered. While

all classical decision theory aims at a rational analysis and support of subjective decisions,

there are important application cases, particularly in managerial problems, when the decision

maker prefers to avoid specifying her/his preferences and needs decision analysis – e.g., rank-

ing of decision options – that is as objective as possible. An approach to decision support

that might be easily adapted for such objective ranking is the reference point methodology,

such as used in the first paper; its application is shown on real life examples.



The third paper by Janusz Granat and Andrzej P. Wierzbicki from the National Institute

of Telecommunications in Warsaw, based also on cooperation with the Warsaw University

of Technology, addresses a similar issue to the first paper, but concentrates on the issue of

classification of empirical probability distributions (histograms) irrespective of the issue of

fairness; generally, classification of histograms is useful both in management situations and

in event detection or event mining. While existing approaches to event detection concentrate

on the use of selected moments or other characteristics of empirical probability distributions,

the paper is based on the postulate that histograms preserve more of needed information

then selected moments of this distribution, thus multiple criteria classification of histograms

can be most effective in event detection. This paper uses also the concept of objective

classification, addressed in the second paper.

The fourth paper by Piotr Rzepakowski from the Warsaw University of Technology uses con-

joint analysis for supporting telecommunication product or service sales. Conjoint analysis

is widely used as a marketing research technique to study consumers’ product preferences

and simulate customer choices. The paper addresses the possibility of using conjoint anal-

ysis in telecommunication field, to find optimal services which could be recommended to

telecommunication customers. A corresponding decision problem is defined. The conjoint

analysis method and its connections with ANOVA as well as regression techniques are pre-

sented. Diverse utility functions that represent preferences for voice, SMS, MMS and other

net services are formulated and compared. Parameters of the proposed conjoint measures

are determined by regression methods running on behavioral data, represented by artificially

generated call data records. Finally, users are split in homogenous groups by segmentation

techniques applied to net service utilities derived from conjoint analysis. Within those groups

statistical analyses are performed to create product recommendations.

The fifth paper by Xiaoning Shi and Stefan Voß from the University of Hamburg, based

also on a cooperation with Shanghai Jiao Tong University, describes the development of

global logistic services in the form of service networks. Shipping companies and liner ship-

ping alliances have moved from pure transportation companies to logistics service providers

during the last two decades. Top liner carriers cooperate with their offspring companies

that provide local booking service and third party logistics service, combining the business

advantages of tight linkages with liners with the negotiation freedom when dealing with de-

manding customers by providing diverse extensions of service coverage. The paper applies

and combines ideas from the Steiner tree problem and game theory to provide a theoretical

framework for network design oriented decision support systems of relevant transportation ac-

tors and companies. The relation to decision support for telecommunication system network

design is also outlined.

The sixth paper by Sylwester Laskowski from the National Institute of Telecommunications

in Warsaw addresses the problem of negotiations on regulated markets, such as telecommu-

nication service market, from a game theoretical perspective. It is assumed that two players

have to compete with each other on the retail market and cooperate on the wholesale market.

The wholesale market is regulated. The role of the regulator is to support players in negotia-

tions, especially by introducing a recommended solutions when the negotiations were broken

off. Two cases are considered. First, a situation when one player makes a retail decision

before negotiations on wholesale market, and second, a situation when a retail decision fol-

lows the negotiations. It is considered how introducing a recommended solutions influence

diverse aspects of the negotiation power of the players.

The seventh paper by Szymon Jaroszewicz from the National Institute of Telecommunica-

tions in Warsaw addresses cross-selling models for telecommunication services. Cross-selling

is a strategy of selling new products to a customer who has made other purchases earlier. This

paper presents an analysis of two approaches to cross-selling in a telecommunications setting.

The first approach is based on constructing a Bayesian network representing customer’s

behavior and using this network to predict which customers are most likely to pick each

service offered. This gives not only a cross-selling model, but also allows the analyst to

gain insight into the behavior of customers. The method starts with a (possibly empty)

network representing users background knowledge. At each iteration in finds patterns whose

probabilities in customer data diverge most from what the network predicts. An update of



the network by an analyst (thus human-computer interactive) corrects for those discrepancies.

The second approach uses a separate classifier model for each service offered. Each model

predicts, which customers are most likely to buy a specific product. Each customer is then

offered a service the classifier of which gives the highest probability of acceptance. The

method does not give any insight into customer behavior but is fully automatic.

The eighth paper by Wojciech Michalski from the National Institute of Telecommunications,

Warsaw, addresses a survey of next generation network migration profiles deployed by se-

lected carriers in Europe, North America and Asia. The profiles of selected carriers are

used as examples of alternative network migration strategies. The paper describes technical

status of carriers’ networks when the migration process began, the transformation process

and its consequences. Strategies were selected mainly from the point of view of carrier’s

goals and influence of factors like cost of maintaining the public switched telephone network

(PSTN), competition and development of voice over IP (VoIP) and multimedia services mar-

ket. While each operator develops its own unique network migration path, carrier strategies

are categorized in this paper into three main groups.

The ninth paper by Krzysztof Borzycki from the National Institute of Telecommunications,

Warsaw, addresses the issue of testing highly doped and photonic crystal optical fibers. The

paper discusses optical measurements – related to spectral loss, OTDR and PMD, temperature

cycling and mechanical tests such as bending, twist and crush, performed on Yb-doped single

mode fibers and small-core photonic crystal fibers (PCF). Several issues related specifically

to characterization of such special fibers, like measurement errors and artifacts as well as

coupling of test instruments to samples are presented. Of particular importance is reliable

and low-loss fusion splicing of special fibers to standard single mode fibers (SMF), since

most commercially available fiber test instruments are fitted only with SMF interfaces.

The tenth paper is presented by Alina Stasiecka, Ewa Stemposz, and Andrzej Jodłowski

from the Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology, Warsaw, Institute of Computer

Science, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, and the Higher School of Entrepreneurship

and Social Sciences, Otwock, and concerns e-learning resources versus traditional teach-

ing models. The paper presents a discussion of the structure of e-learning resources and

its influence on the resources’ quality. The thesis of this paper is that the conformance of

e-learning resource structure with structures suggested by traditional teaching model/models

has a strong impact on the quality of this e-learning resource. The most popular teaching

models are analyzed and a proposal of a metamodel useful for e-learning resource construc-

tion is introduced.

Andrzej P. Wierzbicki

Guest Editor



 



Paper Reference distribution based

decision support platform
Krzysztof Bareja and Włodzimierz Ogryczak

Abstract—There many decision problems where numerous

partial achievement functions are considered impartially

which makes the distribution of achievements more important

than the assignment of several achievements to the specific cri-

teria. Such models are generally related to the evaluation and

optimization of various systems which serve many users where

quality of service for every individual user defines the criteria.

This applies to various technical systems, like to telecommu-

nication ones among others, as well as to social systems. An

example arises in location theory, where the clients of a system

are entitled to equal treatment according to some community

regulations. This paper presents an implementation of de-

cision support framework for such problems. This platform

is designed for multiple criteria problems analyzed with the

reference distribution approach. Reference distribution ap-

proach is an extension of the reference point method.

Keywords— multiple criteria optimization, decision support sys-

tems, reference point method, reference distribution method.

1. Introduction

In various systems which serve many users there is a need

to respect the fairness rules while optimizing the total

system efficiency. In such problems, the decisions often

concern meeting the users’ demands in an impartial way.

Thus, we are interested rather in distributions of outcomes

than specific outcomes themselves. For instance, having

two possible location patterns generating for 3 clients out-

come vectors (5,0,5) and (0,1,0), respectively, we would

recognize both the location patterns as efficient in terms of

outcomes (distance) minimization. Indeed, neither (5,0,5)

dominates (0,1,0) nor (0,1,0) dominates (5,0,5). However,

the first location pattern generates two outcomes (distances)

equal to 5 and one outcome equal to 0, whereas the second

pattern generates one outcome equal to 1 and two outcomes

equal to 0. Thus, in terms of the distribution of outcomes

the second location pattern is clearly better. This applies to

the desired system output (amount, quality of services) as

well as to the obnoxious outcomes (like risk exposure, pol-

lutions). The so-called minimax solution concept, where

the worst individual effect (maximum individual disutility)

is minimized, is usually considered as the simplest fair opti-

mization model. The minimax approach is consistent with

Rawlsian theory of justice [1], especially when addition-

ally regularized with the lexicographic order. On the other

hand, making the decisions to optimize the worst individ-

ual disutility may cause a large worsening of the overall

(mean) performances. Therefore, several other fair deci-

sion schemes are searched and analyzed [2, 3, 4].

In this paper we use an alternative concept of the con-

ditional mean which is a parametric generalization of the

worst outcome taking into account the portion of popula-

tion (demands) affected by the worst effects [5]. Namely,

for a specified portion β of population we take into account

the entire β portion (quantile) of the worst outcomes and

we consider their average as the (worst) conditional β -mean

outcome. According to this definition the concept of condi-

tional mean is based on averaging restricted to the portion

of the worst outcomes. When parameter β approaches 0,

the conditional β -mean tends to the worst outcome. On

the other hand, for β = 1 the corresponding conditional

mean becomes the standard mean. We select several con-

ditional means for various levels βk(k = 1,2, . . . K) to get

a multiple criteria model, allowing to generate various fair

efficient solutions.

Usually there exist many nondominated achievement vec-

tors and they are incomparable with each other on the ba-

sis of the specified set of objective functions. Therefore,

usually there exist many efficient solutions and they are

different not only in the decision space but also in the cri-

teria space. So, there arises a need for further analysis, or

rather decision support, to help the decision maker (DM)

in the selection of one solution for implementation. Of

course, the original objective functions do not allow one to

select any efficient solution as better than any other one.

Therefore, this analysis depends usually on additional in-

formation about the DM’s preferences. The DM, working

interactively with a decision support system (DSS), spec-

ifies the preferences in terms of some control parameters

and the DSS provides the DM with an efficient solution

which is the best according to the specified control param-

eters. For such an analysis, there is no need to identify the

entire efficient set prior to the analysis, since contemporary

optimization software is powerful enough to be used on-

line for direct computations at each interactive step. Thus

the DSS can generate at each interactive step only one so-

lution that meets the current preferences. Such a DSS can

be used for the analysis of decision problems with finite

as well as infinite efficient sets. In order to allow the DSS

to meet various DM’s preferences it is important, however,

that the control parameters provide the completeness of

the control (c.f., [6]), i.e., that by varying the con-

trol parameters the DM can identify every nondominated

achievement vector.

Good controllability can be achieved with the direct use

of the reference point methodology (RPM) introduced

by Wierzbicki [7] and later extended leading to efficient

implementations with many successful applications [8].
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The RPM approach is an interactive technique allowing

the DM to specify the requirements in terms of aspiration

and reservation levels, i.e., by introducing acceptable and

required values for several criteria. Depending on the spec-

ified aspiration and reservation levels, a special scalarizing

achievement function is built which may be directly inter-

preted as expressing utility to be maximized. Maximization

of the scalarizing achievement function generates an effi-

cient solution to the multiple criteria problem. The solution

is accepted by the DM or some modifications of the aspi-

ration and reservation levels are introduced to continue the

search for a better solution. The RPM approach provides

a complete parameterization of the efficient set to multi-

criteria optimization. Hence, when applying the ARBDS

(aspiration-reservation based decision support) methodol-

ogy to the conditional mean criteria, one may generate var-

ious fair and efficient solutions. Since the our criteria de-

fined as conditional means depends only on distribution of

outcomes the RPM approach represent actually a reference

distribution technique.

2. Sample model: location problem

Presented methodology will be shown by sample problem

construction process. As example, we have decided to use

well known maximin location problem (LP) variant. This

problem is well described on literature (e.g., [9]). In this

type of problems we can consider each distance between

demand point and location as single criterion. Note, that

for DM values are not distinguishable.

2.1. Basics

Let us consider a well known problem of maximum demand

point-facility distance. Subject function can be written as

min
(

max(di jxi j)
)

and LP problem form:

min : z .

Subject to:

z ≥ yi ∀
i

,

yi = ∑
j

di jxi j ∀
i

(*) ,

J

∑
j=1

xi j = 1 ∀
i

(*) ,

I

∑
i=1

fi ≤ F ∀
i

(*) ,

xi j − f j ≤ 0 ∀
i j

(*) ,

where:

i ∈ {1 . . . I} − index of demand point;

j ∈ {1 . . .J} − index of possible facility location;

f j − (binary variable): 1 if location j was chosen

to place facility; 0 otherwise;

xi j − (binary variable): 1 if location i is being served by

facility located at j;

yi − distance from demand point i to facility serving this

point;

di j − distance between demand point i and location j; may

be also understood as cost;

F − maximal number of facilities (simple restriction while

we don’t know about location costs).

Equations marked with asterisk are defining attainable

set for variables and in further models will be noted as

[x], [y], [ f ] ∈ Q.

In such formulations it is possible that a single demand

node location can influence final result providing to solu-

tions worse for majority of location points. Such situation

is illustrated on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Unfair domination example.

Chosen facility is considered as worse for almost every de-

mand node. Final result is preferred only for single isolated

node in upper right corner of Fig. 1.

2.2. Conditional achievement function

Avoiding “minority dictatorship” described in previous sec-

tion we can consider value-at-risk like conditional mea-

sures. General concept of such models is to minimize the

kth worst distance. In example presented above minimizing

only 2nd worst distance would result the location A to be

preferred.

Simplest formulation of this problem can be written using

additional set of binary variables, used for defining set of

k worst distances:
min : uk .

Subject to:

u− yi ≥−Kzi ,

I

∑
i=1

zk ≤ k−1 ,

[x], [y], [ f ] ∈ Q ,

where:

zi − (binary variable): 1 if distance yi belongs to k + 1

maximal distances; 0 otherwise;

K − large value used to switching u ≥ yi inequality;

u − additional variable, equal to kth worst distance in

optimal solution;

k − number of value minimized in lexicographically

sorted set of distances.
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Unfortunately increasing the number of binary variables

increases also complexity of presented problem. We can

define simpler model based on minimizing total sum of

k worst (largest) distances. This approach provides to linear

model after transformation to dual problem:

min : η .

Subject to:

η =
I

∑
i=1

ddi + ku ∀
j

,

u + ddi ≥ yi ∀
i

,

ddi ≥ 0 ∀
i

,

[x], [y], [ f ] ∈ Q ,

where:

ddi − downside semideviation between maximal distance

and distance node-facility for node i;

η − sum of k worst values in optimal solution.

2.3. Multiple criteria model

By extending concept presented in previous section it is

possible to split whole spectrum of distances and minimize

every part separately. Granularity of distance distribution

description depends on user preferences and in ultimate pre-

cision each distance can be modified separately. However,

such precision is usually unnecessary. It can also provide

to too big model complexity. For example, only number

of, i.e., “big”, “medium” and “small” values controlling is

sufficient.

As result we can consider a model which is “multiplica-

tion” of the model described in previous section. General

achievement function of this model is not defined yet, but is

must be function of conditional measures vector – separate

for each interval defined by user:

min : {ηk} .

Subject to:

ηk =
I

∑
i=1

ddik + I(k)uk ∀
k

,

yi = ∑
j

di jxi j ∀
i

,

uk + ddi ≥ yi ∀
i,k

,

ddi ≥ 0 ∀
i

,

[x], [y], [ f ] ∈ Q ,

where:

k − the index of interval in lexicographically sorted set

of distances;

I(k) − position of demand node related with kth interval.

Each value I(k) is related to respondent partial criteria. In

example presented on Fig. 2: I(0) = 10 and I(1) = 20.

Fig. 2. Example of distances set division.

For the final model two more steps are required: informa-

tion about user preferences about each interval and some

type of scalarization function. While result of given con-

straint set is a vector of representation, we can treat this

vector as set of separate criteria and use the reference point

method for this problem.

2.4. Reference point method

For each partial goal we can model preferences using two

parameters: level of aspiration (achievement that is fully

satisfying decision maker, without need to optimize given

criteria) and reservation (minimal). Hence, we can use

piecewise linear achievement function, with shape pre-

sented in Fig. 3.

Such function can be written as

ϕk = max
[

f1(ηk); f2(ηk); f3(ηk)
]

and in terms of LP constraints:

ϕk ≥ aηk −aAk ∀
k

,

ϕk ≥

(

1

R+
k −Ak

)

ηk +

(

Ak

Ak −R+
k

)

∀
k

,

ϕk ≥ bηk −bR+
k

+ 1 ∀
k

,

where:

Ak − aspiration value for interval k;

R+
k − reservation value for interval k;

a − parameter related to reward for achievement lower

than decision maker’s aspiration point (value be-

tween 0 and 1, arbitrarily defined);

b − parameter related to punishment for achievement

bigger than decision maker’s reservation point

(value greater than 1, arbitrarily defined).
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Fig. 3. Piecewise achievement function for single criteria.

Typical generic scalarizing achievement function takes the

following form:

min : max
(

ϕk

)

+ ε
K

∑
k=1

ϕk

and will be used in implemented model.

2.5. User preferences definition

Unfortunately, aspiration and reservation values used in

given equations are corresponding to cumulative value

of k greatest distances. Thus, aspiration and reservation

values should be understood in terms of “total sum of dis-

tances larger than kth one”. This approach is not intuitive

solution for decision maker. We’ve decided allow user to

define preferences in terms of minimal/maximal average

value in quantile interval (αk, ρk). Proposed translation

function is basing on defining increments between begin-

ning and end of described interval. This can be formulated

by recursion:

Ak = Ak−1 + αk

(

I(k)− I(k−1)
)

,

Rk = Rk−1 + ρk

(

I(k)− I(k−1)
)

,

with initial step:

A0 = α0I(0) ,

R0 = ρ0I(0) .

This approach provides to cross dependency between each

criterion, and may provide to instability of compromise

solution searching process. However, testing the stability is

one of implementation goals and this formula may change

during test phase.

2.6. Final model formulation

Due to given information final form of LP model is:

min : z+ ε ∑
k∈(1...I)

ϕk .

Subject to:

z ≥ ϕk ∀
k
, (1)

ϕk ≥ aηk −aAk ∀
k
, (2)

ϕk ≥

(

1

R+
k −Ak

)

ηk +

(

Ak

Ak −R+
k

)

∀
k
, (3)

ϕk ≥ bηk −bR+
k + 1 ∀

k
, (4)

ηk =
I

∑
i=1

ddik + kuk ∀
k
, (5)

yi = ∑
j

di jxi j ∀
i
, (6)

uk + ddi ≥ yi ∀
i,k

, (7)

ddi ≥ 0 ∀
i
, (8)

yi = ∑
j

di jxi j ∀
i
, (9)

J

∑
j=1

xi j = 1 ∀
i
, (10)

I

∑
i=1

fi ≤ F ∀
i
, (11)

xi j − fi ≤ 0 ∀
i j
, (12)

where constraints (1)–(4) are responsible for reference point

method criteria scalarization, (5)–(8) for definition of cri-

teria ηk and (9)–(12) – for setting up attainable set for

variables.

2.7. Model construction conclusions and reservations

In this section we have shown methodology of constructing

LP models that allows optimize described class of problems

by specialized solver software. However, there are three

more issues that require additional discussion.

• Reservation and aspiration values used for piecewise

achievement function definition for any particular

criterion (c.f. Subsection 2.4) can take any values.

Especially there is no condition that aspiration nor

reservation values must summarize to one. This fact

does not allow to call presented preferences model

as distribution.

• As described in Subsection 2.3 single minimized

achievement function for interval k represents not dis-

tances from defined interval, but from greatest dis-

tance to distance represented by kth interval extreme.

As result of this fact, implemented preferences model

is only approximation. Precision of this approxima-

tion increases with number of defined intervals. Pref-

erences model can be assumed as precise for number

of intervals equal to number of demand points.

• Construction of partial achievement function defini-

tion suggests possible problems with model control-

lability for the highest distances intervals as affected

by every partial achievement function.
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3. Refbeans application: multiple

criteria decision support framework

Refbeans is an application implemented to presented pref-

erences modeling approach tests. Main purposes of its cre-

ation are:

• Methodology demonstration.

• Methodology behavior verification in real life prob-

lems, including:

– attempt to find user friendly optimization pro-

cess implementation,

– attempt to find most user friendly way of pref-

erences definition,

– model controllability verification.

• Creation of easily extensible platform that can serve

as a base for future model implementations.

3.1. Project overview

We have decided to implement application as standalone

desktop application. Assumed LP form of solved problems

allowed to separate frontend part of application, respon-

sible for user interface and data management and library

responsible for optimization.

Java language was chosen for base application implemen-

tation – mostly because its popularity, proven performance.

Big advantage of this choice is existence of two pow-

erful libraries for rich client application implementation:

Eclipse RCP and Netbeans (NB) platform. Both libraries

has grown from Java IDE’s (integrated development en-

vironments) and provides wide set of functions related

with multi-document edition and management. Our final

choice was to make Netbeans as base for our applica-

tion. It is using native for Java Swing library, what al-

lows to use wide set of existing graphical user interface

(GUI) components. JFreeChart library used for chart gen-

eration is good example. As persistence layer file stor-

age with extensive use of Java serialization mechanism

was used.

Refbeans platform does not provide any LP model im-

plementation. Each LP model must be implemented in

as separate Netbeans plugin project, which should depend

on framework specific service provider interfaces (SPI’s).

However at current moment only sample location prob-

lem is implemented. Basic platform can be understood as

framework which provides common functionality for sepa-

rate problem implementation. This includes:

1) support for distribution-based preferences definition

in three options: graphical input for distribution and

cumulative distribution and table form distribution

input;

2) support for management of multiple project types,

including project data persistence;

3) support for solver communication, including ob-

ject – MPS translations and data analysis;

4) calculation history management.

As mentioned before, optimization process is performed

by external solver, which has to be installed separately.

While communication between application and solver is

being performed by the MPS file format virtually any

solver can be used. However, we recommend GNU lin-

ear programming kit (GLPK) [10] solver as first choice

while all calculations and tests were performed with this

library.

3.2. Application user interface

Application is implemented as stand-alone program. De-

pending on distribution it can be launched as local program

or via Java WebStart technology [11]. User interface is bas-

ing on concepts provided by Netbeans platform and similar

to other document-oriented applications. Central part of

the main window contains document area (Fig. 4). Each

opened project is represented by single tab. Detailed sin-

gle project tab layout, including sub-tabs, charts and tables

depends on project type implementation. At system start

user is greeted by simple welcome message.

Fig. 4. Application GUI overview.

Project navigator view (minimized, accessible by button on

the left window side in default layout) allows to manage

prepared projects. Standard CRUD (create, read, update

and delete) operations are implemented. Additionally it

is possible to export/import project files, what allows to

transfer calculation result between computers.

Additional views are coordinated with currently active

project. Most important three are being used to specify

user criteria. User has possibility to define preferences by

distribution chart adjustment, cumulative distribution chart

and table – style detailed preferences specification. This

allows to test “user friendliness” of different preferences
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specification process which is one of application imple-

mentation goals. Additionally output view is implemented

for providing detailed information about optimization pro-

cess. This includes mps file view, process performance

data view and others. General assumption made on user

interface (UI) and code design was, that exact definition of

partial achievement parameters is defined by model. This

includes definition of intervals extremes. In other words

choice if user is minimizing separately worst 10% criteria

and rest of 90% separately of worst 90% and 10% best is

implemented specific by project type implementation.

Optimization process is being started from main application

toolbar. Solver connection must be configured before. This

action is available through menu bar.

3.3. Location model implementation

Using common for rich client extendable architecture, ap-

plication can easily support many types of projects without

core source code modifications. Additional modules are

implemented as plugins, handled by internal NB platform

libraries. First model implemented within presented plat-

form is location problem variant described in Section 2.

It operated on two dimensional area with geometrical dis-

tance definition. In this implementation user is allowed to

define set of demand points and possible facility location

by specifying their coordinates (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Location problem parameter definition panel.

Detailed set of parameters describing single problem de-

fined in project implementation includes:

• Area description parameters:

– area size (width and length),

– maximum numbers of facilities, that can be es-

tablished on whole area,

– list of demand points (X and Y coordinates for

each),

– list of possible facility locations (X and Y co-

ordinates for each).

• Reference point methodology related parameters:

– reward for partial achievement below aspiration

level,

– “punishment” for exceeding reservation level by

partial achievement variable,

– cone shape related parameter.

• User preferences related parameters:

– definition of reference distribution discretiza-

tion points (in terms of percent of total number

of criteria/demand points),

– aspiration and reservation value for each inter-

val.

Detailed data presentation was implemented. User can

visualize defined sets of demand and location points on

specialized diagram. Although detailed charts of partial

achievement goals distribution and optimization history are

available.

4. Numerical experiments

4.1. Test data sets

For experimental reasons three artificial data sets were cre-

ated. First two of them intend to imitate simple location

situations for presentation model decisions. Example three

and four includes randomly generated larger sets of data for

testing model controllability and performance.

Single extreme group case (Fig. 6). This case is created

for simple presentation of model ability to act as simple

conditional risk models. It was run with one max allowed

number of facility location.

Multiple groups of high demand case (Fig. 7). This

dataset defines number of separated group of demand

points. Available locations are randomly spread all over

defined area (with equal probability in every point of area)

to make illusion of free choice of location placement.

Volatile demand density model case (Fig. 8). This dataset

is intend to check if model is able to recognize areas of high

demand points density in noisy environment. Dataset was

created by adding large amount of demand points randomly

spread all over the area.

10
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Fig. 6. Single extreme group test case.

Fig. 7. Multiple groups of high demand test case.

Fig. 8. Volatile demand density model case.

11
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4.2. Model behavior

All presented datasets was successfully optimized, accord-

ing to authors’ assumptions. Quite spectacular was first

described set. During experiments we were able to choose

continuously any location between center of all possible

locations (minimizing the maximal distance) and center

of bigger demand group (for preferences specification that

completely discards first four largest distances).

Second set was optimized correctly without any need of

preferences adjustment. However, this happen because

of additional knowledge about model provided in criteria.

Number of possible locations was set to 5 – equal to real

number of demand point subgroups in dataset. Increas-

ing possible number of location that could be established

placed additional location close to one of already selected.

Surprisingly we were not able to specify preferences for

predictable solution after decreasing number of possible lo-

cations. For model it was natural to place locations in one

of demand point high density group, leaving one of group

being served by “other town” rather than placing location

in the middle between two groups. Third set was also op-

timized correctly, but it required quite many optimization

process iterations.

4.3. Model controllability and preferences specification

process

General model behavior was positive. Decision maker

was able to specify criteria according to presumptions.

However, presented implementation leaves big area to im-

provements. Performed calculations has shown, that model

can be too stable and difficult for controlling. It was com-

mon to observe no response for user preferences change.

This can be explained by discrete nature of presented

model. One of possible solution for such behavior is

extending aspiration/reservation value range. Implemented

version is restricted to distance from zero to maximum

possible achievement realization (maximum distance pos-

sible on given area in this case). Releasing this con-

straint will allow to specify preferences in wider range.

Thus user should be able to set some intervals as more

important by de facto increasing their weight. Models

based on continuous domain should be not affected by this

symptom.

Model controllability increases with number of possible lo-

cations defined. This can be well observed on first data

set. For basic data set with 17 possible locations there

were practically two local minimums available. This be-

havior seems to be quite natural – model nature is discrete.

Hence each of available solution can be understood as local

minimum. Increasing number of possible locations makes

distance between each available solution lower and gives

DM more flexibility.

Another problem, that provides to (subjective) over-

controllability is lack of information about active restric-

tion. Due to used reference point methodology problem

linearization in most situations only single criterion is ac-

tive and allows to slightly result adjustment. Clear infor-

mation about active restrictions should be very useful for

user and will be probably implemented in future version

of application. In current version DM can only find this

restriction by experiments.

Another area that require improveents is partial achieve-

ment specification. In current implementation it is part

of project type implementation and provides not very user

friendly interface. This is result of authors’ underestimation

of distribution intervals manipulation importance.

4.4. Preferences specification model

As described in Subsection 3.1 three ways of prefer-

ences definition was implemented. User preferences can be

specified in two graphical manners (by specifying distri-

bution or cumulated distribution) and by specification of

preferences model distribution values in table organized

view (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Three available preferences specification interfaces.

Cumulative distribution bases GUI was found difficult to

use. This category of achievement definition in location

variant problem was not intuitive. In most cases graph-

ical distribution input view was sufficient to found opti-

mal solution. For such preferences model detailed informa-

tion about aspiration/reservation values importance was not

big. Differently from typical reference point models most

important information in presented model are relative dif-

ferences between separate intervals preference values. Of

course this conclusion is subjective and cannot be arbi-

trary while program was tested on small amount of users.

Most comfortable way of criteria specifying also varies

for different problem types. However implemented prefer-

ences specification interface still lacks some data important

for DM during optimization process. This includes feed-
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back data from single optimization iteration mentioned in

previous paragraph.

Preferences definition interface is generally the most crucial

element for proper optimization process. Implemented ap-

proach uses different data partial achievement specified by

cumulative distribution. This is not intuitive data for user

working with implemented location problem. Translation

function defined in Subsection 2.5 allows user to specify

preferences in terms of distribution but it provides to only

rough preferences estimation. Relation between element

single achievement and preferences and achievements de-

fined for other intervals is not clearly presented to user.

So adjusting preferences with cumulative distribution view

allows for more precise result manipulation, despite mean-

ing of the specified preference parameters may be not fully

understood by the user.

4.5. Calculation performance

Number of calculations was performed for verifying model

size influence on calculation speed. All calculations were

performed on Intel Core 2 Duo CPU T7500 model working

with 2.20 GHz clock. Java VM used to run application is

Sun HotSpot Client VM build 1.6.0 02 working on Win-

dows Vista. Solver used for optimization is pre compiled

GLPK solver version 4.9. Performance results can be af-

fected by algorithm implementation which does not take

advantage from dual core processor (in both most signifi-

cant steps: problem file generation and GLPK solver allo-

cation does never use more than one core).

With assumption of about maximum single iteration op-

timization time two minutes largest solvable models con-

tained about 400 possible location definitions, with 31 de-

mand points and number of total available locations – 5.

For similar problem with 100 specified possible locations

total computer time exceeded 15 minutes what is too large

number for single interactive process iteration.

This paragraph has shown that typical PC available on mar-

ket for small office and home office (SOHO) consumer

is able to perform calculations for middle sized problems

without big delay for decision maker. Probably using com-

mercial solver would noticeably improve calculation per-

formance. According to code profiler analysis total time of

problem solving can be decreased – major part of time is

take by problem MPS file creation. This part of code is

custom made and leaves area for code optimization.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have described class of multicriteria prob-

lems for which preferences can be modeled in terms of

distribution. Proposed preferences modeling technique is

an variation of the reference point methodology and is us-

ing similar aspiration/reservation concepts. We have also

shown method of construction LP problems basing exem-

plary location problem.

For model presentation a demonstration application was im-

plemented. Refbeans platform allows us to test presented

approach in real-life simulation problem. At current time

only single type of problems was implemented. Despite

this, platform architecture should allow to implement other

types of problems in relatively easy way.

Performed experiments has shown, that proposed prefer-

ences modeling technique can be successfully used for op-

timal solution search. Proposed process is basing on ad-

justing user preferences in iterations. However, model re-

sponse for preferences value changes is weak. This subject

was discussed in Subsection 4.4. Preferences specification

interface also requires improvements. Especially number of

information presented to DM as optimization result should

be increased.

Both model and application implementation has some

flaws. Some of them was presented in previous sections.

However, current status allows to improve them in future

research. Decision about model usability in enterprise envi-

ronment cannot be made basing only on the current status.

Appendix

Invitation to experiments and contribution

Main purpose of presented application implementation is

test and demonstration of presented modeling approach.

We would like to encourage users to participate in both ex-

periments and platform development. For running it system

must have Java runtime environment installed with mini-

mum version 1.5. System is using external solver for cal-

culations, which you have to download separately. It can be

any MPS file type aware solver, but we recommend GLPK

solver. All development-stage tests were performed on it.

One can download GLPK solver from any GNU software

mirror site. One can also download pre-compiled version

for Windows.

Application source is also available under free license.

Please contact the authors for full source access and

support.
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Paper The problem of objective

ranking: foundations, approaches

and applications
Andrzej P. Wierzbicki

Abstract—The paper starts with the discussion of the issue of

objectivity versus subjectivity, stressing that while an absolute

objectivity is not attainable, nevertheless trying to be as objec-

tive as possible constitutes a higher value, necessary for hard

science and technology. Dangers and errors of the subjectivist

reduction of objectivity to power and money attempted by the

postmodern sociology of science are discussed. Then we turn

to the problem of subjective versus objective decision analy-

sis and ranking. It is shown that while all classical decision

theory aims at a rational analysis and support of subjective

decisions, there are important application cases, particularly

in managerial problems, when the decision maker prefers to

avoid specifying her/his preferences and needs decision analy-

sis – e.g., ranking of decision options – that is as objective as

possible. An approach to decision support that might be eas-

ily adapted for such objective ranking is the reference point

methodology; its application is shown on examples. One of

these examples is actually not an application of the method-

ology, but a real life problem that motivated the development

of objective ranking. The examples illustrate that objective

ranking might be important for management, including also

management of telecommunication networks.

Keywords— subjective ranking, objective ranking, reference

point approaches, objectivity.

1. Introduction

The words subjective and objective might be used in

a derogatory sense, but we shall use them in their origi-

nal epistemic sense:

– subjective as resulting from personal cognition or

preferences;

– objective as trying to represent outside world without

bias and presuppositions.

Thus, we can say that all contemporary decision analysis,

aiming at supporting the decision maker in using her/his

own preferences for selecting best personal decisions, con-

centrates actually on computerized, rational support of sub-

jective decisions. But what means computerized support?

It should include at least two aspects:

– a computerized representation of knowledge (includ-

ing data, rules, models) about a part of outside reality

pertinent for the decision situation, which should be

as objective as possible;

– a computerized support for combining the subjective

preferences of an individual decision maker with an

objective representation of the pertinent knowledge

in selecting the actual decision.

However, there are practical cases (illustrated by examples

given later) when the decision maker does not want to spec-

ify her/his individual preferences, prefers to obtain sug-

gested decisions – or a ranking of a list of decision options

specified as objectively as possible.

We know that full objectivity is impossible. This was

shown already by Heisenberg [8], we discuss it in more

detail later – and contemporary physics still considers a syn-

thesis of Heisenbergian indeterminacy and Einsteinian rel-

ativity as the most important problem in science. How-

ever, technology and engineering cannot develop without

trying to be as objective as possible, for example, with-

out submitting technological tools to destructive Popperian

falsification tests.

Postmodern social science ridicules Popperian falsifica-

tionism and postulates that all our knowledge is subjective,

but we shall discuss the errors of postmodern sociology of

science later. Here we just conclude that there is a need

of both subjective and objective aspects of knowledge and

decisions.

2. Objectivity versus subjectivity

At the beginning, we must add some philosophical com-

ments on subjectivity and objectivity. The destruction of

the industrial era episteme [25, 28] – sometimes called

not quite precisely positivism or scientism – started early,

e.g., since Heisenberg [8] has shown that not only a mea-

surement depends on a theory and on instruments, but also

the very fact of measurement distorts the measured vari-

able.

This was followed by diverse philosophical debates, sum-

marized, e.g., by Quine [20] who has shown that the logical

empiricism (neo-positivism) is logically inconsistent itself,

that all human knowledge “is a man-made fabric that im-

pinges on existence only along the edges”. This means that

there is no absolute objectivity.

However, this was quite differently interpreted by hard sci-

ences and by technology, which nevertheless tried to remain

as objective as possible, and by social sciences which, in

some cases, went much further to maintain that all knowl-

edge is subjective – results from a discourse, is constructed,
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negotiated, relativist, depends on power and money (see,

e.g., [13]).

This has led to a general divergence of the episteme – the

way of constructing and justifying knowledge, characteristic

for a given cultural era (see [4]), we add only that also

characteristic for a cultural sphere – of the following three

different cultural spheres (see [25]):

– of hard and natural sciences;

– of technology proper (understood as the art of con-

structing tools);

– of social sciences and humanities.

Even if we (the technologists) respect the different culture

of social sciences and humanities, we must protest against

extreme epistemic interpretations that become fashionable

today. For example, some our colleagues maintain that

“There is no universe, but only a multiverse – and to realize

this is liberating”. We propose that they liberate themselves

by falsifying their conviction, applying a hard wall test:

posit yourself against hard wall, close your eyes, and try

to convince yourself that, since there is only a multiverse

(and, according to the quantum theory, there is a nonzero

probability of penetrating the wall), the wall does not exist.

If you cannot convince yourself, then there is no multiverse,

because reality apparently has some universal features; if

you can convince yourself, run with your head ahead, in

order to falsify your conviction.

On the other hand, even if we should try to develop an

integrated episteme for the new era of knowledge civiliza-

tion (see [28]), this new episteme must take into account

that absolute objectivity is not attainable, because of the

following basic principles.

Multimedia principle: words are just an approximate code

to describe much more complex reality, visual and gener-

ally preverbal information is much more powerful and re-

lates to intuitive knowledge and reasoning; future records of

the intellectual heritage of humanity will have multimedia

character, thus stimulating creativity.

This multimedia principle has many implications, but we

stress here only the most obvious: if words are just an

approximate code, then absolute truth and absolute objec-

tivity are obviously not possible. But we need truth even

in elementary social discourse, need objectivity at least in

technology. Thus, truth and objectivity are higher values,

ideals that we try to attain as closely as possible even if

they are not fully attainable.

This is related to another basic principle. The concepts of

punctuated evolution from biology, order emerging out of

chaos from computational modeling, emergence of software

out of hardware, multiple layers of protocols in telecommu-

nications jointly justify the following.

Emergence principle: new concepts and properties of

a system emerge with increased level of complexity, and

these properties are qualitatively different than and irre-

ducible to the properties of parts of the system.

This principle implies a fundamental conceptual change.

Firstly, it shows that the arguments of creationism against

evolution – that evolution could not produce irreducible

complexity – are ignorant of the obvious fact that the evo-

lution of civilization, much faster than the biological evo-

lution thus easier to observe, has recently produced sev-

eral examples of the emergence of irreducible complexity,

starting with the emergence of software out of hardware.

Secondly, even if it might seem that emergence principle

logically results from the principle of synergy or holism –

that the whole is more than the sum of its parts (see [1, 2]),

this is not necessarily a correct interpretation. The principle

of synergy or holism does not say that the whole should

have essentially different, irreducible properties, than the

parts of the system.

However, we can see that higher values, such as truth or

objectivity, are also higher level concepts that emerged

evolutionary in civilisation evolution. Thus, they are ir-

reducible to lower level concepts, such as power and

money.

This is not just a philosophic debate. If scientific objectiv-

ity could be reduced to money and power, than managers

would try to force us, engineers, to use fraudulent engineer-

ing for profit; and, more generally, postmodern sociology

of science gives a nice excuse for an unlimited privatization

of knowledge.

The argument for privatization of public resources is based

on the phenomenon of tragedy of commons (devastation

of a degradable resource, if used without limits). How-

ever, knowledge is not degradable (see [14]), it increases

with use, hence it is more advantageous for a community

to keep knowledge public. But there are strong economic

forces today interested in an unrestricted privatization of

knowledge; and postmodernism provides them with an ide-

ology.

Thus, we should clearly point out the errors of postmodern

sociology of science. For example, Latour [13] argues that

since the concepts of nature and reality are constructed by

us, they cannot be the cause of our knowledge, because an

effect cannot be a cause. His argument is logically erro-

neous, in obvious ignorance about the mechanism of pos-

itive feedback that is the basis of the evolution of knowl-

edge. Hence, it is not true that knowledge can be reduced

to money and power.

In order to show that the postmodern episteme is not the

only possible one, we present here another description of

the relation of human knowledge to nature [28]. First,

from a technological perspective we do not accept the as-

sumption of postmodern philosophy that “nature” is only

a construction of our minds and has only local character.

Of course, the word nature refers both to the construction

of our minds and to something more – to some persist-

ing, universal (to some degree) aspects of the world sur-

rounding us. People are not alone in the world; in ad-

dition to other people, there exists another part of real-

ity, that of nature, although part of this reality has been

converted by people to form human-made, mostly techno-
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logical systems. There are aspects of reality that are lo-

cal and multiple, there are aspects that are more or less

universal.

Second, the general relation of human knowledge to real-

ity might be described as follows. People, motivated by

curiosity and aided by intuition and emotions, observe re-

ality and formulate hypotheses about properties of nature,

of other people, of human relations; they also construct

tools; together, we call all this knowledge. People test and

evaluate the knowledge constructed by them by applying it

to reality: perform destructive tests of tools, devise criti-

cal empirical tests of theories concerning nature, apply and

evaluate theories concerning social and economic relations;

in general, we can consider this as a generalized principle

of falsification, broader than defined by Karl Popper even

in his later works [19].

Such a process can be represented as a general spiral of

evolutionary knowledge creation, see Fig. 1. We observe

reality (either in nature or in society) and its changes, com-

pare our observations with human heritage in knowledge

(the transition Observation). Then our intuitive and emo-

tive knowledge helps us to generate new hypotheses (En-

lightenment) or to create new tools; we apply them to exist-

ing reality (Application), usually with the goal of achieving

some changes, modifications of reality (Modification); we

observe them again.

Fig. 1. The general OEAM spiral of evolutionary knowledge

creation.

It is important, however, to note that many other transitions

enhance this spiral. First is the natural evolution in time:

modified reality becomes existing reality through Recourse.

Second is the evolutionary selection of tested knowledge:

most new knowledge might be somehow recorded, but only

the positively tested knowledge, resilient to falsification

attempts, remains an important part of human heritage

(Evaluation); this can be interpreted as an objectifying,

stabilizing feedback. Naturally, there might be also other

transitions between the nodes indicated in the spiral model,

but the transitions indicated in Fig. 1 are the most essential

ones.

Thus, nature is not only the effect of construction of knowl-

edge by people, nor is it only the cause of knowledge: it

is both cause and effect in a positive feedback loop, where

more knowledge results in more modifications of nature

and more modifications result in more knowledge. As it

is typical for positive feedback loops, the overall result is

an avalanche-like growth; and this avalanche-like growth, if

unchecked by stabilizing negative feedbacks, beside tremen-

dous opportunities creates also diverse dangers, usually not

immediately perceived but lurking in the future. Thus, the

importance of selecting knowledge that is as objective as

possible relates also to the fact that avalanche-like growth

creates diverse threats: we must leave to our children best

possible knowledge in order to prepare them for dealing

with unknown future.

This description of a spiral-like, evolutionary character

of knowledge creation is consistent with our technologi-

cal cognitive horizon, and slightly different than presented

in [9] from a position of an economic cognitive horizon.

It is an extension of the concept of objective knowledge

promoted by Popper [19], but admits relativistic interpreta-

tions; it only postulates objectivity as a higher level value,

similar to justice: both absolute justice and absolute ob-

jectivity might be not attainable, but are important, worth

striving for, particularly if we take into account uncertainty

about future (see also [21]).

After outlining this philosophic background, we can turn

now to the problem of objective versus subjective ranking

of decision options. We start, however, with an outline of

reference point approaches to the problem of ranking.

3. Reference point approaches:

the discrete case

We assume here that the admissible decisions are given by

just a list of considered decision options xxxk ∈ X0, where X0

denotes the set of these options. We assume that we have

a decision problem with J criteria, indexed by j = 1, . . . ,J

(also denoted by j∈ JJJ), and K decision options called also

alternatives, indexed by k = 1, . . . ,K or k = A,B, . . . ,H (also

denoted by k ∈ KKK = {1, . . . ,K}). The corresponding crite-

ria values are denoted by q jk; we assume that all are max-

imized or converted to maximized variables. The maximal

values maxk∈KKK q jk = q
up
j are called upper bounds for crite-

ria and are often equivalent to the components of so called

ideal or utopia point qqquto = qqqup = (qup
1

, . . . ,q
up
j , . . . ,q

up
J ) –

except for cases when they were established a priori as

a measurement scale. The minimal values mink∈KKK q jk = qlo
j

are called lower bounds and, generally, are not equivalent

to the components of so called nadir point qqqnad ≥ qqqlo =
(qlo

1
, . . . ,qlo

j , . . . ,qlo
J ); the nadir point qqqnad is defined sim-

ilarly as the lower bound point qqqlo, but with minimiza-
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tion restricted to Pareto optimal or efficient or nondomi-

nated alternatives (see, e.g., [3]). An alternative k∗ ∈ K is

Pareto optimal (Pareto-nondominated or shortly nondom-

inated, also called efficient), if there is no other alterna-

tive k ∈ KKK that dominates k∗, that is, if we denote qqqk =
(q1k, . . . ,q jk, . . . ,qJk), there is no k ∈KKK such that qqqk ≥ qqqk∗ ,

qqqk 6= qqqk∗ .

While the reference point approach is typically described

for the continuous case (with a nonempty interior of X0,

thus an infinite number of options in this set), we shall

concentrate here on the discrete case, with a finite num-

ber of decision options K, for which case the reference

point approach is equally or even particularly suitable. This

is because when we consider the outcome set Q0, that

is, the set of criteria vectors qqqk corresponding to deci-

sion options xxxk, is in this case obviously not convex, and

important elements of Pareto outcome set might be con-

tained in the interior, not on the boundary of the convex

cover of this set. Thus, with any other method – partic-

ularly with a weighted sum, but also with many nonlin-

ear utility approximations – we run the risk of missing

important Pareto points in the discrete case. We do not

have this risk when using reference point approaches, be-

cause of their full controllability property, not possessed

by utility functions nor by weighted sums, see later com-

ments.

The most general specification of preferences of a deci-

sion maker contains a selection of decision outcomes cho-

sen as criteria, accompanied by defining a partial order in

the space of criteria – simply asking the decision maker

which criteria should be maximized and which minimized

(or stabilized). Here we consider only the simplest case

when all criteria are maximized.

When analyzing a decision problem in the discrete case,

we might be interested in:

– finding the best solution (option),

– finding all Pareto-optimal solutions (options),

– ranking all options,

– classifying all options.

Here we shall consider mostly the problem of ranking.

There are several versions of methods belonging to the

general class of reference point approaches (see [15, 26]).

Here we describe a method based on a specification of dou-

ble reference levels – aspiration level a j and reservation

level r j – for each criterion. After this specification, the

approach uses a nonlinear aggregation of criteria by an

achievement function that is performed in two steps.

We first count achievements for each individual criterion

or satisfaction with its values by transforming it (mono-

tonically and piece-wise linearly), e.g., in the case of

maximized criteria as shown in Eq. (1) below. In a dis-

crete decision problem we can choose these coefficients to

have a reasonable interpretation of the values of the par-

tial (or individual) achievement function. Since the range

of [0; 10] points is often used for eliciting expert opin-

ions about subjectively evaluated criteria or achievements,

we adopted this range in Eq. (1) below for the values of

a partial achievement function σ j(q j, a j, r j):

σ j(q j,a j,r j)=







































α(q j−qlo
j )

(r j−qlo
j )

for qlo
j ≤ q j < r j,

α +(β−α)(q j −r j)

(a j−r j)
for r j ≤ q j < a j,

β +(10−β )(q j−a j)

(qup
j −a j)

for a j ≤ q j ≤ q
up
j .

(1)

The parameters α and β , 0 < α < β < 10, in this case

denote correspondingly the values of the partial achieve-

ment function for q j = r j and q j = a j. The value σ jk =
σ j(q jk,a j,r j) of this achievement function for a given alter-

native k ∈KKK signifies the satisfaction level with the criterion

value for this alternative. Thus, the above transformation

assigns satisfaction levels from 0 to α (say, α = 3) for cri-

terion values between qlo
j and r j , from α to β (say, β = 7)

for criterion values between r j and a j, from β to 10 for

criterion values between a j and q
up
j .

After this transformation of all criteria values, we might

use then the following form of the overall achievement

function:

σ(qqq,aaa,rrr) = min
j∈JJJ

ji(q j,ai,r j)+ ε/J ∑
j∈JJJ

σ j(q j,a j,r j) , (2)

where qqq = (q1, . . .q j, . . .qJ) is the vector of criteria val-

ues, aaa = (a1, . . .a j, . . .aJ) and rrr = (r1, . . . r j, . . . rJ) are the

vectors of aspiration and reservation levels, while ε > 0 is

a small regularizing coefficient. The achievement values

σk = σ(qqqk,aaa,rrr) for all k ∈ KKK can be used either to select

the best alternative, or to order the options in an overall

ranking list or classification list, starting with the highest

achievement value.

The properties of such functions are, also for the discrete

case:

– partial order approximation: the level sets of such

functions approximate closely the positive cone

defining the partial order (see [24]);

– full controllability: given any point q∗q∗q∗ in crite-

ria space that is (properly, with a priori bounded

trade-off coefficients1) Pareto-nondominated and cor-

responds to some decision option, we can always

1By a properly Pareto-nondominated option with a priori bounded trade-

off coefficients, called also an ε-properly Pareto-nondominated alternative,

we understand a Pareto-nondominated alterbnative with trade-off coeffi-

cients bounded by a given large number, e.g., the number 1 + 1/ε [26].

The property that any ε-properly Pareto-nondominated alternative can be

selected as the best by maximizing an achievement function is called the

controllability property and is much stronger than the efficiency property

(that any maximum of a function, which is strictly monotone with respect

to the partial order, is Pareto-nondominated). The controllability property

is possessed by functions such as (2) that are not only strictly monotone

with respect to the partial order, but also have level sets approximating

the positive cone that defines the partial order. This property does not

depend on convexity assumptions [24].
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choose such reference levels – in fact, it suffices to

set aspiration levels equal to the components of q∗q∗q∗ –

that the maximum of the achievement function (2) is

attained precisely at this point;

– dependence of implied weighting coefficients on the

currently specified reference points (see [26]);

– possibility of using ε = 0 with nucleolar minimax ap-

proach [12, 16]: consider first the minimal, worst in-

dividual criterion achievement σ j computed as above

with ε = 0; if two options k1 and k2 (or more of

them) have the same achievement value, we order

them according to the second worst individual crite-

rion achievement, and so on.

4. The issue of objective ranking

The ranking of discrete options is a classical problem

of multi-attribute decision analysis; however, all classical

approaches – whether of Keeney and Raiffa [11], or of

Saaty [22], or of Keeney [10] – concentrate on subjective

ranking. By this we do not mean intuitive subjective rank-

ing, which can be done by any experienced decision maker

based on her/his intuition, but rational subjective ranking,

based on the data relevant for the decision situation – how-

ever, using an approximation of personal preferences in ag-

gregating multiple criteria.

And therein is the catch: in many practical situations, if the

decision maker wants to have a computerized decision sup-

port and rational ranking, she/he does not want to use per-

sonal preferences, prefers to have some objective ranking.

This is often because the decision is not only a personal one,

but affects many people – and it is usually very difficult to

achieve an intersubjective rational ranking, accounting for

personal preferences of all people involved. This obvious

fact is best illustrated by the following example.

Suppose an international corporation consists of six divi-

sions A–F. Suppose these units are characterized by di-

verse data items, such as name, location, number of em-

ployees, etc. However, suppose that the Chief Executive

Officer (CEO) of this corporation is really interested in

ranking or classification of these divisions taking into ac-

count the following attributes used as criteria: 1) profit

(in % of revenue), 2) market share (m.share, in % of sup-

plying a specific market sector), 3) internal collaboration

(i.trade, in % of revenue coming from supplying other

divisions of the corporation), and 4) local social image

(l.s.i., meaning public relations in the society where it is

located, evaluated on a scale 0–100 points). All these cri-

teria are maximized, improve when increased. An example

of data of this type is shown in Table 1 (with data distorted

for privacy reasons).

Suppose the CEO of this corporation hires a consulting

company and asks for an objective ranking of these six

divisions. The approach that can be easily adapted for ra-

tional objective ranking is reference point approach – be-

cause reference levels needed in this approach can be either

defined subjectively by the decision maker, or established

objectively statistically from the given data set. We can use

this approach not only for objective ranking, but also for

objective classification, using methods as indicated above

with objectively defined reference points.

In the next section, we shall show below how to apply this

approach for the simple example given in Table 1. We de-

noted by q jk the value of a criterion q j for the decision op-

tion k ∈KKK, and the achievement values σk = σ(qqqk,aaa,rrr) for

all k ∈KKK can be used to order the options in an overall rank-

ing list, starting with the highest achievement value. Now,

the question is: how to define aspiration levels aaa and reser-

vation levels rrr in order to obtain rational objective ranking?

Several ways were listed in [5]: neutral, statistical, voting;

we shall concentrate here on statistical determination.

A statistical determination of reference levels concerns val-

ues m j that would be used as basic reference levels, an

upward modification of these values to obtain aspiration

levels a j, and a downward modification of these values to

obtain reservation levels r j; these might be defined as fol-

lows:

m j =∑
k∈KKK

qqq jk/K; r j =0.5(qlo
j +m j); a j=0.5(q

up
j +m j), ∀ j ∈JJJ,

(3)

where K denotes the number of alternative options, thus

m j are just average values of criteria in the set of all al-

ternative options; aspiration and reservation levels – just

averages of these averages and the lower and upper bounds,

respectively.

However, there are no essential reasons why we should limit

the averaging to the set of alternative options ranked; we

could use as well a larger set of data in order to define

more adequate (say, historically meaningful) averages, or

a smaller set – e.g., only the Pareto optimal options – in

order to define more demanding averages and aspirations.

For very large data sets, we can use, e.g., evolutionary

(EMO) algorithms for an approximation of the Pareto set.

Variants of objective ranking. For the data from Table 1,

we can thus present two variants of objective ranking:

– A: based on averages of data from this table,

– B: based on averages from Pareto optimal options.

See next Tables 2 and 3. Note that the more demand-

ing ranking B displays a rank reversal: the divisions C

and E, occupying positions 2 and 3 in ranking A, exchange

their places in ranking B. This is, however, a natural phe-

nomenon: average aspirations favour standard though good

solutions, truly interesting solutions result from demanding

aspirations (however, this rank reversal might disappear, if

we use different values of the parameter ε).

Note also that the rank reversal also disappears if, instead

of ranking, we classify the divisions into three classes:

– I: very good,

– II: good,

– III: wanting.
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Table 1

Data for an example on international business management (∗ denotes Pareto options)

Division Name Location Employees
Profit – q1 M.share – q2 I.trade – q3

L.s.i. – q4[%] [%] [%]

A Alpha USA 250 11 8 10 40

B∗ Beta Brasilia 750 23 40 34 60

C∗ Gamma China 450 16 50 45 70

D∗ Delta Dubai 150 35 20 20 44

E∗ Epsilon C. Europe 350 18 30 20 80

F Fi France 220 12 8 9 30

Table 2

Example of objective ranking for data from Table 1, based on averages of all options

Ranking A σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ Rank Class

Division

A 0.00 0.00 0.37 2.50 0.29 5 III

B 5.63 7.50 7.00 5.88 8.23 1 I

C 3.30 10.0 10.0 7.62 6.39 2 II

D 10.0 3.57 3.89 3.32 5.40 4 II

E 3.97 5.48 3.89 10.0 6.30 3 II

F 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 6 III

Table 3

Example of objective ranking for data from Table 1, based on averages of Pareto-nondominated options

Ranking B σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ Rank Class

Division

A 0.00 0.00 0.29 1.80 0.21 5 III

B 5.00 6.61 6.24 5.13 7.30 1 I

C 2.50 10.0 10.0 6.73 5.28 3 II

D 10.0 3.47 3.13 2.51 4.42 4 II

E 3.33 5.04 3.13 10.0 5.43 3 II

F 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 6 III

Both divisions C and E remain in the class II, both for the

average and for the more demanding aspirations.

In some management applications, the worst ranked op-

tions are the most interesting, because they indicate the

need of a corrective action. Objective ranking was orig-

inally motivated by an actual application when evaluating

scientific creativity conditions in a Japanese research uni-

versity, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technol-

ogy (JAIST), (see [23]). Actually, it is misleading to call

it an application; a real life problem was first solved inno-

vatively, which motivated later the development of theory.

This often happens in technology development: technology

is not necessarily and not only an application of basic nat-

ural science, it often precedes theoretical developments –

such as invention of a wheel preceded the concept of a cir-

cle, a telescope preceded optics.

The evaluation was based on survey results. The survey in-

cluded 48 questions with diverse answers and over 140 re-

spondents with diverse characteristics: school affiliation

(JAIST consists of three schools), nationality (Japanese or

foreign – the latter constitute over 10% of young researchers

at JAIST), research position (master students, doctoral stu-

dents, research associates, etc.). In total, the data base was

not very large, but large enough to create computational

problems.

The questions were of three types:

– assessment questions, assessing the situation between

students and at the university; the most critical ques-

tions of this type might be selected as those that cor-

respond to worst responses;

– importance questions, assessing importance of

a given subject; the most important questions might

be considered as those that correspond to best re-

sponses;

– controlling questions, testing the answers to the first

two types by indirect questioning revealing responder

attitudes or asking for a detailed explanation.
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For the first two type of questions, responders were required

to tick appropriate responses in the scale vgvgvg (very good),

ggg (good), aaa (average), bbb (bad), vbvbvb (very bad) – sometimes

in an inverted scale if the questions were negatively for-

mulated. Answers to all questions of first two types were

evaluated on a common scale, as a percentage distribution

(histogram) of answers vgvgvg−ggg−aaa−bbb−vbvbvb. The interpreta-

tion of the evaluation average was almost bad; if we want

most answers to be very good and good, we admit not many

to be average.

Therefore, in this case JJJ = GGG ∪ BBB, GGG = {vgvgvg, ggg}, BBB =
{aaa, bbb, vbvbvb}; the statistical distributions (percentage his-

tograms) of answers were interpreted in the sense of mul-

tiple criteria optimization, with j ∈ GGG = {vgvgvg, ggg} as quality

indicators that should be maximized, and j ∈BBB = {aaa, bbb,vbvbvb}
as quality indicators to be minimized.

A reference point approach was proposed for this particular

case of ranking probability distributions; other approaches

are usually more complicated (see, e.g., [17]). However,

when the dean of the School of Knowledge Science in

JAIST (Yoshiteru Nakamori) was asked to define his prefer-

ences or preferred aspiration levels, the reality of the man-

agerial situation overcome his theoretical background: he

responded “in this case, I want the ranking to be as objec-

tive as possible – I must discuss the results with the deans

of other schools and with all professors”. This was the

origin of reflection on objective versus subjective rational

ranking.

Thus, a statistical average of the percentages of answers in

the entire data set was taken as the reference distribution

or profile. Since such a reference profile might result in

good but standard answers, some artificial reference distri-

butions were also constructed as more demanding than the

average one; averages over Pareto optimal options were not

computed because of the complexity of the data set.

The detailed results of the survey were also very useful

for university management (see [23]). It was found that

seven questions of the first (assessment) type ranked as

worst practically did not depend on the variants of rank-

ing; thus, the objective ranking gave robust results as to

the problems that required most urgent intervention by the

university management. The best ranked questions of the

second (importance) type were more changeable, only three

of them consistently were ranked among the best ones in

diverse ranking profiles. Moreover, a rank reversal phe-

nomenon was observed: if the average reference distribu-

tion was used, best ranked were questions of rather obvious

type, more interesting results were obtained when using

more demanding reference profile.

Another possible application of the concept of objective

ranking is the issue of detecting a significant event in a net-

work (say, a failure of a link in a computer network). We

can observe certain characteristic variables in the network

and their histograms – empirical probability distributions.

In the case of failure, these probability distributions will

change as compared to the case of normal network func-

tions; the issue is to use such change to identify the type

of the event. Thus, the decision options k ∈KKK in this prob-

lem are possible types of events; for each type of event, we

might have a reference probability distribution, obtained,

e.g., via network simulation. In such a case, the detection

of the type of event is equivalent to checking which ref-

erence probability distribution is the closest to the actual

empirical distribution; this can be done using also reference

profile approach with stabilized criteria. However, another

approach is to try to define a partial order in the space

of histograms that would represent the given problem of

event detection, and use an objective ranking approach to

produce a ranking list of types of events, given an empir-

ical histogram. This will be the subject of further studies

(see [6]).

5. Conclusions

We discussed in this paper some aspects of the general issue

of objectivity versus subjectivity, with the conclusion that

objectivity is a higher value, similar to justice: it might be

not fully attainable, but it is worth striving for. We have also

shown that the reduction of objectivity to power and money,

suggested by postmodern sociology of science, is not only

based on superficial reductionism, but also contains logical

errors.

We presented in this paper the issue of objective ranking

defined as dependent only on a given set of data, relevant

for the decision situation, and independent of any more de-

tailed specification of personal preferences than that given

by defining criteria and the partial order in criterion space.

Rational objective ranking can be based on reference point

approach, because reference levels needed in this approach

can be established objectively statistically from the given

data set.

Examples show that such objective ranking can be very

useful in many management situations.

There are several possible topics for further study, such

as the relation of objective ranking obtained by reference

point approaches and objective ranking obtained by rough

set approaches, since the latter also can be seen as depen-

dent only on a given set of data, on an informational system

in the sense of Zdzisław Pawlak (see [18] and [7]), or the

issue of using multiobjective comparison of empirical sta-

tistical profiles for event detection in telecommunication

networks [6].
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Paper Objective classification

of empirical probability distributions

and the issue of event detection
Janusz Granat and Andrzej P. Wierzbicki

Abstract—The paper concentrates on the issue of classifica-

tion of empirical probability distributions (histograms), which

is useful both in management situations and in event detection

or event mining. While existing approaches to event detection

concentrate on the use of selected moments or other character-

istics of empirical probability distributions, we postulate that

full empirical distribution preserves more of needed informa-

tion then selected moments of this distribution, thus multiple

criteria classification of distributions can be most effective in

event detection.

Keywords— objective classification, event detection, multicrite-

ria analysis.

1. Introduction

While practically all multiple criteria approaches to deci-

sion analysis and support concentrate on rationally sup-

porting subjective decisions, depending on some form of

an elicitation of preferences of the decision maker, there

are diverse decision situations where we should suggest

decisions that are made as objectively as possible; the full

objectivity is not attainable for many practical and philo-

sophical reasons, but objectivity can be seen as an useful

ideal or goal. Examples of such situations are, on the one

hand, managerial decisions influencing many stakeholders,

when an aggregation of preferences of stakeholders is im-

possible. On the other hand, such situations occur also in

event detection, e.g., when automatically detecting a case

of fire, we should not make decisions based on subjective,

personal preferences.

We shall call the problem of supporting decisions in such

a case the problem of objective classification (treating prob-

lem of ranking as a special case with singleton classes and

the problem of decision selection and detection as special

cases with classes selected – not selected or detected – not

detected). We can define objective classification as depen-

dent only on a given set of data, relevant for the decision

situation, and independent from any more detailed specifi-

cation of personal preferences than that given by defining

criteria and the partial order in criterion space. Already

in this definition, we see the limits to objectivity, because

naturally the definition of criteria and their partial order,

or of the relevant set of data, can be treated as subjective;

however, they are often much more obvious and easy to

agree upon than the detailed preferences defined, e.g., by

a utility function or a set of weighting coefficients.

Most of classical approaches to multiple criteria decision

analysis and support, e.g., based on weighted sum aggrega-

tion, are not easily adaptable to the case of objective classi-

fication. From known approaches, either the goal program-

ming or the reference point approaches are easily adaptable,

because goals or reference points can be defined reasonably

objectively from statistics in a given set of data. We con-

centrate here on reference point approaches, because they

have the property of producing always Pareto optimal op-

tions (which is not the case in goal programming).

In this paper we are focusing on the issue of classification

of empirical probability distributions (histograms), which

is useful both in management situations and in event detec-

tion or event mining. While existing approaches to event

detection concentrate on the use of selected moments or

other characteristics of empirical probability distributions,

we postulate that full empirical distribution preserves more

of needed information then selected moments of this distri-

bution, thus multiple criteria classification of distributions

can be most effective in event detection. One of advantages

of reference point approaches is that they easily deal with

so-called multiobjective trajectory analysis and optimiza-

tion; this can be applied to issues of stochastic dominance

and their generalizations needed for multiple criteria event

detection based on classification of empirical probability

distributions.

2. An algorithm for event detection

An outline of an algorithm for event detection based on

histograms is as follows:

1. Calculate a typical histogram (based, e.g., on histor-

ical data):

Hok − the value of a typical histogram for an inter-

val k, k = 1, . . . ,N.

2. Identify a priori the set of events E and(or) corre-

sponding anomalies A:

ei – an event i, i = 1, . . . , I,

Ai – an anomaly corresponding to event i,

i = 1, . . . , I.

3. Identify the set of characteristic histograms for the

set of events (using, if necessary, simulation of events

and anomalies):

Hik − a histogram characteristic for event or

anomaly i,

while i = 0 corresponds to lack of anomaly (the typ-

ical histogram).
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4. Define partial orders corresponding to each event

(whether an event typically results in a decrease or

increase or lack of change of typical histogram val-

ues, see below):

POi – a partial order of histograms.

5. Calculate the histogram of the observed current mea-

surements from the real system:

Hk, k = 1, . . . ,N − the histogram of observed mea-

surements.

6. Calculate achievement values comparing the his-

togram of observed measurements with histograms

of the typical character and of character characteris-

tic for specific events, treated as I + 1 (i = 0, . . . , I)
different reference trajectories.

7. Detect an event based on achievement values (by se-

lecting the event with corresponding highest achieve-

ment value).

Fig. 1. Partial order of histograms.

A partial order of histograms (Fig. 1) is defined as fol-

lows. Two histograms Hα , Hβ (with values Hα ,k, Hβ ,k sat-

isfy a given partial order POi(Hα ,Hβ ), if:

POi(Hα ,Hβ )

Hα ,l ≤ Hβ ,l , l = 1, . . . , L

Hα ,k ≥ Hβ ,k, k = 1, . . . , K

Hα ,m ≈ Hβ ,m, m = 1, . . . , M

K + L+ M = N ,

where:

N – the number of intervals (common for both histograms).

Achievement values can be defined as follows (for the case

K = N, L = M = 0; for other cases see, e.g., [8]):

δi(Hk,Hik) |POi = min
k

(Hk −Hik)+ ε ∑
k

(Hk −Hik) ,

i = 0, . . . , I

Let us consider a very simple example (see Fig. 2). In the

top left side of Fig. 2 we have two histograms HO1, HO2

that represent histograms for normal operation of the system

measured at two different outputs. However, in the bottom

left side we have actually observed histograms H1, H2 that

differ substantially from normal operation. In the right

hand side of the picture we have defined histograms for

two events e1, e2, with arrows indicating partial orders.

Do the actually observed histograms correspond to normal

operation, event e1 or e2?

Fig. 2. An event detection.

If we calculate values of the achievement functions for the

given histograms H1, H2 that result from the actual mea-

surements, using normal operation histogram and the his-

tograms characteristic for the two events as three different

reference trajectories, we obtain:

δo = −0.71, δe1 = 0.231, δe2 = −0.03 .

Therefore, we can identify event 1, having the maximal

achievement value, as the one best representing the mea-

surements and the assumed partial order.

3. Fault detection

In this section we will discuss how the presented approach

can be applied to detection of faults in a computer network.

Fig. 3. A fault of the computer network.

Figure 3 shows a network with five switches. On 16.01 we

can observe a fault of the connection between switch 1
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and switch 5. The observations of the network throughput

are presented on Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Observation of the network throughput – switch 1, port 1.

Fig. 5. Observation of the network throughput – switch 1, port 3.

We can transform this observations to the histograms

shown of Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. A histogram of the observation on switch 1, output 3 –

normal state of operation.

We see on Figs. 6 and 7 that the number of intervals that

are significant from the point of event detection is small.

Only these few intervals can be considered in the process

of event detection.

Fig. 7. A histogram of the observation on switch 1, output 3 –

after fault of the network.

4. Conclusions

The paper presents a new concept of event detection that

is based on histograms and multicriteria approach. This

approach allows to consider only selected intervals of the

histograms what is especially important in the problem of

event detection where the significant changes can be de-

tected only in selected intervals. It is also possible to con-

sider histograms corresponding to observations of various

points of the system. In Section 2 we have presented one

of possible algorithms for event detections; other variants

of the presented algorithm are also possible. The disadvan-

tage of this approach is that we have to specify a priori the

given sets of events and the histograms characteristic for

given events. The advantage is that we use in a possibly

most complete way the statistical information contained in

the measurements.
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Paper

Supporting telecommunication

product sales by conjoint analysis
Piotr Rzepakowski

Abstract—Conjoint analysis is widely used as a marketing re-

search technique to study consumers’ product preferences and

simulate customer choices. It is used in designing new prod-

ucts, changing or repositioning existing products, evaluating

the effect of price on purchase intent, and simulating market

share. In this work the possibility of conjoint analysis us-

age in telecommunication filed is analyzed. It is used to find

optimal products which could be recommended to telecom-

munication customers. First, a decision problem is defined.

Next, the conjoint analysis method and its connections with

ANOVA as well as regression techniques are presented. After

that, different utility functions that represent preferences for

voice, SMS, MMS and other net services usage are formulated

and compared. Parameters of the proposed conjoint measures

are determined by regression methods running on behavioral

data, represented by artificially generated call data records.

Finally, users are split in homogenous groups by segmenta-

tion techniques applied to net service utilities derived from

conjoint analysis. Within those groups statistical analyses are

performed to create product recommendations. The results

have shown that conjoint analysis can be successfully applied

by telecommunication operators in the customer preference

identification process. However, further analysis should be

done on real data, other data sources for customer preference

identification should be explored as well.

Keywords— decision analysis, multiple criteria analysis, utility

theory, preference measurement, conjoint analysis, consumer

behavior, purchase intent, marketing, marketing tools.

1. Introduction

Selling is a practical implementation of strategies derived

from marketing. One of them is loyalty management ap-

proach that is commonly used by telecommunication com-

panies. Usually, loyalty programs are organized for but

to remain competitive on deregulated market, other tasks

like product recommendation should be done to maximize

customer satisfaction. People who are satisfied with prod-

uct usage are also loyal, since they do not need to change

product supplier.

There is a permanent price reduction of telecommuni-

cation services and new products are launched so often that

customers are not able to analyze all possibilities regularly

and find the best products for themselves. Therefore, meth-

ods for preference identification should be developed to

support telecommunication operator consultants with tools

for products and services recommendation. In this work

we have used conjoint analysis (CA) method to identify

preferences of telecommunication customers. Contrary to

the original method, instead of making a questionnaire,

behavioral data were used to find real preferences not de-

clared ones.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic

requirements and customer preferences are reviewed. In

Section 3, the optimization problem is explained and meth-

ods for problem solving are introduced. Also some assump-

tions are made to decrease the complexity of the problem.

In Section 4, conjoint analysis process is described: the

preference function is proposed and the statistical model

for preference identification is created. Results are shown

in Section 5 and conclusions are made in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Loyalty

Deregulation brought new competition that forces telecom-

munication companies as well as other retailers to imple-

ment new sale strategies. Boston Consulting Group indi-

cates ten quality drivers [2] that should be addressed to

remain competitive:

– call center,

– complaint management,

– customer communication,

– offer development,

– branding,

– sales channels,

– customer understanding,

– loyalty,

– e-utility.

Good practices where divided into three stages: “master-

ing the basics”, “rising the bar” and “changing the game”.

At the beginning “mastering the basics stage” the first

four dimensions are most important. At the second stage

offer development, branding and sales channels are es-

sential. However, in deregulated, full competitive markets

deep customer understanding, loyalty and e-utility must be

addressed to have a real chance in the competition.

The role of loyalty is increasing owing to wide range of

benefits. Loyal customer:

– provides positive advertising through his recommen-

dations to family and friends,

– is more receptive to cross-selling,

– provides company with feedback,

– tends to be more profitable.
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2.2. Customer preferences

Because customer’s loyalty depends on the satisfaction

he gets from product and service usage, delivered goods

should not only be of good quality but also should be well

suited to user requirements. That leads marketing depart-

ments to research activity for identification and anticipation

of clients’ needs. Research results are used to design new

products and deliver attractive goods to consumers. Attrac-

tive products are those which have sufficient functionality

and acceptable price. Therefore, products of lower price

and suited to user needs should be recommended. Para-

doxically, telecommunication companies should take care

about customers recommending cheapest products of that

which are functionally acceptable. Customers should be

sure that they do not pay extra money for not used addi-

tional features.

Two customer preference groups can be distinguished: real

preferences and declared ones. Real preferences can be

derived directly from information about bought products,

services and product usage. However, that information

tells us only about past preferences and is limited to exist-

ing products functionality. Declared wishes gathered from

questionnaires, contrary to real preferences, give additional

information about future needs and are not restricted to ex-

isting product functionality but do not have to correspond

to real ones. Differences in declared and real requirements

are caused by uncertainty of results obtained from ques-

tionnaires but also by limited information represented in

behavioral data. To analyze preferences entirely both real

and declared preferences should be considered. Addition-

ally, preferences can also be derived indirectly from de-

mographic, geographic and socioeconomic data connected

with user behavior or declared needs. Nevertheless, in this

article we restrict analysis to real preferences obtained from

behavioral data.

2.3. Telecommunication products

Telecommunication customers pay for net services (voice,

short message service (SMS), multimedia messaging ser-

vice (MMS) and general packet radio service (GPRS))

usage. However, price for services is dissimilar for them.

Cheaper services are for users who declare to use services

in fixed period or in minimum amount. For example, peo-

ple who signed contracts have cheaper calls then the others.

Cost can be also reduced by additional packages valid for

a short period or other products that can be used only in

specific time. For example, there are usually accessible

packages that reduce call price after working hours or in

the weekends. Those additional packages will be called

further telecommunication products.

Products are provisioned at the end user level or at the

account level. End user is associated with the account and

is rated for service usage in the way defined by tariff plan

he has. Some products are allowed at discount prices if

there were bought other services or products. Moreover,

more then one user can be associated with the account.

Therefore, if products are installed at the account level they

can be used by many users. For all users pays owner of

the account who is called customer. Furthermore, there are

additional businesses constraints that make some products

unavailable at various tariff plans and some products are

switched off which means that new installations cannot be

made any more.

That is a big challenge for customers to be on time with

all promotions and to find the most fitted products for

all users on the account. That task requires identifica-

tion of users’ needs and solving a complex optimization

problem.

2.4. Conjoint analysis

In this article, usage of conjoint analysis technique is pro-

posed for customers’ preference identification. CA is well

known in marketing research field and is commonly used

to identify consumer preferences from a questionnaire data.

It provides preferences in compact form as parameters of

the utility function a priori defined by an analyst. CA al-

lows determining relative preference structure that can be

easily used to compare clients, make segmentation and pro-

filing. When all of the attributes are nominal, the metric

conjoint analysis is a simple main-effect analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) with some specialized output. The ANOVA

problem can be solved using regression techniques what is

shown in Section 4.

3. Service costs optimization problem

The task is to find optimal set of products individually for

each user. Usually a telecommunication operator has dozen

million users and more then one hundred products in an

offer. Because business constrains complicate the problem

some assumptions are made to simplify it.

3.1. Business constraints

Three main groups of business constraints can be distin-

guished:

1. Tariff plan constraints:

– user can change the tariff plan he has to a higher

one then the one he signed in the contract;

– old tariffs cannot be used any more.

2. Product constraints:

– some old products cannot be sold any more;

– only a few additional products are allowed

within particular tariff plan;

– usage of some products excludes usage of

others;
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– in some tariff plans users have to choose the

demanded quantity of products;

– value of some packages can be defined individ-

ually;

– products can be defined on end user level as

well as at the account level.

3. Product usage constraints:

– data are accessible monthly;

– some users do not make enough connections

monthly to analyze the data;

– users are charged in billing cycles that start on

different days of month;

– to have all information about connections for

new users there is a need to analyze at least

two months of data;

– some products can be activated with a delay,

for example from the customer billing cycle

date.

3.2. Assumptions

To simplify the problem optimal products for the end user

in his actual tariff plan will be found. Instead of optimal

set of products, ranking lists of them will be made using

only two months history of outgoing calls.

1. There would only be analyzed services within current

users’ tariff plans. Changes of tariff plans are not

under consideration in this work. Tariff plans can be

also treated as other services but to do so additional

business knowledge about configuration constraints

is required.

2. There would be created recommendation lists of ser-

vices at the end user level. Also services that cannot

be sold any more would be recommended. If some

of them cannot be sold or are not allowed in cur-

rent user tariff plan they will be removed later after

creation of the ranking. The removal of services de-

pends only on business constraints and is not taken

into consideration in this work.

3. Data from two months will be analyzed and users

who make less then 50 calls will be removed, since

there is no need to sell them additional products.

4. Only outgoing calls will be analyzed because prod-

ucts reduce only those costs.

3.3. Optimization problem

Indicies:

s – end user,

p – product,

a – attribute.

Parameters:

S − finite and nonempty set of end users,

P − finite and nonempty set of products,

Ps − finite set of products that are available for users,

Ds − finite and nonempty set of call data records (CDR)

from one billing cycle of customers,

A − finite and nonempty set of CDR attributes,

V = ∪a∈AVa, Va is a set of values of attribute a, called the

domain of a,

F − finite and nonempty set of rating function definitions

for each product p,

C − finite and nonempty set of products’ orders.

Decision variables:

xs – finite set of customer products.

Constraints:

s ∈ S,

xs ⊆ Ps ⊆ P,

a ∈ A.

Functions:

ρ – rating function.

Objective value:

min
xs

ρ(Ds,xs,F,C) ∀s ∈ S . (1)

3.4. Optimization methods

Decision problem described in the previous section can be

solved using:

– optimization techniques,

– simulation techniques or

– statistical analysis and data mining techniques.

Optimization and simulation methods give very good re-

sults but are very slow and resource consuming. Checking

all combinations of products for dozen million of users

would require as much resources of rating infrastructure as

telecommunication operator possess multiplied by number

of possible product combinations. Simulation is impos-

sible in practice because of huge maintenance costs. On

the contrary, optimization techniques are usually faster but

also are time and resource consuming. Furthermore, both

of those methods require precise knowledge about rating

functions F defined for each product and cascade defi-

nitions C to apply functions correctly. Often knowledge

about those functions is distributed between systems and

functions are represented in different ways dedicated for

tool and specially formatted data. Costs of data collection

and algorithm standardization are very large and in con-

sequence increase maintenance costs of optimization and

simulation models to unacceptable level.
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Statistical analysis and data mining techniques are less ac-

curate then methods described earlier. However, the precise

knowledge about rating functions is not needed and can be

practically applicable for huge amount of data. Instead of

rating knowledge they use statistical information about cost

of service for different users who have installed different

products. It is assumed that most of people buy products

in order to reduce cost of telephone usage. Only some of

them do not have time or they do not want make anal-

ysis to find the best products. Nevertheless, people who

behave similarly should have analogous sets of products.

Thus, the idea is to find similar users and recommend

them products which are used most frequently in their

group.

We decided to use clustering method and statistical analy-

sis to solve the decision problem. Usually, in model cre-

ation process some transformations are performed on input

data [8]. We add customer preference identification step to

improve analysis. In that additional step conjoint analysis

for preference identification is used.

Summing up, there are three main tasks to recommend

products:

– user needs identification by conjoint analysis,

– user clustering,

– statistical analysis.

4. Conjoint analysis for customer

preference identification

Conjoint analysis process consists of [16]:

– selection of utility factors,

– conjoint measure definition,

– conjoint model definition,

– questionnaire preparation,

– questionnaire data acquisition,

– statistical analysis,

– data interpretation.

For utility factors we get some attributes from behavioral

data. The questionnaire preparation step is not required

because historical data is analyzed. Hence, the question-

naire data acquisition step changes to the behavioral data

preparation one.

4.1. Selection of utility factors

Attributes which differentiate the cost of services most were

chosen as utility factors. Among them there are: service,

location, network, and day types with categories presented

in Table 1. Original call data records were transformed

to determine chosen attributes. Next, data is aggregated

Table 1

Utility factors

Attribute Levels

Service Voice

SMS

MMS

GPRS

Location Home

Roaming

Net To on-net

To off-net (mobile operators)

To fixed (fixed operators)

To international (international operators)

Day type Working days

Weekend or holiday

and statistics of call frequencies for each aggregation were

calculated.

4.2. Conjoint measure definition

The dependency between utility factors is defined by the

conjoint measure. It consists of intercept coefficient µ and

part-worth utilities associated with attributes A. If some

attributes are correlated then the interaction between those

attributes are added to the conjoint measure. Interactions

between pairs are usually enough but sometimes interac-

tions of higher types, for example between three variables

are used. An example of conjoint measure defined for three

attributes is presented in Eq. (2):

y = µ + αA1
+ αA2

+ αA3

+ βA1A2
+ βA1A3

+ βA2A3

+ γA1A2A3
+ ε .

(2)

In that example part worth utilities are presented by α vec-

tors of utilities for attribute values, β vectors of utilities for

all combinations of values associated with two attributes

and γ vector of utilities for combination of values taken

from attribute A1, A2 and A3. If all values of part-worth

utilities are known then utility value for each call can be

counted.

To make the results unique the equation must also fulfill

conditions:

∑
va∈Va

αava = 0, ∀a ∈ A , (3)

∑
va∈Va

βabvavb
= 0, ∀a ∈ A,∀b ∈ A,a 6= b,∀vb ∈Vb , (4)

∑
vb∈Vb

βabvavb
= 0, ∀a ∈ A,∀b ∈ A,a 6= b,∀va ∈Va .

(5)

A similar condition for γ parameters has to be defined.

For presented telecommunication task we have compared

two measures. One of them consisted of linear terms and
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correlation between all pairs of attributes. Another one

was extended by interactions between three attributes. After

the analysis, the second measure with factors presented in

Table 2 has been chosen.

Table 2

Conjoint measure factors

Attribute Levels

Service 4

Location 2

Net 4

Day type 2

Service*location 8

Service*net 16

Service*day type 8

Location*net 8

Location*day type 4

Net*day type 8

Service*net*day type 32

Total 96

Finally, conjoint measure presents Eq. (6):

y = µ

+ αservice + αlocation + αnet + αday type

+ βservice∗location + βservice∗net

+ βservice∗day type + βlocation∗net

+ βlocation∗day type + βnet∗day type

+ γservice∗net∗day type

+ ε .

(6)

4.3. Conjoint model definition

Conjoint model is a statistical model that represents depen-

dencies between utility of a profile and its attributes and is

defined by Eq. (7):

y = αT x + ε . (7)

Now α coefficient represent utilities associated with all con-

joint factors α , β and γ defined earlier. Because all of at-

tributes of conjoint measure are categorical, dummy vari-

ables x created to represent no metric information. One

attribute with k levels was replaced by k − 1 binary at-

tributes.

After adding dummy variables regression techniques can be

used for part worth utilities identification. Dependant vari-

able y in the regression model represents utility of a pro-

file. In analyzed problem it was calculated as probability

of making a call which means that it has binomial distri-

bution. That problem cannot be solved simply by linear

regression as regression techniques required normal distri-

bution of dependant variable. However, binomial distribu-

tion can be simply transformed to the normal one by logit

function. In consequence, general linear model (GLM) was

defined as

ln

(

y

1−y

)

= αT x + ε , (8)

y =
eαT x+ε

1− eαT x+ε
. (9)

5. Analytical results

5.1. Conjoint analysis

To make analysis we generated artificial CDR for

1000 users. The data were transformed in statistical anal-

ysis software (SAS) to prepare full profile ranking lists.

Using SAS procedure TRANSREG [12] conjoint model

was fitted individually for each user. The attributes were

automatically coded to binary variables by that procedure.

As a result we get relative importance of the attributes for

each user and the part worth utilities connected with at-

tribute values. The relative importance of each attribute

was calculated from the utilities of attributes as [16]

Ia =
maxva{Uava}−minva{Uava}

∑
a∈A

(maxva{Uava}−minva{Uava})
, (10)

where:

Uava − part worth utility associated with v-value of a-at-

tribute,

va − value of attribute a.

Analytical results are presented for two models:

– logit II: GLM model with logit transformation on

dependant variable, linear term and interactions be-

tween all attribute pairs;

– logit III: logit II + the interaction of three variables:

service, net and day type.

Comparison of average relative importance of conjoint

model attributes and standard deviation statistics for two

models are presented in Table 3. The service*net*day type

attribute is quite significant in the model and statistical

tests confirm that all coefficients are significantly greater

then zero. However, standard deviations have similar values

to averages what means that user groups are not homoge-

nous. People in population behave differently: use differ-

ent services, prefer different nets and make calls in dif-

ferent days.

Statistics presented in Table 4 shows that both logit II

and logit III models are well filled to data. Average value

of R2 is 99% and standard deviation is very low. The worst
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Table 3

Relative importance statistics in population

Attribute
Logit II Logit III

avg std avg std

Service 21.0 15.2 20.1 14.9

Location 1.0 5.0 1.0 4.9

Net 22.8 14.4 22.1 14.2

Day type 13.9 10.5 13.0 10.5

Service*location 0.9 4.8 0.9 4.6

Service*net 18.8 15.9 17.4 15.5

Service*day type 8.5 8.2 5.2 7.8

Location*net 0.5 3.2 0.5 3.1

Location*day type 0.4 2.9 0.5 2.8

Net*day type 12.3 10.2 10.3 10.5

Service*net*day type . . 9.2 10.4

Table 4

ANOVA table

Model Logit II Logit III

min R2 0.47 0.64

max R2 1.00 1.00

avg R2 0.99 0.99

std R2 0.02 0.01

avg ad j−R2 0.89 0.81

std ad j−R2 0.21 0.30

avg p-value 0.17 0.22

std p-value 0.15 0.18

logit II model explains 47% of dependency in data and the

worst logit III explains 67% of dependency in data. For

further analysis logit III model has been chosen.

5.2. Customer clustering and product recommendations

Analytical results show that all users do not create homoge-

nous group and recommendations of products cannot be

made, yet. To find users with similar preference struc-

ture we have used results of conjoint analysis. Preference

structure is defined by part worth utilities which have been

calculated for each user individually using conjoint analysis

methods. Now those coefficients can be used to make users

clustering.

There are two types of clustering: hierarchical clustering

and partition clustering. Hierarchical clustering proceeds

successively by either merging smaller clusters into larger

ones, or by splitting larger clusters. Partition clustering,

on the other hand, attempts to directly decompose the data

set into a set of disjoint clusters. For huge amount of data

hierarchical clustering is not practically applicable, thus we

used partition clustering implemented in SAS as a FAST-

CLUS procedure. In partition clustering number of clusters

has to be given as an input to the procedure. There are dif-

ferent strategies to choose value which gives homogenous

groups. As clustering methods are not under consideration

of this work, 5 clusters were chosen to show the method-

ology.

Table 5

Average relative importance of attributes in segments [%]

(logit III)

Attribute/segment 1 2 3 4 5

Service 19.4 13.9 30.4 26.4 15.8

Location 0.5 1.6 0.6 10.1 0.7

Net 20.9 13.1 23.7 18.1 21.8

Day type 9.7 3.1 10.1 5.6 14.6

Service*location 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.9

Service*net 32.1 8.5 14.2 5.8 18.9

Service*day type 3.7 6.1 5.6 5.0 5.2

Location*net 0.3 1.1 0.3 1.4 0.5

Location*day type 0.2 1.2 0.3 1.5 0.5

Net*day type 7.0 18.6 7.0 17.1 11.3

Service*net*day type 6.2 32.0 7.1 8.1 10.0

The results on average importance are presented in Table 5

and standard deviation statistics are illustrated in Table 6.

The results show that users from those 5 segments behave

differently. In the first segment service*net factor is mostly

important (32%) while in the second segment service and

net are correlated with day type and that coefficient is the

most significant (32%). In other groups correlations of

service and day type are much lower.

Table 6

Standard deviation of relative importance of attributes

in segments [%] (logit III)

Attribute/segment 1 2 3 4 5

Service 11.7 8.4 11.7 13.1 14.1

Location 3.2 5.1 3.3 14.1 4.1

Net 9.4 10.0 10.8 13.3 15.4

Day type 5.3 5.5 6.1 6.9 11.7

Service*location 2.9 3.6 4.2 4.4 4.8

Service*net 10.8 9.9 11.2 9.6 16.6

Service*day type 5.6 9.6 6.8 7.8 8.2

Location*net 2.2 4.3 2.3 5.2 3.3

Location*day type 1.7 3.9 2.0 5.1 3.0

Net*day type 6.7 10.5 6.8 11.0 11.3

Service*net*day type 6.0 12.6 7.4 10.3 11.2

Standard deviations of relative importance are lower than in

the whole population but are still comparable with average

values of importance and further clustering should be done

to divide presented groups into subgroups. The process

should be repeated iteratively while users within groups

have different preference structures. After getting homoge-
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nous groups, information about products can be added to

each user and statistics can be made in those groups to

find most frequently used services. Those services should

be recommended to outliers who had bought different ser-

vices then those which are most frequently used.

6. Conclusions and future research

Motivation and the use of conjoint analysis in telecommu-

nication field were presented in this paper. The decision

problem of finding optimal set of products for customers

was defined and possible attitudes to solving the prob-

lem were compared. Conjoint analysis methodology and

connections with ANOVA as well as regression techniques

were presented. At the end, an example of preference iden-

tification process was introduced. Although, results from

the example have shown that defined model explains de-

pendency in data and in consequence customers’ prefer-

ence structures are accurate, further experiments on real

data should be made. Also, additional information about

users should be added including information about their

declared preferences. Declared preferences might be quite

interesting as with comparison to real ones they can indicate

optimal actions which would allow increasing customers’

satisfaction [3] and their loyalty at the same time.
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Paper From transocean routes

to global networks: a framework for liner

companies to build service networks
Xiaoning Shi and Stefan Voß

Abstract—During the previous two decades liner carriers

within maritime shipping have broken the barriers from being

pure transportation providers towards being logistics service

providers. Most of the top 20 liner carriers worldwide have

set up spin-offs providing services from local booking up to

3rd party logistics services, combining the business advantages

of tight linkages with liners together with the negotiation free-

dom with demanding customers by providing an extension of

service coverage. Economical evaluations of transocean routes

and global networks are of interest for decision makers re-

sponsible for business strategies as well as for operations. It

is crucial to achieve appropriate judgements about which liner

routes are profitable and how to build better service networks

so that the companies’ brand could be attractive to, e.g., ship-

pers, including exporters, importers and forwarding agents.

In this paper we discuss the corresponding trade-offs as well as

related decision support systems of relevant service providers

and companies.

Keywords— liner, port, logistics, networks, decision support

system.

1. Introduction

Stemming from the inherent characteristics of world trade,

the international shipping industry faces general issues of

globalization, volatility, capital-intensity and periodicity.

These issues, among others, provide the maritime ship-

ping and logistics industry with a wealth of opportuni-

ties, however, with considerable uncertainties. The fact

that liner carriers have already broken the barriers from

being transportation providers towards being logistics ser-

vice providers during the last two decades lets researchers

consider related improvements and optimization after those

extensions of business processes. Most of the top 20 liner

carriers set up spin-offs providing different services, from

local booking services up to 3rd party logistics services,

combining the business advantages of tight linkages with

the liners together with the negotiation freedom with de-

manding customers. A trade-off results from the relatively

ambitious goals of the liner carriers and the marketing

pressure of their spin-offs focusing on 3rd party logis-

tics services, namely, the economical comparison between

transocean routes and global networks. On one hand, as

top liners deploy mega ships, economies of scale and single

voyage efficiency are needed in order to accomplish the aim

of unit cost saving. Thus, there is a need to focus on (long

haul) transocean routes. On the other hand, for a 3rd party

logistics provider (3PL), a global network with reliability

and agility is crucial, too. Decision makers handling busi-

ness strategies as well as operations, who are willing to

resolve this trade-off, must be aware of which routes are

productive and how to build up better service networks so

that the brand and the reputation of affiliated companies

is attractive to shippers, including exporters, importers and

forwarding agents.

In this paper, besides presenting a literature review on

a variety of papers relevant to the topic, we also attempt to

discuss the evaluation and analysis of route choice and the

optimization of networks. We start with the ingredients of

related networks – ports and routes – and later extend by

addressing different functions of the liners and the 3PL, as

well as illustrating several criteria suitable for the selection

of a transhipment hub as well as inland feeders. Regarding

the dynamic competition and cooperation within the liner

market, we finally sketch a theoretical framework, which

may be of use regarding the development of decision sup-

port systems (DSS) of the liner companies, on how to build

efficient service networks.

2. Ingredients of the networks – routes

and ports

Logistics services could be identified as appropriate exten-

sions of existing networks. Therefore, cf. [3], we interpret

the connections among routes and ports of call as sub-

networks. As the definition of logistics can be quite broad

we need to focus. That is, in this paper we are mainly con-

cerned with door-door service derived from long-distance

shipping services. Short-distance inland distribution logis-

tics without any shipping is not covered in this paper. In

order to gain better understanding about the networks of

shipping and logistics, the routes and the ports could be

defined as the links and the nodes, respectively, as basic

ingredients forming the networks.

2.1. Routes – links/ports – nodes

There are three main transocean lanes, namely transat-

lantic, transpacific and far-east to Europe [5], playing sig-

nificant roles as the cheapest transportation mode serving

commodity flows. Besides these main lanes, each liner

carrier would arrange its services based on given freight

requirements, thus, the required routings from the shippers
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motivate the liner carriers to construct complete world-wide

networks. The lanes and routes connecting the ports can

be viewed as the links in a graph with the seaborne trans-

portation demands of the links denoted as weights.

Various researchers have addressed the definition of

a “port”. For instance, Carbone and De Martino [4] define:

“Ports have been natural sites for transhipment in order

to transfer goods from one mode of transport to another.

They have historically provided the link between maritime

and inland transport, and the interface between the sea,

rivers, roads and railways”. This definition is not fully

comprehensive, as ports often also function as nodes with-

out any mode diversity, e.g., from ship to ship. At least this

statement indicates that ports are nodes with cargo in-flow

and out-flow. (See, e.g., [31, 32] for a container terminal

oriented survey.)

Considering the ports as nodes, we note that the liner car-

riers and their logistics spin-offs discussed in this paper are

also of other characteristics – direct service networks to-

gether with indirect physical networks. For instance, a ship-

per as customer may book a door-to-door service in terms

of local booking service1 provided by a 3PL spin-off of the

liner carriers. That is, the shipper and the service provider

have direct service connections. However, it does not mean

that this cargo freight is transported by the 3PL related

liner carrier2 only, not even within multi-modal transporta-

tion including inland-haul and short-sea distribution, if any,

according to the service contract between the shipper and

the 3PL. Therefore, indirect physical networks exist, which

urges smooth and seamless connection.

2.2. Similarities among networks

Not only maritime shipping (transportation) networks have

the features discussed in Subsection 2.1. Also some other

(service) industries share the features which can be inves-

tigated by applying similar methods. It deserves to be

noted that shipping and the logistics industry, as well as the

telecommunications industry, share common characteristics

of networks such as facility indivisibilities, technology in-

terconnectedness and utility externalities, etc. A simplified

comparison between the telecommunications and the port

operations as well as freight shipping can be shown as fol-

lows. Similarities mainly exist regarding four aspects: gen-

eration and infrastructure development, distribution, mode

choice and assignment. A brief comparison is that telecom-

munication service carries packages which contain data and

messages; port operation moves containers either vertically

up/off to/from ship or horizontally connected with trucks or

trains; and also freight transport carries commodities from

origins to destinations. Moreover, we can state that in all

1For reason of domestic maritime regulation and territory security, most

countries do not authorise the foreign liners full authority of direct-

booking. This is one of the reasons that foreign liners set up 3PL spin-offs

as interfaces providing local-booking services to the shippers.
2It refers to a liner carrier who sets up a 3PL spin-off. Later, those two

companies might become sister companies belonging to the same group.

these “systems” we are concerned with consolidation and

transhipment points.

Regarding the basic features of those industries and their

similarities, theoretically, the literatures and research out-

comes from each area could be applied to each other

if done in an appropriate manner. For a review on the

service network design for freight transportation see,

e.g., Wieberneit [36] who specifically investigates tacti-

cal planning problems in freight transportation. Regarding

the classification of the planning of a transport system, we

refer to, e.g., [6]. In Section 3, we focus on the freight

shipping industry.

3. Selection and preference of ports

and networks

From a historical point of view, the main routes that con-

tain lots of cargo desires are those routes firstly developed

by ancient traders, and those nowadays need to be deployed

with mega ships. However, taking basic logistics require-

ments into account, a superficial contradiction seems to

arise from the liner companies and their 3PL spin-offs.

3.1. A superficial contradiction

On one hand, the target market niche of liner services is to

provide transportation by visiting fixed ports according to

pre-announced fixed schedules, meanwhile at a relatively

stable freight of all kinds (FAK) price. More specifically,

even the names of liners’ vessels are settled and announced

in advance once the liners are willing to provide liner ser-

vices, and those container vessels are supposed to visit se-

lected ports one by one in a timely fashion, also based

on pre-announced fixed schedules. Cargo fitting into con-

tainers are shipped at settled prices (in this paper we ignore

the issue of setting booking prices and the strategic contrac-

tual wholesale prices) disregarding what the cargoes really

are. As a result, we refer to any TEU (twenty-foot equiva-

lent unit; measurement of containers) as a profitable “unit”.

A fundamentally common aim of the liner companies is to

achieve economies of scale together with significant cost

savings per unit, achieved by deploying bigger ships along

profitable routes consisting of productive ports with deep

drafts.

On the other hand, attractive service offerings provided

by the logistics companies could be increased frequency,

less quantity per shipment and higher agility based on cus-

tomers’ specialized requirements. Logistics companies pro-

viding 3rd party services with local booking authorities,

especially those spin-offs of the liner companies consid-

ered here, are actually blooming since the last decline of

the liner industry under the hope of attracting more cus-

tomers from competitors providing similar liner services.

Those 3PL spin-offs are endowed with the advantages of

getting allocated capacities at lower contractual prices with

their head companies or sister companies. Nevertheless,
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they are trying every effort to accomplish and fulfil door-

to-door and even value-added services as well as to expand

networks by means of visiting feeder ports and setting up

inland distribution centres.

Then a superficial contradiction occurs between the se-

lection of transhipment hubs and the expansion of net-

works under the capital constraint and management con-

straint of the head-corporation of the liner company and

the involved 3PL. In this paper, we consider the network

design problem as a strategic issue.

Note that we regard a spin-off of the liner carriers providing

logistics service as 3PL. However, other researchers might

rate liner carriers themselves as 3PL considering buyer and

seller of the respective trade contract ([28], p. 252). Here

we somewhat ignore the debate of who can actually be re-

garded as 3PL or even “4PL”. Instead, we focus on the per-

formance and value of the service networks. For a frame-

work for evaluating 3PL see, e.g., [33].

3.2. Possible solutions to solve the contradiction

In this section, we investigate liner carriers and their 3PL

spin-offs from a network theory perspective, which might

shed some light on resolving the above mentioned contra-

diction. Applying network theory allows the liner carriers

to optimize their current networks as well as aggregate po-

tential partners’ network [3]. Consequently, a multi-criteria

optimization system should be set so that a rational selec-

tion on transhipment hubs and feeder ports could be accom-

plished. For a comprehensive literature review up to 2000

on freight transportation structuring from the viewpoint of

choice processes we refer to [18]. Here we further discuss

some other criteria in terms of networks, information as

well as the 3PL spin-offs.

In practice, the selection of ports of call, including tranship-

ment hubs and feeder ports, could be viewed as selection

processes for business partners, no matter whether it relates

to vertical or horizontal partnerships. However, before they

become business partners, port operators, to great extent,

might be competitors within the same industry. That is,

players belonging to the same region, neighbouring each

other and sharing overlapping hinterland, form a compet-

itive relationship (e.g., the so-called North-Range in Eu-

rope). As some literatures address, financial health, ade-

quate physical facilities, intangible assets [1, 10] are crucial

as contributing factors during preliminarily screening the

potential ports of call. Further references regarding port

selection can be found in, e.g., [17, 24].

3.2.1. Criteria of hubs/transhipment hubs

Distribution network. One difference between hubs and

transhipment hubs is whether there exists an advanced dis-

tribution network to connect to the hinterland. If there is

an advanced distribution network, the hub may not only

act as a media to move cargoes from one ship to another

(cf. the term crossdocking in slightly different context),

but also between different transport modes, e.g., from ships

either to trains or to trucks. However, for many tranship-

ment hubs, like Hong Kong or Singapore, a high percentage

of the whole throughput refers to ship-to-ship movements.

Thus, in such a case the hinterland distribution network is

not of utmost importance (compared to, e.g., Hamburg).

Most important are the free-port regulation and a sophis-

ticated handling system that make the B/L transaction and

water-water transhipment convenient.

Information system. Congestion, either on the seaside or

on the landside could enlarge the total time of a vessel in

the port, which would actually imply increased operational

costs for the liner carriers. However, congestion free access

to a port or congestion within the port is usually not one

of the (main) criteria for choosing the hubs. As a matter

of fact, several hubs suffer congestion quite often. It seems

most important whether there is an efficient and effective

information system to support the daily operations within

the port so that even if congestion happens, a construc-

tive solution would be suggested by the information sys-

tem quickly. Recent discussion in this respect refers to so-

called port community systems (see, e.g., www.dakosy.de

for some example).

The 3PL spin-offs. In the hubs that the liner carrier or

its corporation chooses, usually a related 3PL spin-off is

set up, too, to ensure the convenience of the service that

they could provide to the customers as a package. Compar-

ing the local forwarder agent located in other feeder ports,

the 3PL spin-off has stronger linkage with the liner car-

rier and, in return, might get more allocated capacities as

support.

3.2.2. Criteria of feeder ports

Local forwarder agent. In practice, the selection of feeder

ports is usually combined with the selection of the local

forwarder agents. In most cases, if one forwarder agent

distinguishes himself by his performance in one port, then

other ports covered by this forwarder agent’s business are

probably also selected by the liner carrier as feeder ports.

One superficial reason could be that the forwarder agent

has a long cooperation with the liner carrier and gets

used to follow all the managerial habits of the liner car-

rier which satisfies the liner carrier’s requirements and fur-

ther brings the liner carrier more freight. Another reason

is that this forwarder agent could to great extent support

the freight and fill capacities of the liner carrier by util-

ising his own network and attract shippers located in the

hinterland. Considering the transocean routes initially con-

structed by the liner company, we define the extended in-

land or short-sea network of the local forwarder agent as the

sub-network.

This phenomenon indicates that potential feeder ports

would be selected due to their contribution to the original

networks in fashion of better sub-network connection and

accessibility. It should also be noted that such expected

contribution might not happen as soon as the alternative

feeder ports are added into the network, they might play
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their roles step by step. Unfortunately, as time goes by, the

freight flow may amplify itself and then the profit-driven

liner carriers may set up their own spin-off or stock-holding

companies there instead of cooperating with the former for-

warder agents. Consequently, this feeder port may even

have the chance to be upgraded as hub within the ports of

call of this liner.

Besides the practical criteria mentioned above, Lirn

et al. [15] apply the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) as

a method for evaluation and selection of transhipment ports

from a global perspective. In addition, other researchers

propose multi-criteria optimization for partner selection is-

sues, which could be regarded as the amendment and de-

velopment of an AHP application, see [9, 10].

4. Network optimization for a dynamic

liner market

In this section we discuss aspects of optimizing service

networks regarding the dynamic liner shipping market by

taking into account the capacity of other sub-networks with

a whole networks perspective. General concerns of cost

efficiency in container shipping can be found, e.g., in [30].

4.1. Dynamics as a characteristic of the liner shipping

industry

In spite of the cooperation among the liner carriers and

other players involved in the liner shipping industry, many

observations disclose the fact that the liner shipping in-

dustry is full of dynamics, including membership diver-

sity, partnership reshuffling, network restructuring, etc.

Rimmer [27] provides a historical description on the mem-

bership diversity among the liner shipping alliances up to

the mid nineties. A more recent exposition of coopera-

tion, mergers and acquisitions within the liner shipping in-

dustry is given by Notteboom [25]. Furthermore, for an

up-to-date review on the dynamics existing in this indus-

try see [29].

In short, the membership of the shipping alliances can

switch from partnership towards being competitors and vice

versa. This not only results in fleet capacity changes but

also leads to diversity between the services that the alliances

can provide. In this case, the related liner carriers’ behavior

of changing membership can be interpreted as attempting

to combine new sub-networks with other players, no matter

whether the other players are carriers or local in-land haul

service providers.

4.2. Flexibility as response

Due to the dynamic environments of the transportation

industry, flexibility plays a vital role if relevant compa-

nies are willing to survive. Reasons for the importance

of flexibility include network externalities, as pointed out

by David [7]; benefits of users/producers of the services

are depending on the presence of other users/producers.

Robinson ([28], p. 248) states that “shipping lines are in

the business of delivering value to buyers and sellers – and

of capturing value to ensure they remain in business”. Con-

sidering the dynamics of the liner market, we address the

flexibility of the network as one of the competitive advan-

tages to ensure that shipping lines remain competitive and

survive in business.

Once liner carriers have to compete in context of flexibility,

the selection and integration of sub-networks becomes vital.

Min and Guo [22] investigate the location of hub-seaports

in the global supply chain network from the point of view

of cooperative game theory. They develop a cooperative

strategy in order to support the liner carriers and the ship-

pers to determine optimal locations for the hub-seaports.

However, our approach is slightly different as we do not as-

sume the liner carriers and the local sub-network providers

having binding agreements among each other. To some ex-

tent, we deepen our research based on the non-cooperative

assumption, which is more realistic in the real business.

As discussed in Subsection 2.1, routes and ports would be

regarded as the basic features of the service networks of

the liner carriers. The following four aspects need to be

taken into account: generation of seaborne transportation,

distribution of the shipping requirements, modal split and

assignment of the shipping volume.

4.2.1. Zoning

While discussing ports serving the container flows, related

regions are actually divided within the overall transporta-

tion networks by means of zoning. Zoning is a process

that combines similar nodes into different zones and

separates them from each other. Such zoning process de-

pends a lot on the objectives of the networks, the avail-

able data, budget and time constraints as well as the zones

homogeneity. Furthermore, due to the limited knowledge

of all the details of every node almost all information

(or expectation) of the nodes could be integrated into the

“zone” and lateron each zone is reduced to a point. Then,

spatial dimensions of a zone diminish. For instance, once

ports A and B are integrated into one zone, the spatial

distance between A and B is not important any more. In

contrast, whether A or B would act as the hub of this zone

would be an important decision. Once A acts as the hub

and B acts as the feeder port, the assignment of the in-

bound and outbound links to and from this zone is related

to the network design, while the volume between A and B

within this zone is related to the sub-network design. In

other words, one of the ports, say A, is selected as the cen-

tral port because of advantageous transportation conditions

while utilizing other ports, say B, as subsidiary within the

zone. We note in passing, that a comprehensive survey of

operations research approaches for the design of hub and

spoke systems is provided in [34]. A simple adoption of

hub and spoke systems to ship assignment is provided by

Mourao and Pato [23].
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4.2.2. Coding

The whole network is simplified by means of zoning and

coding. Coding is a process that captures network links

and centroids to represent the characteristics of the zone,

respectively, instead of the former random links and nodes.

That is, the network links and centroid are more relevant

for the networks rather than the sub-network.

Now we are prepared to explain the behavior of the liner

carriers: sometimes they set up 3PL spin-offs located in

different areas and sometimes they simply select some lo-

cal agents to act as the forwarder service and logistics

service provider. However, the in-depth ideas are simi-

lar. The liner carriers set up their own 3PL spin-offs after

zoning their current and potential traffic network and let

the 3PL spin-off represent (the features of) this zone so

that it could serve in the best possible way. As a differ-

ent option, they select the local agents acting as a repre-

sentative of a sub-network, whoever could contribute best

to the whole network. Thus, the competition of the liner

carriers, to some extent, is a competition of network in-

tegration. Furthermore, the turbulence of the liner market

requires the flexibility of the network to ensure the just-in-

time change. Once the circumstances or factors change as,

e.g., observed with respect to the Panama Canal expansion,

the sub-network and the whole network of the liner carriers

should change accordingly to match customer demands and

the circumstances.

In general, all the cargoes currently are served by the net-

works and the containerized shipments are transported from

door to door, and during this procedure, at least two hubs

are chosen (maybe more than two if the transhipment is

included regarding the long distance). One hub locates

in the zone of the origin, and the other hub locates in

the zone of destination. Thus, the whole logistics proce-

dure could be decomposed into the liner carrier’s network

and its 3PL spin-off/local service’s sub-network. Further-

more, the sub-network selection and their connectivity are

of great importance. We note that this is closely related to

intermodal transportation problems, airline transportation

networks as well as problems in telecommunications net-

work design. For the latter see, e.g., the formal modeling

approaches in [13, 20]. Route design in a specific liner

shipping problem is considered in, e.g., [12].

In the following, we describe the problem from two as-

pects: sub-network selection and shipment distribution. Let

G = (N,A) be a graph consisting of a set of nodes N and

a set of arcs A. G represents a physical network provided

by the liner carriers and the logistics providers. Let K

define a set of cargo shipments. A specific sea cargo ship-

ment k ∈K is defined by an origin-destination or O−D pair,

with o(k) as origin and d(k) as destination. The set of all

paths from o(k) to d(k) for k is defined as Pk and the set

of all O−D-pairs throughout the network is defined as P.

The demand of a network or sub-network related to ship-

ment k is denoted as dk, which has to be transported

from o(k) to d(k). In this paper important constraints

such as time window constraints are not considered as key

constraints as we ignore operational details. The main con-

straints refer to arc-capacity so that they could fulfil the de-

mands dk. Considering the integration of some networks,

the total capacity of the involved links should be enough

to cover the total demands. One might include binary de-

cision variables indicating whether a sub-network is to be

added to the whole network, or not. Another variable xk
p

is a nonnegative shipment flow variable, which indicates

the flow of shipment k ∈ K transported via the path p ∈ P,

i.e., the amount of cargo to be shipped. Fk
p denotes the

freight rate of the shipment k ∈ K via the path p ∈ P.

F s
P denotes the freight rate of the additional shipment s ∈ S,

which is attracted by the newly-added sub-network de-

fined as S.

By adding appropriate arc inclusion indicator variables as

well as flow variables we can model a multicommodity flow

problem similar to those in telecommunications network

design, see, e.g., [13, 20]. Here we concentrate on the

objective function.

Let Ck
p be the shipment flow cost or variable cost of han-

dling the goods per unit flow of k along path p ∈ Pk. The

fixed costs of the network are not considered, because they

are sunk costs in this problem. When the liner carrier de-

cides to integrate with some potential sub-networks, the

fixed cost of the carriers’ network had already been in-

vested before, and the amount of it would not be taken into

account for the next stage. In contrast, the fixed costs of the

potential sub-networks should be considered because they

are among the main factors of the decision making process.

The objective function can then be formulated as follows:

max ∑
k∈K

∑
p∈Pk

Fk
p xk

p + ∑
s∈S

∑
p∈Pk

F s
pxs

p − ∑
k∈K

∑
p∈Pk

Ck
pxk

p ,

where:
xk

p ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, p ∈ Pk
.

The objective is to maximize the total profit of the inte-

grated network by taking into account not only the original

shipping demand but also the additional shipping demand

attracted by the improved network.

The nodes can be denoted as ni and the zones can be de-

noted as zi after zoning. Suppose that the liner carrier

attempts to construct the global network or just to improve

some part of the whole network. Figure 1 demonstrates

the nodes, zones and the links of the sub-network and the

whole network, respectively. We could not clearly sepa-

rate the procedures of selection (set up 3PL spin-offs or

select local agents) and zoning because they actually hap-

pen almost at the same time. However, slight differences

still exist. As for setting up a 3PL spin-off of the liner car-

rier, it might happen after zoning because at the moment

of location selection the liner carrier has already build up

a global service network and most probably the headquarter

of the 3PL spin-off will be located just in the centroid of

the zone. In contrast, the selection of the local agents may

influence the zoning of the liner carrier because some of

the local agents are so strong that the shipping volume of

the related zone changes too much. However, the common
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idea of the setting up and selection is whether such deci-

sion would contribute to the payoff of the whole network

as well as the sub-network itself. Suppose that one liner

carrier attempts to cover the two main lands. The zon-

ing process follows the criteria of covering as many freight

nodes and simplifying the whole area as much as possible.

The coding process lets the zi represent instead of ni, which

tremendously decrease the links and the voyage time of the

vessels. However, once comparing the potential options of

the local agents of z6 and z7, an overlap of these two zones

is found. This infers that if the first local agent of z6 is

not strong, the initial zoning result can be obtained, but if

another alternative local agent is to be integrated, then the

zoning of z6 and z7 shall be reorganized.

Fig. 1. The zoning of the origin and the destination of long

distance transportation.

In Fig. 1, without loss of generality, we take z4 as the

origin area and the left side as the options of destination,

including z1, z2 and z3. The optimal route from the right

hand side to the left hand side of this figure depends on

the sub-networks inside the zones z1, z2 and z3 and their

connectivity.

Regarding the integration of any sub-network into the whole

network, both the payoff of the sub-network provider, in

this case, a 3PL or local agent, and the payoff of the whole

network must be positive and bigger than the former stages.

Otherwise, such integration usually makes no sense to the

liner carriers.

For possible heuristics to solve and validate some concept

proposed in this paper, we refer to [35]. Regarding a math-

ematical proof of a similar port-of-call scheduling problem

we refer to [19]. In addition, an interesting case study in-

cluding six European ports in the context of port selection

in the hinterland of Europe is [8].

5. Decision support systems

in transportation companies

As indicated in Section 3, competition among the liner

carriers currently relies on the implementation of the ser-

vice networks by means of selecting sub-network providers

and cooperating with them. Furthermore, in order to

have a smooth coordination and integration of different

sub-networks some sophisticated information systems are

necessary.

5.1. Liner carriers and port operators integration

for efficient supply chain management

Stepping back in history and the development of trade,

transportation and logistics, liner carriers or shipping car-

riers in general were pure traders centuries ago. However,

nowadays they tend to have the ambition of being more

comprehensive players. The shipping carriers attempt to

touch inland-haul service, short-sea connections and cer-

tainly logistics service mainly related to door-door trans-

portation (here we do not refer to the so-called value-added

activities inside manufacturing factories which are always

included as logistics, too).

Shippers and consignees are exporting and importing the

cargoes and pay the freight rates, accordingly. However, as

they only have direct service contracts with the liner car-

riers or the 3PL rather than with the port operators [29],

the detailed operations between logistics providers and port

operators are of less interest for them. Consequently, the

efficient and effective integrated services including trans-

portation services and port operations would be most wel-

comed by the customers, i.e., the shippers and the con-

signees.

In order to obtain better performance of service integra-

tion, DSS are of great importance for the liner carriers.

Regarding the difference between DSS and decision mak-

ing systems we distinguish whether the systems recom-

mend several potential actions or automatically implement

actions [16]. For the current solution methodologies,

optimization-based solutions of information systems focus

more on the average demands and requirements under static

conditions, and simulation-based solutions accommodate

the system dynamics which could be more suitable for

the real-world business [16]. Furthermore, heuristic-based

models contain the capability taking into account almost

all network configurations providing optimized solutions

accordingly.

5.2. Decision support system applications in liner and

logistics companies

Since the last decade internet-based business (or e-business)

activities have become a new technological challenge for

the shipping industry. However, beyond the introduction

of electronic data interchange (EDI) little systematic and

theoretical research on e-business has been undertaken

within this area so far. Therefore, we attempt to investi-

gate the application of information systems in the shipping

industry (the container shipping industry is focused in this

paper) and their impacts of e-business on the container ship-

ping industry in order to provide the liner carriers with the

managerial recommendations accordingly. For a literature

review on general business dynamics and the technology
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strategies of six different e-business models in the con-

tainer shipping industry see [2]. Moreover, we should note

that various areas lack the practical application of DSS,

largely due to the lack of unified generally applicable

systems, cf. [11].

While business activities could be divided into opera-

tional, tactical and strategic activities, the respective sub-

information systems perform various functions. End users

of a container shipping company could be basically distin-

guished regarding activities along those time horizons from

strategy promoters up to in-putters of daily operational data.

These include vessel positions, container status, service re-

quirements, payment transactions and so on.

As an example we consider Maersk Sealand which is re-

garded as a benchmark from almost every aspect in the

shipping industry. We focus on a “handwaving” description

of its information systems applications as well as imple-

mentations. The whole information system could be called

MGM, consisting of three subsystems, namely MARS,

GCSS and FACT, aiming at handling contracts, booking

accomplishment and finance accounting, respectively.

Once we start our observation from the most basic activ-

ities – slot booking and bill of lading (B/L) issuing – of

a container shipping company, it would shed light on the

whole applied information system. As shown in Fig. 2,

the exporter books capacity based on his planned cargo

transportation3, which is going to be transported to the im-

porter. To simplify the process, we regard the exporter as

the shipper and the importer as the consignee regardless the

pure medium trader who actually does not produce or own

cargo. The pure medium trader gains profits by buying and

selling cargo at different price, or maybe only transacting

the B/L rather than cargo itself.

Fig. 2. The service integration and its cash/cargo/information

flows (CRM – customer relationship management).

There are older and mature information systems applied

within Maersk Sealand, namely MARS and RKDS, which

help sales representatives and customer service staff to ad-

3Here we assume trade contracts in terms of CIF (cost, insurance and

freight). In applying other INCOTERMS, the analysis is similar. For

basic knowledge on INCOTERMS, we refer to, e.g., [14].

vise transportation services, arrange routes, input and out-

put data. The interfaces of those systems were long-time

criticized as not being user-friendly enough. They are still

simultaneously applied together with a new system called

global customer service system (GCSS) designed and devel-

oped by IBM. The GCSS is currently used mainly by the

customer service group globally providing functions like

routing, tracking, on-line publishing, etc. A “rater” – pro-

viding customer service – is supposed to use GCSS to fig-

ure out the service contract of a shipper and fix the service

price according to this shipper’s booking. Beyond expecta-

tion, more “raters” are now hired in Maersk Sealand than

during the period of applying the old systems, as it turns

out to be even harder to exchange data using the new in-

formation system. Moreover, the interface of GCSS with

other subsystems is not as smooth as expected. Manual

work is arranged to supplement system problems.

Regarding tactic and strategic level business management,

profit judgement and risk evaluation would be two main as-

pects for which information systems perform decision sup-

port functionality.

Process standardization. From a customers’ perspective,

requirements would be well satisfied if they are met timely

and specifically. In the past, once the requests of VIP cus-

tomers change, the workflow of the carriers may change

as well. However, implementing a new information system

results in a situation where most customers are regarded ex-

actly the same no matter what amount of cargo they trans-

port, while those customized requirements would be noted

in the specific entries inside the systems. Due to standard-

ized workflows within the system even exception handling

is assumed to be more streamlined especially when faced

by employees who are new to specific situations.

Profit pre-analysis. Continuous deficits push decision

makers to consider whether persisting transportation op-

erations along the involved routes and ports are profitable

or not. Various aspects are vital since any change of the

liner routes and logistics networks would lead amounts of

investment not only in marketing surveys but also in acqui-

sition of infrastructures including vessels and cranes, etc.

That is, it is a capital-condensed and cost-sensitive industry.

Similar to the operational systems of other liner carriers

and logistics companies, MARS in Maersk Sealand pro-

vides distinctive options for cost per unit and expected

benefit calculation for various types of containers regard-

ing, e.g., volumes they occupy on deck and in haul (such as

20DC/40DC, i.e., a single 20- or 40-foot container contain-

ing dry cargo; HC, i.e. a 45-foot high cube container; etc.).

Currently, an SAP R/3 package is implemented, namely fi-

nancial accounting for container transport (FACT), and it

is planned to be released by the end of 2008.

Risk evaluation. Risk evaluation based on historical data,

service simulation, and expert judgement is of importance

to demonstrate whether to accept specific transportation

requirements. For risk management considerations regard-

ing other types of cargo, such as crude and product oil

see, e.g., [21].
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Different types of containers as well as cargo need to be

handled differently, especially reefer and hazmat containers.

On December 18, 2006, the REACH (registration, evalua-

tion, authorisation and restriction of chemicals) regulation

was formally adopted by the European Union and is en-

forced since June 1, 2007. In order to save the testing cost

on chemicals and to get an overview about which studies

are available, a system which could serve as data sharing

platform is currently under construction. A supplementary

but vital requirement of this system is to ensure that not

only manufacturers and importers but also their customers

and distributors have the information they need to use and

transport chemicals safely. Information relating to health,

safety and environment properties, and risk measurement is

required to be shared along the supply chain. Commercially

sensitive information is not required to be exchanged [26].

Although REACH has just been put into force recently,

its effect on information flow management within supply

chains is regarded as huge.

However, it should be noted that, due to fast EDI processes,

the information centre of the liner carrier need not be the

centroid of any zone defined in Section 4. Actually, some of

the information centres of the liner carriers are even located

far from hubs, following various criteria such as human

resources availability and cost. The geographic location of

an information centre is not a key issue in this paper and it

may be viewed as a fictitious node that contributes to the

whole service network.

6. Conclusions and further research

In this paper, we have discussed the network structure

of the maritime liner shipping companies and their spin-

offs providing 3rd party logistics services. Commonalities

with intermodal transportation in general as well as with

telecommunications network design may serve as a means

for advancing the subject. Moreover, game theoretical ap-

proaches may help to support strategic as well as tactical

decision making in liner shipping. This may involve the

assumption of cooperative as well as non-cooperative be-

haviors of involved players on different levels.
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Paper Negotiations on regulated

markets
Sylwester Laskowski

Abstract—The paper considers some problems of negotiations

between competitive subjects on regulated market. It is as-

sumed that two subjects (players) have to compete with each

other on the retail market and cooperate on the wholesale

market. The wholesale market is regulated. The role of the

regulator is to support players in negotiations, especially by in-

troducing recommended solutions when the negotiations were

broken off. It is considered how introducing a recommended

solutions influence the process of negotiations on the wholesale

market and a decision problem of choosing retail strategy, that

precedes the process of negotiations. A decision problems of

a regulator are also formulated. The problems are discussed

in context of competition and cooperations between operators

on the telecommunications services market.

Keywords— negotiations, regulations, market games.

1. Introduction

Competition and cooperation, these two radically different

kinds of co-existence meet at one time and one place dur-

ing a negotiation process. If both (or every of) sides are

convinced, that the best way to realize their own aims is to

cooperate with the other side, then they usually meet both

together at a negotiations table, and try to find solution

that would be better for both of them, then the solutions

accessible outside the table. Limited resources, however,

involves them into competition: each side (the most fre-

quently) wants to get the highest or the best part of the

divided “cake”. So competition is natural part of the ne-

gotiations process. However it is specific kind of competi-

tion. This competition arises only, because both parts want

or have to cooperate. So in negotiations competition is

something like a daughter of the cooperation.

In networking businesses like, e.g., telecommunications

there exist also opposite case: the players are sometimes

forced to cooperate, because they operates on the same

market (what makes them competitors) and so they have to

interconnect their networks to provide full services for their

own customers. So in such cases cooperation is a daugh-

ter of competition. However sometimes this is a daughter

by one part unwanted. The strongest part, the higher faith

that competition is a sufficient (or the best) tool for ob-

taining intended goals, and the lowest will for cooperation.

So increasing the power outside the negotiations table in-

creases also the power at the negotiations table, and at the

extreme case the powerful player does not want to negoti-

ate at all. Paradoxically this can also eliminate competition,

because without interconnection weaker player cannot op-

erates profitably. This is the reason, why in some cases it

is impossible to transform a monopolistic market into com-

petitive market (or safe from the opposite process), without

active support by the third party.

On the telecommunications services market the role of such

third party plays national regulator authority (regulator).

On of the main instruments for supporting competition,

which can be used by the regulator, is the possibility of

forcing the strongest side to negotiate, and if the negoti-

ations were broken off, possibility of introduction recom-

mended solutions for forced cooperation.

The paper considers some problems of negotiations be-

tween competitive operators on regulated market. It is as-

sumed that two players – A and B have to compete with

each other on the retail market (in relation to the end cus-

tomers) and cooperate on the wholesale market (intercon-

nection). The wholesale market is regulated. The role of

the regulator is to support players in negotiations, especially

by introducing recommended solutions if the negotiations

were broken off.

It is considered how introducing a recommended solutions

influence the process of negotiations on the wholesale mar-

ket and a decision problem of choosing retail strategy, that

precedes the process of negotiations. A decision problems

of a regulator are also formulated.

2. Definition of the negotiation power

The negotiation (bargaining) power can be defined into two

ways:

– as a positive power, that enables the player to obtain

a good outcome for himself;

– as a negative (antagonistic) power, that enables the

player to deteriorate the outcome of the other player.

Let’s denote the positive power of – respectively, player A

and B – by αA
p and αB

p . The negative powers will be denote

by αA
n and αB

n . The highest negative power of the player

(e.g., A) the lowest positive power of the other player (B)

and vice versa. Assuming that the bargaining powers sums

up to one we have:

αA
p = 1−αB

n , (1)

αB
p = 1−αA

n . (2)

We assume that the negotiation power (positive and so

negative) comes from the best alternative to a negotiated

agreement (BATNA) [4, 11, 14] – a solution, that the

player can obtain if the negotiations were broken of. So

braking the negotiations is one of the possible solutions

of the negotiation process. However this solution is not
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a unique one, because outside the table players can play as

positively so negatively. Hence a situation of breaking the

negotiations can be described by for different strategies of

playing outside the table:

hpp – both players play in a positive way;

hnn – both players play in a negative way;

hpn – player A plays positively, player B plays negatively;

hnp – player A plays negatively, player B plays positively.

We assume that if the player played in positive way then

(independently of the way of playing by the other player)

he/she would get higher value of the payoff function than

if he/she played negatively. We also assume that he/she

would get higher value of the payoff function if the other

player played positively than if he/she played negatively.

Hence we get:

V A(hpp) ≥V A(hpn) ≥V A(hnp) ≥V A(hnn), (3)

V B(hpp) ≥V B(hnp) ≥V B(hpn) ≥V B(hnn). (4)

Which strategy, and so which value of the payoff function

defines BATNA of the players? BATNA is the best alterna-

tive so it should reflects the positive playing by the player.

But it also must be attainable (independently of the way

of playing by the other player). So V (hpp) cannot define

BATNA of the players because it is not attainable if one of

the players played in a negative way. So the answer is hpn

for player A and hnp for player B. These strategies leads to

the highest payoffs from these that players can be sure to

obtain.

Using the concept of BATNA we can define the negotiation

powers of the players as follows:

αA
p = 1−αB

n =
V A(hpn)−V Amin

V Amax −V Amin
, (5)

αB
p = 1−αA

n =
V B(hnp)−V Bmin

V Bmax −V Bmin
, (6)

where:
V Amax = max

l
V A(hl), (7)

V Bmax = max
l

V B(hl), (8)

V Amin = min
l

V A(hl), (9)

V Bmin = min
l

V B(hl). (10)

For numerical reasons it can be sometimes useful to make

small modification:

αA
ε p = 1−αB

εn =
max

{

V A(hpn)−V Amin
,ε

}

max

{

V Amax −V Amin
,ε

} , (11)

αB
ε p = 1−αA

εn =
max

{

V B(hnp)−V Bmin
,ε

}

max

{

V Bmax −V Bmin
,ε

} , (12)

where ε is a small value.

As we see from Eqs. (1) and (2) there is no direct relation

between positive and negative negotiation power of a given

player (e.g., between αA
p and αA

n ). Also there is no direct

relation between positive negotiation power of one player

and positive negotiation power of the other player (between

αA
p and αB

p ). Similarly there is no direct relation between

negative powers of the players (between αA
n and αB

n ).

However if we compare and sum up sides of the Eqs. (1)

and (2) then we get:

αA
p −αA

n = αB
p −αB

n , (13)

αA
p + αA

n

2
+

αB
p + αB

n

2
= 1. (14)

Equation (14) can be expressed as

αA + αB = 1, (15)

where αA and αB can be treated as aggregated negotiation

powers of the players A and B and are:

αA =
αA

p + αA
n

2
, (16)

αB =
αB

p + αB
n

2
. (17)

3. The impact of recommended solution

on the process of negotiations

In the case of telecommunications market, the operators

must negotiate the rules of the interconnection agreements.

However in many cases there is a high difference between

negotiation powers of the players, especially when one of

the sides is an incumbent operator. New entrant of the

market has usually much smaller network, and so much

less end users connected to its network, than operating for

long time incumbent. So it is necessary for new operator

to interconnect its network to incumbent‘s network. But

it is not necessary for the incumbent. This makes that

the incumbent has very strong and new entrant very weak

BATNA in the negotiation process. This difference, without

protection by the third side, can be exploited by the stronger

player with large disadvantage of the weaker player.

For the reasons of promotion fair competition the role of

a regulator is to support new entrants in the negotiation pro-

cess. The main instrument for doing this is possibility of

recommending reference solutions for the negotiated inter-

connection agreement, and in the case of breaking off the

negotiation without any agreement, possibility of forcing

this solutions.

Now we will examine how such a recommended solution,

which we denote as h∗, influences the negotiation process.
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3.1. Disclosure the values of BATNA

Recommended by a regulator strategy h∗ defines new

BATNA of the players. In the case without a recommended

strategy h∗ BATNA of the both players is defined by two

different strategies:

hpn – defines BATNA of the player A;

hnp – defines BATNA of the player B.

Now BATNAs of both players are defined by strategy h∗.

Probably the most important thing for the process of nego-

tiation is not that h∗ defines new BATNAs, but that these

BATNAs are commonly known. BATNA defines the pos-

itive negotiations power of the players: a player does not

agree on the strategy that gives him worse outcome than

his BATNA. So players would like to have as high BATNA

as possible. But they also want the other player to think

that it is also hight if really it is not. So in many situations

players misrepresents and lie one another on the true value

of their BATNA. Recommendation of a strategy h∗ defines

new and commonly known BATNA, and so makes such

misrepresentations and lies impossible.

3.2. Integration of BATNAs

In the case without a recommended strategy h∗ player A

could be sure, that he/she could get the payoff not smaller

than V A(hpn), and the player B could be sure, that

he/she could get the payoff not smaller than V B(hnp).
But in the case of existing recommended strategy h∗,

which can be chosen by both players, player A can

be sure, that he/she could get the payoff not smaller

than V A(h∗), and player B can be sure, that he/she could get

the payoff not smaller than V B(h∗). So now the BATNAs

of both players is determined by the same strategy – h∗.

So we have something what can be called as integration of

BATNAs. In some cases this fact can be very helpful in

the negotiations process.

Example 1. Let’s consider a simple example of the ne-

gotiations between player A and B. There are two acces-

sible strategies at the negotiations table: h1 and h2, and

four strategies outside the negotiations table: hpp, hnn, hpn

and hnp. For each strategy players obtains different val-

ues of payoff function, as in Table 1, which are commonly

known. For example if during a negotiations players chose

Table 1

An example of the positive impact of the integration

of BATNAs on the negotiations process

Strategy [V A(.),V B(.)]

h1 [10,6]

h2 [6,10]

hpp [5,4]

hpn [2,1]

hnp [1,3]

hnn [0,0]

strategy h1, then player A would obtain V A(h1) = 10 and

player B would obtain V B(h1) = 6.

In the case that there is not a recommended strategy h∗

BATNA of the player A is determined by strategy hpn and

equals V A(hpn) = 2. In this case BATNA of the player B is

determined by strategy hnp and equals V A(hnp) = 3. Nego-

tiations game has two effective solutions (both obtained at

the table) for strategy h1 and h2. Player A prefers the solu-

tion for strategy h1 because than he obtains V A(h1) = 10,

but player B prefers the solution for strategy h2, cause

then he obtains V A(h2) = 10. So both players would like

to choose different strategy, and different solution. What

is important, both players have strong argumentation for

choosing prefered by them solution. Player B can argue

like this: „Strategy h2 leads to the solution, for which pro-

portion of outcomes (6/10) is nearer to the proportion of

BATNAs (2/3) then for strategy h1 (10/6), so choosing

strategy h2 is fair solution.” But the answer of player A can

be also convincing: „I do not want to play negatively out-

side the negotiations table (what is assumed in the case of

choosing strategy hnp outside the table). Why do You want

to do so? Fair solution outside the table is [5,4], when we

both play positively. So h1 leads to the solution, for which

proportion of outcomes (10/6) is the nearest to the pro-

portion of outcomes for the fair solution outside the table

(5/4), and choosing strategy h1 is really fair solution!”

Both parts have strong argumentation, and if any differ-

ent (creative and profitable) solution would not be found,

than negotiations can be broken off, and the result of the

game would be inefficient. The problem arises from existing

several different reference solutions outside the negotiations

table: BATNA of the player A, BATNA of the player B,

result for the case that both players play positively (strat-

egy hpp).

Recommendation of the strategy h∗ gives new or makes

stronger one of the before existing reference solution. In

some cases it can exclude every different references. For

example, if a regulator recommends strategy h∗ = hpp, than

there would be only one important reference point for the

negotiating party. This strategy would define new BATNAs

of the players and so, any different strategy outside the table

could not be chosen. So the player A could argue that the

proportion of the payoffs for strategy h∗ = hpp defines fair

proportion of the outcomes, and so strategy h1 is more

fair than strategy h2 at the table, and the player B has not

comparatively strong argument for choosing strategy h2.

This can make negotiations simpler and faster.

Of course, recommendation of the strategy hnp, although

also integrates BATNAs of the players, would have not

so strong impact on the improving of the negotiations.

If for example a regulator recommends strategy h∗ = hnp,

player A can still argue that he does not want to play neg-

atively outside the table, and press for regarding hpp as

a fair reference point. Obviously this situation makes ar-

gumentation of player B a little stronger. In the case that

there was not a recommended solution it was impossible to

realize simultaneously the BATNA of the players, because
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it would require to choose two different strategies at the

same time, what is impossible. So his/her argumentation

on proportion of BATNAs was somehow weak. Now, when

h∗ defines new BATNA of both players this argumentation

becomes stronger.

Obviously recommendation of the strategy hpn, due to the

corresponding values of the outcomes [2,1] would make

radically stronger argumentation of the player A. Now

proportion of (new) BATNA (2/1) and proportion of the

outcomes for positive playing (5/4) indicates on the strat-

egy h1 as a much more fair solution then h2.
�

Above illustrated example shows that changing the recom-

mended strategy h∗ changes the power of argumentation for

choosing different strategies at the negotiations table. In

fact changing (and before it introducing) a recommended

strategy h∗ changes the negotiations power of the players.

Now we will examine this subject with distinction on the

positive and negative negotiations powers of the players.

3.3. The impact of recommended solutions on the

negotiations power of the players

As it was sad above, recommended solution integrates

BATNA of the players, so that strategies hnp and hpn no

longer defines it, but it is determined by strategy h∗. Each

player cannot be sure that he/she can obtain the outcome

higher then determined by strategy h∗, because always the

other player can brake off the negotiations and require the

regulator to introducing strategy h∗. But from the other

side, each of them can be sure that he/she can obtain the

outcome not smaller than determined by h∗. So h∗ defined

new BATNA of both players.

This integration of BATNAs can simplify negotiations pro-

cess by reducing a reference solutions outside the negoti-

ations table for fair one at the table. However, as it was

illustrated in Example 1, this depends on which strategy

is recommended. Recommending of some strategies can

make negotiations simpler and faster, but recommending

some different can make negotiations more difficult and

slower. Now we will examine this problem, by analysing

how different recommended strategies influence the nego-

tiations power of the players, with distinction on positive

and negative power.

The reasoning is simple: the higher BATNA of the player,

the stronger his/her positive negotiations power, and the

lower negative power of the other player. So we can write

the following relations:

• If recommended solution is under BATNA of the

player A: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) than decreases positive

negotiations power of the player A and increases neg-

ative negotiations power of the player B.

• If recommended solution is above BATNA of the

player A: V A(h∗) > V A(hpn) than increases positive

negotiations power of the player A and decreases neg-

ative negotiations power of the player B.

• If recommended solution is under BATNA of the

player B: V B(h∗) < V B(hnp) than decreases positive

negotiations power of the player B and increases neg-

ative negotiations power of the player A.

• If recommended solution is above BATNA of the

player B: V B(h∗) > V B(hnp) than increases positive

negotiations power of the player B and decreases neg-

ative negotiations power of the player A.

Conclusions from above relations are that by recommending

strategy h∗ regulator can:

• Increase positive and at the same time decrease neg-

ative negotiations power of both players. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) > V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) > V B(hnp).

• Decrease positive and at the same time increase neg-

ative negotiations power of both players. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp).

• Increase positive and negative negotiations power of

player A and at the same time decrease positive and

negative negotiations power of player B. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) > V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp).

• Decrease positive and negative negotiations power of

player A and at the same time increase positive and

negative negotiations power of player B. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) > V B(hnp).

As we see, depending on the values of the payoff functions

of the players for a recommended strategy h∗, the negotia-

tions power of the players can be changed in different ways.

In special cases the regulator can increase or decrease si-

multaneously positive and negative negotiations power of

a one player, or increase one and decrease the other.

In the telecommunications services market, recommended

by a regulator strategy h∗ represents necessity for intercon-

nection networks of the players on the basis defined by h∗.

As we see now, depending on the relations between V A(h∗)
and V A(hpn), and between V B(h∗) and V B(hnp) this neces-

sity may be profitable for one player or both of them or

unprofitable for the other or both of players. If h∗ were

worse1 for a player than its BATNA, then it would be bet-

ter for him not to interconnect its network. It is strongly

possible that such a situation takes place in the case of in-

cumbent operator. In many situations incumbent is not will-

ing to interconnect its network with the network of a new

entrant, because its BATNA (strategy outside the negotia-

tions table) is better than any strategy which could be ac-

cepted by the entrant during the negotiations (at the table).

At the other side we can expect that usually h∗ is better

than BATNA of a new entrant, because such operator is

willing to interconnect its network on the basis defined by

recommended strategy. So we can suppose that in most real

1A separate problem arises with an issue of the evaluation’s period:

short or long?
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situations we meet with the last two, above mentioned sit-

uations: introducing strategy h∗ increase positive and neg-

ative negotiations power of one player (new entrant) and

simultaneously decrease positive and negative negotiations

power of the other (incumbent operator).

Intuitive thought is that it could be the best situation if in-

troducing h∗ could improve BATNA of both of the players:

V A(h∗) >V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) >V B(hnp). However we can

be sure that it would be the best only if the players would

like to agree on the basis of the strategy h∗, because the

better h∗ the more then they obtain. It in fact means that

the players did not agree at the negotiations table, but one

of them require arbitration from the regulator. Such arbitra-

tion (strategy h∗) would be better for both of players then

their BATNA (their best alternative without interconnec-

tion) but it have not to be better than the best, accessible,

but probably difficult to find solution at the negotiation ta-

ble. So in some cases we can expect that the better h∗, the

more simple negotiations (the players can simply agree to

choose h∗ at the negotiations table), but at the same time

(probably), the more difficult (the less incentive) to find an

efficient solution.

From the other side, if h∗ were worse than BATNA of

both of players: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp)
interconnection on the basis of the strategy h∗ makes

a loss for both of players. In other words it would be better

for both of them to not interconnect their networks, than

interconnect on the basis of h∗. However it does not men

that recommendation of h∗ worse than BATNA of both of

players has not any sens. We should remember that new

entrant would like to agree with incumbent on the basis of

any strategy that is not worse than its BATNA, and that

probably such strategy exists. If such strategy would be

also better for incumbent than strategy h∗ can be used by

an entrant as a threat: “if you don not agree on intercon-

nection on the basis better than my BATNA I would require

arbitrations form a regulator!”

What’s more, it is also possible, that such situation can give

strong incentive for both of players to search for strategy

that would be better then BATNA of both of them, so more,

probably efficient. So we can expect that recommendation

h∗ that is worse then BATNA of both of players can make

negotiations more difficult, then in the case when h∗ were

better then BATNAs, but such situation can give more in-

centive for searching for an efficient solution. However this

theoretical conclusions requires verifications from realistic

case studies.

Obviously it is also possible, that for the case when h∗ is

worse than BATNA of both2 of players (V A(h∗) < V A(hpn)
and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp)) strategy h∗ can be used as a re-

ally antagonistic strategy. One of the players, that aims at

2It is important to notice, that if h∗ were worse than BATNA of only

one of the players, then choosing this strategy generally should not be

(though could be) an antagonistic move, because a player, that required

an intervention from a regulator may really want to obtain the highest

payoff for himself, and that was why he wanted an intervention. But in

fact it could be an antagonistic strategy h∗ would not be efficient (if both

of players could obtain more by choosing different strategy).

deteriorating the payoff of the other player can require an

arbitration, because strategy h∗ could the most deteriorate

the outcome of the other player. Probably it is the most

important reason, why it is better from a regulator point of

view to recommend h∗ that is better than BATNA of both

players, or at least which is better than BATNA of a new

entrant.

4. The impact of recommended

solutions on the retail decisions

of the players

Existing of a regulators recommended strategy h∗ as a ref-

erence solution of the negotiations on the wholesale market

influences not only the negotiations process (by integration

of BATNA, and changing the negotiations power of the

players), but also simplifies the process of making a deci-

sion on the retail market, that precedes3 the negotiations.

Retail decisions are a part of a whole game, consisted also

of wholesale decisions. Recommended strategy h∗ sim-

plifies and makes more predictable the process of nego-

tiations. Strategy h∗ defines new BATNA of the players

and so defines also an integrated reference point, that can

be used for pointing out the fair and efficient solution of

the negotiations process. This solution can be with higher

than without recommendation probability predicted. And

so a retail decision that precedes a negotiations is simpler

and the finale result of a game more predictable.

With using the concepts of negotiations we can say that

existing of a regulator’s recommended strategy h∗ simpli-

fies the process of structuring the negotiations process or

formulating of the problem [16]. By the structure of nego-

tiations we mean here the size of the „cake”, and the fair

principle of dividing it. The size of a cake can be defined in

many ways. One of the possible definitions formulates it as

an average value of all accessible and better than BATNA

values of payoff function. For example from an A point

of view to calculate the size of a cake we should sum up

the values of payoffs for such strategies hl (the strategies

accessible in negotiations) that gives the player A payoffs

V A(hl) higher than his BATNA (than V A(hpn) but also that

gives the player B payoffs V B(hl) better than his BATNA

(than V B(hnp)). So the size of a cake is calculated with

using the following relation:

∑
l,V A

i (hl)>V A
i (hpn),V B

i (hl)>V B
i (hnp)

V A
i (hl).

However, as it was said earlier, it is possible that the

player A does not know the BATNA of the player B

(the value of V B
i (hnp)), and so he can not say for which

strategy hl the relation V B
i (hl) > V B

i (hnp) is true. So during

3There is no any impact of the recommending strategy h∗ on the retail

decisions that are made after a negotiations process, because when such

decisions are made, important is only a finale solution of a negotiations

and not the way (with or without a regulation) in which this solution was

obtained.
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calculation the average value of his outcomes, he would

have to sum up values for which only relation V A
i (hl) >

V A
i (hpn) is fulfil:

∑
l,V A

i (hl)>VA
i (hpn)

V A
i (hl).

So, during calculation the size of a cake to much out-

comes V A
i (hl) will be used, and it decrease accuracy of

this calculation.

Recommendation of the strategy h∗ changes this situation.

BATNA of both players is defined by this strategy and their

are commonly known. So during calculation the size of

a cake (an average value of the outcomes) player A can use

the relation:

∑
l,V A

i (hl)>V A
i (h∗),V B

i (hl)>V B
i (h∗)

V A
i (hl),

what gives higher accuracy of this calculation.

Similarly, existing of the recommended strategy h∗ simpli-

fies prediction of the possible, fair principle of dividing

the cake. This principle can be defined as a proportion

of BATNAs of the players. Without h∗ BATNA of the

player B could be unknown to player A, and so unknown

was the principle of division. Existing of the recommended

strategy h∗ leads to the situation, that player A can assume

that the proportion of the finale outcomes would be mostly

near to the
V A(h∗)
V B(h∗)

.

Finally a decision problem of choosing retail strategy before

negotiations can be formulated as the following optimiza-

tion problem:

â = argmax
i

{

V A
i (h∗)

V B
i (h∗)

· ∑
l,V A

i (hl)>V A
i (h∗),V B

i (hl)>VB
i (h∗)

V A
i (hl)

}

,

(18)

where i is the index of retail strategies ai.

5. Decision problems of a regulator

The aim of the regulator is to promote competition, and

efficiency of the whole market. So the regulator should not

provoke, or even create attractive conditions for an antago-

nistic playing. This is the main reason why h∗ worse than

BATNA of one or both players should not be referenced.

However there are three important problems:

1. It may be difficult for a regulator to get information

on the payoff functions of the players, and so diffi-

cult to determine the values of outcomes for different

strategies.

2. It may be difficult for a regulator to obtain informa-

tion on a real BATNA of the players.

3. Only wholesale market is regulated, and because of

independent decisions on the retail markets the fi-

nal result of a game even for choosing recommended

strategy h∗ can be difficult to predict.

First problem, is really a problem if a regulator would like

to support of the players in realizing their own aims. If

he does not know the payoff functions of the players he

could not efficiently support them in realizing the aims that

are described by this functions. However this problem is

smaller, if a regulator ignores this aims, and is interested

only in realizing his own aim, like a desirable market share

of both players. For realizing such aim it is not neces-

sary to know the payoff function of the players. However

it could be necessary if the players did not want to coop-

erate on the basis of h∗ but only would like to treat this

strategy as a reference point (in the sens of proportion of

BATNA) in searching different solution during the nego-

tiations. In such a case, finally chosen strategy could not

be good from a regulator’s point of view. This problem

could be partially resolved by waiting with recommending

strategy h∗ until one of the players requires an arbitration,

and than by join in the mediation process, during which

regulator could get some important information in an inter-

ested matter. Whoever such a situation can never occur. If

so, from the regulator’s point of view it would be better to

give a reference of h∗ before a starting of negotiations with

hope, that finale result will be close to it.

Obviously, if the players were sure, that a regulator would

be interesting in realizing their aims, then it would be prof-

itable for them to inform a regulator about their payoff

functions and the aims, they wish to realize.

In the case of unknown BATNA of the players, it is possi-

ble that recommended strategy h∗ can be worse than such

BATNA, and so can be treated as an antagonistic strategy.

This problem arises not only from unknown best alterna-

tive of the players, but also from unknown payoff functions

of the players. Alternatives are evaluated by the values of

payoff functions. This payoff functions give an answer on

the question why such alternative is the best. So resolving

of the problem of unknown BATNA requires first resolv-

ing of the problem of unknown payoff functions. However

there is also one more problem with unknown BATNA:

the higher BATNA, the higher positive negotiations power.

So the players want to have as strong BATNA as possible.

But the real problem results not from the fact that they

want to have strong BATNA, but from the fact that they

want to make, that the other player think that they have

it high even if they really had not. So it is very likely

that they would misrepresent in this matter – misrepresent

not only in relation to the other player but also in relation

to the regulator. So we can expect that in most realistic

situations regulators would not know the true BATNA of

the players.

The problem of unregulated retail markets arises when a de-

cisions on these markets are made after a negotiations on

the (regulated) wholesale market. In such situations rec-

ommended strategy h∗ determines not a finale result of the

whole game, but a vector of possible results (in the case

when only one player would make a retail decision after the

negotiations) or a matrix of such results (in the case when

both players would make retail decisions after the negoti-
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ations). In such cases (with assumption that the regulator

knows the payoff functions of the players) a decision prob-

lem of a regulator should be treated as a multi-objective.

Especially the regulator should aim at:

• Maximizing of V Amax(h∗) and V Bmax(h∗) for the case

of individually effective playing on the retail markets.

• Maximizing of V Amin(h∗) and V Bmin(h∗) for the case

of antagonistic playing on the retail markets.

• Minimizing of the coefficients of incentive for play-

ing in an antagonistic way: ϒA(h∗) and ϒB(h∗),

ϒA(h∗) =
V Bmax(h∗)−V Bmin(h∗)

V Amax(h∗)−V Amin(h∗)
, (19)

ϒB(h∗) =
V Amax(h∗)−V Amin(h∗)

V Bmax(h∗)−V Bmin(h∗)
, (20)

where V Amax(h∗), V Bmax(h∗), V Amin(h∗) and V Bmin(h∗) are

the highest and the lowest value of payoffs of the players

in the proper vector or matrix.

So choosing of the strategy h∗ can be expressed as the

following multi-criteria optimization problem:

h∗ = argmax
l

{

[V Amax(hl),V
Amin(hl),V

Bmax(hl),

V Bmin(hl),−ϒA(hl),−ϒB(hl)]
}

. (21)

6. Summary

In many real situations, like on the telecommunications ser-

vices market, free cooperation of the players with highly

different negotiations power is impossible. However this

cooperation is often necessary for promotion fair and ef-

fective competition. That is why it is important to support

weaker player in the negotiations process, by the active ac-

tion of the third side, like, e.g., regulator of the market.

Regulators posses highly effective tool for supporting ne-

gotiations process: possibility of forcing a recommended

solution, strategy h∗ which defines new BATNAs of the

players, integrates it and makes it commonly known. By

introducing a recommended strategy a regulator can effec-

tively change the positive and negative negotiations power

of the players. By changing the strategy h∗ regulator can:

• Increase positive and at the same time decrease neg-

ative negotiations power of both players. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) > V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) > V B(hnp).

• Decrease positive and at the same time increase neg-

ative negotiations power of both players. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp).

• Increase positive and negative negotiations power of

player A and at the same time decrease positive and

negative negotiations power of player B. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) > V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) < V B(hnp).

• Decrease positive and negative negotiations power of

player A and at the same time increase positive and

negative negotiations power of player B. It occurs

when: V A(h∗) < V A(hpn) and V B(h∗) > V B(hnp).

However there are three important problems:

1. It may be difficult for a regulator to get information

on the payoff functions of the players, and so diffi-

cult to determine the values of outcomes for different

strategies.

2. It may be difficult for a regulator to obtain informa-

tion on a real BATNA of the players.

3. Only wholesale market is regulated, and because of

independent decisions on the retail markets the fi-

nal result of a game even for choosing recommended

strategy h∗ can be difficult to predict.

This is why the final result of the regulation can be difficult

to predict for the regulator. For making a better decision

a regulator should get as more information as possible, and

precede the decision by multi-criteria analysis of the prob-

lem. It is important that in some cases, when the players

were sure, that a regulator would be interesting in realizing

their aims, it would be profitable for the players to inform

a regulator about their payoff functions, alternatives and the

aims, they wish to realize. So in such cases it is the chal-

lenge for a regulator to convince the players that it would

be profitable for them to pass a relevant information.

In the case of telecommunications market, existing of a rec-

ommended strategy h∗ (independently on its value) ensures

that players interconnect their networks. This statement is

confirmed by the observation of a market. From theoretical

point of view this can be true even if defined by strat-

egy h∗ new BATNA’s would be weak (in this case the

players would have strong incentive to find effective so-

lution). However for reason of possibility of using it as an

antagonistic strategy it would be better to recommend such

strategy, that defines possibly high BATNA of the players.

Existing of a reference solution on the wholesale market

simplifies also preceding the negotiations a decision prob-

lem of choosing retail strategy, by increasing the accuracy

of the formulating the structure (the size of a cake and the

fair principle of dividing it) of the following negotiations.
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Paper Cross-selling models

for telecommunication services
Szymon Jaroszewicz

Abstract—Cross-selling is a strategy of selling new products

to a customer who has made other purchases earlier. Ex-

cept for the obvious profit from extra products sold, it also

increases the dependence of the customer on the vendor and

therefore reduces churn. This is especially important in the

area of telecommunications, characterized by high volatility

and low customer loyalty. The paper presents two cross-selling

approaches: one based on classifiers and another one based

on Bayesian networks constructed based on interesting asso-

ciation rules. Effectiveness of the methods is validated on

synthetic test data.

Keywords— cross-selling, telecommunication service, classifier,

association rule, Bayesian network.

1. Introduction

The definition of cross-selling (according to Wikipedia) is:

“Cross-selling is the strategy of selling other products to

a customer who has already purchased (or signaled their

intention to purchase) a product from the vendor.”

Cross-selling offers several advantages. Except for the ob-

vious from the extra products sold, it also increases the

dependence of the customer on the vendor and therefore

reduces churn. We will now discuss some of the specific

aspects of cross-selling in the telecommunication industry,

with special focus on cellular network operators.

Telecommunications markets are characterized by high

volatility. Customer loyalty is at a very low level in this

sector, due to anti-monopoly measures taken by govern-

ments, as well as lucrative offers for new customers from

most service providers.

Cross-selling is thus very important for cellular operator

since the more services a user has activated the closer

he/she is tied to the company, and the harder it is for

him/her to switch to another provider.

In case of telecommunication companies, there exist sev-

eral marketing communication channels through which

a customer can be reached:

– offers made to customer when he/she contacts the

call-center;

– a phone call to the customer;

– an SMS sent to the customer;

– a standard mail sent to customer (may accompany the

monthly bill).

It may seem that some of those channels (especially SMS

messages) incur almost no cost, so a large number of offers

should be sent. In reality this is not true. The reason for

that is the negative reaction of customers to too many of-

fers [3]. Too many SMSes are simply annoying, the users

quickly learn to ignore them.

It follows that the amount of cross-selling opportunities is

in fact quite limited, and the campaigns have to be carefully

targeted such that the probability of a “hit” is maximized.

Let us now briefly discuss related literature and available

commercial cross-selling solutions.

A cross-selling application applied in the banking sector is

presented in [3]. The system selects customers who would

potentially be interested in opening a brokerage account.

A classifier (decision tree) is built separately for each ser-

vice. If a customer who does not have a brokerage account

falls into a leaf of the tree where many customers have

such an account, it is assumed that the customer is likely

to accept the offer. The authors claim that the acceptance

rate was much higher than for random offers.

In [15] association rules and statistical models are used to

predict purchases based on WWW logs. Association rules

are used to generate features which are then used as inputs

to a hybrid classifier model.

In [10] the authors present a probabilistic model with hid-

den variables for predicting customer behavior based on

their purchases and questionnaire data. An advantage of

such models is high flexibility and possibility of inclusion

of hidden variables. A disadvantage is the difficulty of de-

tecting relationships not included in the model. In this work

this problem has been solved through the use of association

patterns to discover new relationships.

Wong and Fu [18] present a method of selecting a subset

of services which should be promoted in order to maxi-

mize overall profit. The influence of popularity of some

services on the popularity of others is taken into account.

The analysis of dependencies between products is achieved

through market basket analysis (association rules). It has

been shown that selecting an optimal set of products in

NP-complete, thus an approximate algorithm has been pre-

sented.

A number of companies offer cross-selling products, some

of them targeted specifically at telecommunication market.

We will briefly describe two such products.

Single attachment station (SAS) offers a telecommunica-

tion cross-selling solution [14]. Detailed information is not

available, however, the company does say that it is based

on market basket analysis [2]. Association rules are used to

analyze typical paths of customers’ development, e.g., be-
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ginning with a single phone line and later moving to a few

phone lines plus an Internet connection. This allows for

identification of customers who can be interested in pur-

chasing new services. The system is custom built by SAS

specialists and requires the purchase of SAS licence.

IBM offers IBM Guided Selling & Active Advisor

a complete cross-selling solution targeted primarily towards

retail sales. No description is available of methods and al-

gorithms used.

Related to cross-selling are so called recommender sys-

tems [1], which offer suggestions to customers based on

the similarity of their purchase histories to histories of

other customers. Probably the best known example is the

webpage of the www.amazon.com online bookstore dis-

playing an information “customers who bought this book

also bought...”. Such systems are dedicated to retail stores

with thousands of products. Telecommunication markets

are quite different in this respect since the number of ser-

vices is much smaller. Also, more data about customers

such as sex, calling history, etc., are available, which is not

the case for recommender systems. Such systems are thus

not very useful for cross-selling in the telecommunication

industry.

This paper presents an analysis of two approaches to cross-

selling in a telecommunications setting.

The first approach is based on constructing a Bayesian

network representing customer’s behavior and using this

network to predict which customers are most likely to

pick each service offered. This gives not only a cross-

selling model, but also allows the analyst to gain insight

into the behavior of customers. The Bayesian network is

constructed using a method based on author’s previous

work. The method starts with a (possibly empty) network

representing users background knowledge. At each itera-

tion patterns are found whose probabilities in customer

data diverge most from what the network predicts. The

analyst then explains those discrepancies by updating the

network.

The second approach uses a separate classifier model for

each service offered. Each model predicts, which customers

are most likely to buy a specific product. Each customer is

then offered a service the classifier of which gives the high-

est probability of acceptance (among the services which the

customer does not yet use). The method does not give any

insight into customer behavior but is fully automatic.

2. Test data and experimental setting

Unfortunately the author was not able to perform the ex-

periments on real customer data. Instead, a synthetic data

generator developed at the National Institute of Telecom-

munications was used. Efforts have been made to ensure

that the simulation is realistic. To ensure objectivity, the

data generator was created by a different person then the

one doing the experiments. The experiments revealed that

the method based on Bayesian networks achieved lower

cross-selling accuracy than the classifier based method, but

offered valuable insight into customer behavior (e.g., it was

able to reconstruct much of the data generator’s internal

logic). Below we describe the experimental setting and the

data generator.

It has been assumed that the cross-selling action targets

three optional services allowing the customer to lower con-

nection cost. The services are described below:

– RL: cheap local calls lower price for calls made

within customer’s local area;

– TPG: cheap late calls lower price for calls made

after 6 p.m.;

– TPWS: cheap call within the network lower price

for calls to other users of our network.

The goal is to design a system which for a given customer

will suggest one of the above services, which the customer

is likely to accept.

Data generator. The generator works in three stages. First

customer billing data are generated. Based on those data

and a set of rules, active services are chosen for each cus-

tomer. Data is then aggregated to obtain the format used in

data warehouses, e.g., one record of the aggregated dataset

corresponds to one customer.

Table 1

Characteristics of customer profiles

Profiles Characteristics

1

More SMS-type services 60–70% of all

uses, short connection time – most connec-

tions take just few minutes

2
Most connections during peak hours, few

connections outside peak hours

3

Many peak hours connections both within

the network and to land lines, less evening

connections

4
Most calls during peak hours to land lines,

1 or 2 area codes

5
Most calls to just a few selected users, most

calls withing the network

To represent customer diversity, the simulated customers

have been split into several profiles. Each profile has dif-

ferent calling habits. Table 1 shows brief characteristics of

the profiles.

For each customer we also select at random (taking into

account customer’s profile) one of six calling plans. In

general, the longer a customer talks, the higher plan he is

assigned (meaning higher monthly payment but lower cost

per call).

Based on customer’s profile his/her billing data are gener-

ated. Data is then aggregated into a data warehouse format,

and services used by each customer chosen based on prob-

abilistic rules. Attributes of aggregated data are given in

Table 2.
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Table 2

Attributes of the aggregated database table

(data warehouse)

Attribute Description

user-id User identifier

czas-polaczen Total connection time

ilosc-polaczen Number of connections made

sr-dlug-pol Average connection length

pd y-il-pol Number of connections during part

of day y

pd y-czas-pol Total connection time during part of

day y

usl y-czas-pol Total connection time for service y

usl y-il-pol Number of connections for service y

taryfa Customer’s calling plan

rl Active “cheap local calls”

tpg Active “cheap late calls”

tpws Active “cheap call within the net-

work”

The following types of calls are available:

– SMS,

– connection within the network,

– connection to another cellular network,

– connection to a land line.

Each day is split into the following three “parts of day”:

8:00 – 17:59, 18:00 – 23:59, 0:00 – 7:59.

Numerical variables have been discretized using the equal

weight method. About five thousand data records have

been generated. The data has been split into the training

(4000 records) and testing (1000 records) sets. Models are

built on the training set, and their accuracy is verified on

the test set. This minimizes the risk of overfitting where

the model “learns” the training data but cannot generalize

to new examples.

3. Association rules based approach

to cross-selling

In this section we describe the association rules based ap-

proach to cross-selling. Association rules have first been

introduced by Rakesh Agrawal and his team [2] and used

to analyze supermarket purchase data. Thus the approach

is also known as market basket analysis.

Initially association rules have been defined for binary ta-

bles, where each attribute corresponded to an item and each

record to a transaction. The attribute was set to 1 in a given

record if the corresponding item was purchased in the cor-

responding transaction.

Let H = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} be the set of attributes. Take any

subset I = {Ai1 ,Ai2 , . . . ,Aik} ⊆ H. The support of the set

of attributes I in a database table D is defined as

supportD(I) =
|{t ∈ D : t[I] = (1,1, . . . ,1)}|

|D|
, (1)

that is, as the fraction of records in which all attributes

in I are simultaneously 1.

If I,J ⊂ H and I ∩ J = /0, we can define an association

rule I → J. For such a rule we define two quantities which

assess its quality: support and confidence, given by the

following formulas:

supportD(I → J) = supportD(I ∪ J), (2)

confidenceD(I → J) =
supportD(I ∪ J)

supportD(I)
. (3)

Support tells us what proportion of transactions in the

database contain all items in I ∪ J, and confidence tells

us how likely it is that a transaction containing all items

in I also contains all items in J.

In [2] the Apriori algorithm has been presented, which

discovers all rules with given minimum support and con-

fidence. Minimum support ensures that discovered rules

pertain frequently occurring situations, and minimum con-

fidence ensures high predictive value.

Association rules can easily be generalized to multivalued

and numerical (through discretization) attributes.

An advantage of association rules is that existing algorithms

allow for finding all rules with given parameters, allowing

for discovery of high level correlations. A drawback is that

usually too many rules are discovered which creates a sec-

ondary analysis problem of finding rules which are interest-

ing to the user. One of such filtering methods (developed

by the author) has been applied here to the cross-selling

problem.

3.1. Finding interesting association rules

As it has been said above, application of association rules

requires methods of selecting interesting rules. One of the

methods for achieving this task has been developed by the

author of this paper (in cooperation with others) and pub-

lished in [7, 8].

The method is based on taking into account users knowl-

edge of the analyzed problem. The knowledge is repre-

sented using a formal model (Bayesian network). Associa-

tion rules discovered in data which do not agree with what

users knowledge predicts are considered interesting. Such

rules are than used by the user to update the model, and

the algorithm is applied again to find new interesting rules.

User’s knowledge is represented using Bayesian net-

works [6, 9, 12]. Bayesian networks are directed acyclic

graphs depicting direct causal relationships between at-

tributes. Vertices correspond to attributes, and edges to di-

rect causal links. Additionally every vertex is labelled with

a conditional probability distribution. A Bayesian network

completely determines a joint probability distribution over

the attributes it described, allowing for inferences based
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on that distribution. Figure 1 shows and example Bayesian

network.

Fig. 1. An example Bayesian network describing simple proba-

bilistic relationships.

One of the main advantages of Bayesian networks is

their intelligibility. The dependencies between attributes

are shown simply as edges in a graph. Bayesian networks

are easy to build, it suffices to connect vertices with appro-

priate edges. This is usually easy, since humans can easily

identify causal relationships [12]. Once the graph has been

constructed, conditional probabilities are simply estimated

from data. An additional advantage of Bayesian networks

is that they determine joint distribution over their attributes,

so the description they provide is complete.

Let E be a probabilistic event. The interestingness of this

event is defined as [8]

inter(E) = |PBN(E)−PD(E)|, (4)

that is, as the absolute difference between the probability

of that event obtained from data and predicted based on the

Bayesian network.

Events analyzed in [8] have the form

attribute1 = value1 ∧attribute2 = value2

∧ . . .∧attributek = valuek, (5)

corresponding to sets of attributes in market basket analysis.

The algorithm in [8] finds all such events with given min-

imum level of interestingness.

One of the main problems related to Bayesian networks

is high computational complexity of computing marginal

probabilities needed in Eq. (4). Bayesian network infer-

ence is NP-complete, and during the course of the algo-

rithm such inference is repeated thousands of times. In

Eq. (4) the problem has been addressed by computing larger

marginal distributions from the network, and marginalizing

several smaller distributions directly from larger ones. This

allowed for use of networks of up to 60 attributes. In [7] an

approximate, probabilistic algorithm has been given, which

works even for huge Bayesian networks, and provides guar-

antees on the accuracy of discovered patterns.

Detailed description of those algorithms is beyond the

scope of this work and can be found in [7, 8].

An important advantage of the approach is that its result is

a full probabilistic model, not just a set of rules. The model

can then be used for probabilistic inference. Bayesian net-

works are so flexible, that practically any parameter of the

model can be computed from them. This has been used

below to estimate the probability of acceptance of a given

product by a customer during a cross-selling action.

Adaptations needed for the cross-selling problem. The

algorithms described above required certain modifications

to work for the given application. Problems occurred when

to many edges were directed towards a single node, caus-

ing an exponential growth of the conditional probability

table associated with the vertex. This caused two types of

problems.

The first one was big memory consumption. The second,

difficulties in reliable estimation of distribution parameters.

The first problem was solved by only keeping nonzero prob-

abilities, the second by using so called Laplace correction

to estimate the probabilities. Laplace correction smoothes

probability estimates by using a uniform prior distribution.

3.2. Building the Bayesian network

We will now describe the process of building the Bayesian

network based on the training set.

Before the first application of the algorithm, edges corre-

sponding to trivial, well known dependencies have been

added to the network. These were primarily the conse-

quence of how the attributes were aggregated. Table 3

shows edges in the initial network.

Table 3

Edges corresponding to trivial apriori known dependencies

following from the way the data were aggregated

From To Justification

pd1-il-pol ilosc-polaczen Number of connections is

the sum over all parts of

day

pd2-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

pd3-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

usl1-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

Number of connections is

the sum over all services

usl2-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

usl3-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

usl4-il-pol ilosc-polaczen

pd1-czas-pol czas-polaczen
Total connection time is the

sum over all parts of day
pd2-czas-pol czas-polaczen

pd3-czas-pol czas-polaczen

usl2-czas-pol czas-polaczen
Total connection time is the

sum over all services
usl3-czas-pol czas-polaczen

usl4-czas-pol czas-polaczen

usl2-il-pol usl2-czas-pol

Number of connections

influences connection time

usl3-il-pol usl3-czas-pol

usl4-il-pol usl4-czas-pol

pd1-il-pol pd1-czas-pol

pd2-il-pol pd2-czas-pol

pd3-il-pol pd3-czas-pol

ilosc-polaczen sr-dlug-pol Average length is computed

from total time and number

of connectionsczas-polaczen sr-dlug-pol
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Table 4

Results of repeated application of interesting association rule discovery algorithm to the cross-selling problem

Most interesting events

attributes values inter. PBN PD conclusions

First application of the algorithm

ilosc-polaczen, rl,

tpg, tpws

2,N,N,N 0.200 0.1839 0.3845 Number of connections influences additional services

used by customers. Customers who make few calls don’t

use those services. Added edges from ilosc-polaczen

to rl, tpg, tpws

Second application of the algorithm

pd2-czas-pol,

taryfa, rl, tpg,

tpws

1,2,N,N,N 0.179 0.0362 0.2153 Relation between those services seems intuitive. In order

to better understand the nature of those relationships,

most interesting pairs of attributes were examined

sr-dlug-pol, rl 4,N 0.153 0.2215 0.068
Customers making long calls more ofter use the “cheap

local calls” service. The conclusion was considered

plausible and edge has been added from sr-dlug-pol

to rl
sr-dlug-pol, rl 3,N 0.140 0.2077 0.3478

Third application of the algorithm

pd2-czas-pol,

taryfa, rl, tpg,

tpws

1,2,N,N,N 0.18011 0.0351 0.2153 The pattern was still the most interesting one, pairs of

attributes were examined again

usl4-il-pol, rl 2,T 0.15 0.1680 0.0183 The influence of the number of calls to land lines

on “cheap local calls” is plausible. Added edge from

usl4-il-pol to rl

taryfa,

pd2-czas-pol

1,2 0.1425 0.0727 0.2153 Dependency between calling time during the day and

calling plan. Added edge pd2-czas-pol to taryfa

Fourth application of the algorithm

taryfa, rl, tpg, tpws 1,N,N,N 0.151 0.1549 0.3058 Calling plan influences services used. Customers with

a cheap plan use their phone infrequently, and thus don’t

activate extra services. Added edges from taryfa to rl,

tpg and tpws

Fifth application of the algorithm

sr-dlug-pol, tpg,

tpws

4,N,N 0.149 0.3134 0.1648 Customers making long calls usually have at least one

of tpg or tpws active. Added edges from sr-dlug-pol to

tpg and tpws

Sixth application of the algorithm

ilosc-polaczen,

pd2-il-pol, rl, tpg,

tpws

2,2,N,N,N 0.167 0.1068 0.2738 Day time 2 means day time connections so it tells a lot

about customer’s profile. Added edges from pd2-il-pol

to rl, tpg and tpws
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Fig. 2. Final Bayesian network built by analyzing customer behavior data.

Note that the Bayesian network models those dependencies

well. For example, connection times in various parts of

day are independent of each other. But when the total

connection time is known, they become dependent, just as

the network predicts.

Table 4 illustrates the process of building the Bayesian net-

work describing customer behavior.

Each subtable shows a new run of the algorithm and the

most interesting (in the sense described above) events dis-

covered. The events are conjunctions given in Eq. (5).

The columns of Table 4 are described below:

– attributes: attributes of the interesting event,

– values: values of attributes in the event,

– inter.: interestingness value (Eq. (4)),

– PBN : probability of the event in the Bayesian net-

work,

– PD: probability of the event in the data,

– conclusions: interpretation and explanation of the

event, modifications applied to the Bayesian network.

The final Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 2.

3.3. Testing of the model

Reliable testing of a cross-sell solution in off-line conditions

is difficult. A real test should involve sending offers based

on the analyzed model to a test group of customers, and

checking how many of them responded. The procedure

should be repeated for another group with random offers.

The results for both groups should then be compared.

Such a test was not possible in this work. A simulation of

such a test has thus been conducted. We assume that the

set of services of a user in the dataset consists of services

the user would activate had they been offered (let us call

this set A).

For each customer a random subset of those services has

been removed (every service was removed with probabil-

ity 50%). Thus obtained set B was assumed to be the set of

services which were active before the marketing campaign.

Thus the services in A\B were the services the user would

accept if offered.

Then, for each user, based on the Bayesian network the

probability of each service not in B was computed, and the

offer was made for the service with highest such probability.

If the offered service was in A\B, the offer was assumed

to be accepted. For comparison we also picked a random

offer (from those not in B).

The percentage of accepted offers is:

– Bayesian network: 22.84%,

– random offer: 12.83%.

It can be seen that the Bayesian network achieved almost

twice as high efficiency as random offers. It should also

be noted that in the test set 53.59% of customers did not

have any active offer, which in our test prevented them from

accepting any offer. Since over 50% of offers must have

been rejected anyway, 23% accuracy should be considered

very high.

4. Classifier based cross-selling

approach

In this section we present the second approach which is

based on classification models. For each service we want

to sell, a classifier is built which assesses the probability

that a given customer uses the service. To select which

service to offer to a customer we feed his/her data to

each of the classifiers and pick the one with highest pre-

dicted probability (out of the offers the user does not

already have).

As it was mentioned above, this is not an optimal solution.

Potential new customers may not resemble current users of
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a service. Ideally one should send a pilot offer to a ran-

dom sample of customers and build classifiers based on

the results of that offer. In the current work (and in many

real life marketing campaigns) such an approach was not

possible.

We have used four classification algorithms implemented

in the Weka package [17]: naive Bayesian classifier, deci-

sion trees (J4.8), boosted decision trees (AdaBoostM1) and

support vector machines. The algorithms have been briefly

characterized below, full description is beyond the scope of

this work and can be found, e.g., in [17].

Naive Bayesian classifier. Despite being one of the sim-

plest classifier models, this approach often gives results

comparable to or even better than other more complicated

models [11, 17].

Suppose we want to predict class Y based on attributes

X1,X2, . . . ,Xn. From Bayes theorem we have

P(Y = yi|X1 = xi1 ∧ . . .∧Xn = xin) =

P(X1 = xi1 ∧ . . .∧Xn = xin |Y = yi) ·P(Y = yi)

P(X1 = xi1 ∧ . . .∧Xn = xin)
. (6)

Note that the denominator can be omitted since the prob-

abilities over all y have to add up to one, and we can just

rescale the probabilities after classification.

We then use the so called “naive assumption” which says

that X1, . . . ,Xn are independent conditioned on Y , which

gives

P(Y = yi|X1 = xi1 ∧ . . .∧Xn = xin) ∝

P(X1 = xi1 |Y = yi) · · ·P(Xn = xin |Y = yi) ·P(Y = yi). (7)

If continuous variables are present, discretization or kernel

estimation of conditional distributions is used [11, 17].

Decision trees. Another frequently used classifier model

is a decision tree. Decision trees [13, 17] are a graphical

representation of a decision taking algorithm.

We begin at the root of the tree. In every node we perform

an appropriate test and based on its outcome pick the left

or right branch of the tree. The procedure is repeated re-

cursively until we reach a leaf of the tree which contains

the final decision.

Several decision tree learning algorithms are available in

literature [13, 17]. In general the algorithms proceed by

picking the test to be placed in the root of the tree, then

splitting the dataset in two parts based on the outcome

of the test, and then repeating the procedure recursively

on each part. After that, the tree is “pruned” to prevent

overfitting.

We used the J4.8 algorithm which an improved version of

Ross Quinlan’s C4.5 method [13].

Boosting. Boosting is a method of improving accuracy

of other classification models [5, 17]. The idea is based

on the fact that classifiers’ error can be decomposed into

bias and variance parts. Bias represents classifiers inability

to represent complex relationships in data, and variance

represents inaccuracies in estimating classifier parameters.

In general the lower the bias of an algorithm, the higher its

variance.

There exist methods to decrease variance of classifiers.

Bagging takes several (even hundreds) samples from the

training set and builds a classifier on each of them. All

those models are then averaged which results in variance

reduction.

A better method of variance reduction, which also has the

potential to reduce bias is boosting [5]. The method works

by training a classifier and then reweighting the training set,

such that misclassified examples are given higher weights.

A new classifier is built on the reweighted data. The pro-

cess is repeated several times, and all resulting classifiers

participate in the final decision. Detailed analysis of the

method can be found in [5].

In this work the AdaBoostM1 [5, 17] algorithm was used

with J4.8 tree as the base classifier.

Support vector machines. The last classification method

is the newest of all four. Support vector machines [4, 16]

allow for classification of nonlinear problems while pro-

viding guarantees on generalization accuracy for previously

unseen cases.

Linear support vector machines construct a linear hyper-

plane separating both classes. It is constructed in such

a way that a large margin between the separating plane and

examples from both classes is maintained, which allows for

a theoretical guarantee on generalization accuracy.

In order to classify nonlinear problems, original coordi-

nates are transformed in a nonlinear fashion. In the new

space the problem may become linear. In order to achieve

high efficiency, the transformation is not done explicitly, but

achieved through the use of appropriate kernels; see [4] for

an excellent introduction.

Experimental results. The classifier based method has

been tested the same way as the Bayesian network based

model. From among the services the user does not have, we

select the one whose classifier gives the highest probability.

Effectiveness is estimated exactly as in the previous section.

The percentage of accepted offers is:

– naive Bayes: 20.54%,

– decision tree (J4.8): 27.93%,

– AdaBoostM1 (J4.8): 26.19%,

– support vector machine: 28.15%,

– random offer: 12.83%.

It can be seen the naive Bayesian classifier, the simplest

classification method, gave results significantly worse than

other methods. The remaining three classifiers achieved

comparable accuracy, although decision trees have been

slightly worse than boosted decision trees and support vec-

tor machines.

Almost 30% of offers have been accepted, which means

very high effectiveness.
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5. Conclusions and further research

It is apparent that classifier based methods achieved (except

for the naive Bayesian classifier) higher effectiveness than

the Bayesian network.

It should be noted however that such methods do not pro-

vide models which are understandable to humans. This is

the case even for decision trees, where large size of the

tree and potential variable correlations make it difficult to

understand the underlying causal structure.

Classifier models can thus be useful for selecting customers

and services which should be targeted, but not to explain

why particular customers prefer particular services. Such

knowledge could of course result in a better marketing

campaign.

The Bayesian networks based method offers lower accu-

racy but gives full insight into dependencies between at-

tributes in the data. While building the network we “learn”

the data, and eventually get a model describing not just the

correlations, but also causal relationships between all vari-

ables. We can thus understand how changing one of the

parameters will influence probability distributions of other

parameters.

The first direction of future research will be improv-

ing the Bayesian network implementation such that con-

ditional probability distributions can be represented using

classifiers. This should allow the Bayesian network method

to achieve accuracy comparable with classifier based

methods.

In a longer perspective it would be interesting to create

a model which would describe general aspects of customer

behavior. It would thus become possible to predict the

demand for a service before it was even rolled out to the

market. A Bayesian network could form a basis of such

model. It would also be useful to couple such a model

with customer’s lifetime value prediction module.
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Paper Survey of NGN migration

profiles deployed by selected carriers

in Europe, North America and Asia
Wojciech Michalski

Abstract— The paper presents the alternative migration pro-

files to next generation carrier network architecture. It de-

scribes the paths of development of fixed public network in-

frastructure for five selected service providers. The carri-

ers are selected as being in advanced stage of migration to-

wards NGN. Moreover, examples of varying strategies ranging

from full PSTN replacement and NGN overlay to construct-

ing an NGN network from the ground up as well as examples

of various migration strategies, especially based on IMS and

softswitch solutions are presented.

Keywords— NGN, IMS, softswitch based solution, NGN migra-

tion strategies, network evolution.

1. Introduction

This article presents profiles of selected carriers as exam-

ples of alternative network migration strategies. It describes

technical status of carriers’s networks when the migration

process began, the transformation process and its conse-

quences.

Strategies were selected mainly from the point of view of

carrier’s goals and influence of factors like cost of maintain-

ing the public switched telephone network (PSTN), com-

petition and development of voice over IP (VoIP) and mul-

timedia services market.

While each operator develops its own unique network mi-

gration path, carrier strategies can be categorized into three

main groups: full PSTN replacement, new generation net-

work (NGN) overlay and NGN construction step by step

from the beginning. Replacement depends on the removal

of time division multiplexing (TDM) switches and access

infrastructure. It enables seamless transition of plain old

telephone services (POTS) users to IP call/session con-

trol. Overlay enables migration of subscribers to IP-based,

multimedia environment. It includes continued support

of existing infrastructure. Carrier’s migration paths include

some combinations of particular options, especially partial

PSTN replacement with NGN overlay. Combination en-

sures swiftest transformation, but requires significant capi-

tal expenditure (capex).

The carriers presented below were selected as examples of

above mentioned migration strategies. For purposes of this

analysis five carriers were chosen: British Telecom, Slo-

vak Telekom, FastWeb, China Telecom and Verizon, repre-

senting three continents: Europe, Asia and North America.

By analyzing development of carrier NGN migration strate-

gies it is possible to answer to the question – when will the

mass migration to VoIP occur?

2. PSTN replacement – a BT strategy

This strategy is deploying by one of the greatest Euro-

pean carrier – British Telecom (BT). BT is the incum-

bent telephone service provider in United Kingdom (UK).

In June 2004, carrier advertised their converged network

migration plan, called the 21st Century Network (21CN).

According to the plan, BT declared to build an NGN net-

work over the next six years. The plan assumes replace-

ment of core PSTN network with an IP network based on

the IP multimedia system telecoms & Internet converged

services & protocol for advanced networks (IMS TISPAN)

architecture.
British Telecom began an NGN trial in 2004. First, end-

to-end communication was set up between three major net-

work nodes, one located in Cambridge and two in London.

In the first phase, 1000 subscribers participated in trials of

end-to-end voice and data services over Internet protocol

multiprotocol label switching (IP/MPLS) network. In the

second step, by June 2005, BT added additional 3000 sub-

scribers to the pilot network.
Now, to support future broadband growth, BT creates an

IP/MPLS core network along with the consolidation of cen-

tral offices and deployment of multiservice access nodes

(MSANs). This process will continue during 2009, when

nearly all BT subscribers will be served through NGN ac-

cess nodes. The MSANs nodes will be handling POTS

subscribers too, but no special provisioning of equipment

at the customer promises or central office is required.
Large scale migration of non-PSTN services to the NGN

began in 2007. BT plans that over 50% its current POTS

users will have migrated to the 21st Century Network

by 2008.
To support NGN broadband services, BT adopted a service

creation platform that consists of components such as au-

thentication, directory and profiles, quality of service (QoS)

and presence/location. These components can be combined

in a modular fashion when new services are created.

2.1. Next step

In the business market, BT implements the migration plan

to the next generation services now. But to retain enter-
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prise customers, BT must continue to expend its enterprise

NGN infrastructure, so BT will build an overlay network

to specifically address the enterprise market.

Operator knows that further profits could be limited by mar-

riage of wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) and cellular network and

by making BT a “transport only” carrier. To defend his

position, BT needs to be a major market player providing

NGN customer services. To defend his status, it also needs

a wireless networks, although there is a large number of

cellular competitors in the UK.

2.2. Usefulness of this method

For BT, the total cost of maintaining the PSTN is higher

than for other European incumbents, because it possesses

an extensive network infrastructure and must fund all main-

tenance and upgrades on many switches. For this reason,

BT chose the strategy of PSTN replacement.

Many big and small incumbents in other countries also pre-

fer the strategy of full PSTN replacement. PSTN replace-

ment has been initiated by many carriers in Asia, Australia

and Oceania. Telecom New Zealand has elaborated an ag-

gressive plan to migrate to NGN architecture over the next

few years. Similar plan is advertised even in the small

country of Brunei. Forward thinking companies have even

outsourced network maintenance and management of both

its wired and wireless networks.

3. Partial PSTN replacement

and overlay – a Slovak Telekom

migration strategy

Strategy of partial PSTN replacement and overlay has been

chosen by Slovak Telekom (ST), the incumbent telephone

service provider in the Slovak Republic.

In the early 1990s, the telecommunication infrastructure in

the Slovak Republic was in very bad technical state. But in

a few next years, ST has upgraded portions of the network

with fiber cable, synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) trans-

port systems and digital circuit switches. By 2000, ST has

digitized over 70% of the PSTN infrastructure.

Modernization process of ST network didn’t cover rural net-

works still served by electromechanical switches. In this

situation, delivering services with required QoS parame-

ters was a big problem. ST reported nearly 28 faults per

100 main access lines in 2000.

As a majority owner, Deutsche Telekom initiated actions

to fully digitize the ST network by the end of 2004. Un-

der the contract signed in April 2004, Alcatel was obliged

to supply next generation infrastructure to replace analog

switches and transmission equipment. According to the

contract, Alcatel replaced over 300 small analog switches

handling over 200 000 subscriber lines with single Alcatel

5020 softswitch (1 + 1 configuration) and over 7500 Me-

dia Gateways operating together with other PSTN switches.

At the transmission level, the core network was built us-

ing an IP/MPLS technology. The country was divided into

three regions: west, central and east and each of them was

configured with dual Cisco GS 1200 core routers for net-

work survivability.

Like most incumbent carriers in Eastern Europe, ST has

a foreign ownership which plays important role in the mi-

gration process. Thanks to this, ST has greater access to

investment capital, technical knowledge and operations ex-

pertise.

3.1. NGN technologies a chance for countries lacking

advanced infrastructure

Development of NGN infrastructure in the Slovak Telekom

network is an excellent example of success on the world

scale. This example shows us what several incumbent car-

riers did over a few years. At first glance, the idea that rural

areas having low population densities, low computer and In-

ternet penetration as well as low demand for telecommuni-

cation services are to be equipped with NGN infrastructure

seems illogical. According to popular opinion, primarily

a low cost network solutions should be installed in rural

areas. Thanks to jump to NGN, Slovak Telekom can min-

imize network investment, increase number of subscribers

in next years and attain important social goals, such as up-

grading rural telecommunication services.

Network transformation process will probably last many

years, and ST will establish overlay broadband access net-

works (digital subscriber line (DSL) and wireless) with

connectivity to the IP/MPLS core network over this time.

ST will deliver VoIP services to drive further PSTN migra-

tion.

3.2. Usefulness of this approach

Strategy based on co-existence on NGN and PSTN infras-

tructure will be common around the world. If a growth of

VoIP and other NGN services will be slow enough, the cost

of this process shall remain acceptable.

The least developed countries (LDCs) in Africa and South-

east Asia have infrastructures like Slovak Telekom before

the upgrades. Therefore, LDCs will likely emulate the

ST network migration strategy. They will leapfrog the digi-

tal circuit switch technology and replace electromechanical

exchanges in rural areas with NGN-IP infrastructure.

4. NGN overlay – a China Telecom

strategy

China Telecom is a true monopoly telecommunication car-

rier serving two thirds of China territory and controlling

the national long distance network and provincial networks

in 20 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities.

For European people, it is hard to imagine to growth

of China Telecom fixed network over the past decade.
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In 1998, China Telecom had 87.4 million total main ac-

cess lines. By the end of 2003, number of subscribers

increased to 263 millions, and by the end 2004 to 299 mil-

lions. In 2008, there will be an estimated over 310 million

main access lines. China Telecom also has over 40 million

wireless users and over 12.5 million DSL broadband sub-

scribers. Although broadband deployment has been grow-

ing at the rate of over 200% per year, China Telecom rep-

resents only 11% of total residential access lines.

4.1. China Telecom network evolution

The national backbone network of China Telecom is based

on fiber-optic cable systems linking provincial capitals.

During the 1990s, the transmission network based on fiber

cables was upgraded with SDH transport systems, forming

rings for improved survivability.

China Telecom PSTN consists of five-level circuit-switched

network and all major national transit exchanges are du-

plicated. The national and provincial PSTNs are relatively

new, with age ranging from 10 to 15 years. Age of telecom-

munication network in China is not a primary factor influ-

encing the necessity of upgrades. The network development

is caused by economic growth and increasing subscriber de-

mand. These factors have decisive influence on growth of

traffic volume in the network. For this reason, China Tele-

com started to deploy a next generation overlay network.

Carrier began this processs in October 2004 when it has

selected Lucent and Nortel to upgrade its existing SDH na-

tional backbone network. Under the contracts, Nortel up-

graded existing metropolitan optical networks with wave-

length division multiplexing (WDM) in ten major cities

and Lucent installed its WaveStar OLS 1.6T high-capacity

dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). These

contracts show that China Telecom wants to retain the ex-

isting TDM-based PSTN network for many years yet.

In November 2004, China Telecom has advertised the award

of major contracts for the construction of IP/MPLS core

network that are part of the ChinaNet Next Carrying Net-

work (CN2), designed to support IP-based consumer and

business services.

In 2002, China Telecom has started softswitch trials with

multiple equipment vendors. These trials included Al-

catel’s, Nortel’s, Ericsson’s and Lucent’s equipment and

each of them was dedicated to test system performance, net-

work interworking and equipment inter-operability. More-

over, the goal of the trials was to provide China Telecom

with expertise in supporting business VoIP multimedia ser-

vices.

In July 2003, Shanghai Telecom, a China Telecom’s sub-

sidiary, has concluded a contract with Alcatel for con-

struction of next generation metropolitan network. Under

this contract, a network was deployed based on Alcatel

softswitch, media gateway and litespan multi service access

gateway equipment to support integrated IP voice, data and

multimedia services over asymmetrical digital subscriber

line (ADSL) and Ethernet broadband connections.

4.2. Overlay networks in China Telecom in the past

Overlay networks have been used in China Telecom over

the past 25 years. First, digital exchanges and integrated

services digital network (ISDN) overlay networks were de-

ployed to upgrade communication services to government

and business customers. Than, gradually, the SDH trans-

port systems and fiber-optic cable systems were installed to

support the PSTN digitalization.

Overlay networks in China Telecom have been deployed

for reasons that remain unchanged to this day. First, the

size of China Telecom network causes that deployment of

new technologies occurs in phases. Moreover, when this

type of deployment is adopted, investment is finished after

each phase. Third, under any scenario, replacing about

200 million digital switch lines would take a long time.

Unlike BT, which prefers a next generation network solu-

tion that supports the new as well as old services, China

Telecom will not adopt old services in its network. In-

terworking in the existing PSTN network is based on new

requirements, but old services, such as narrow-band POTS

need not be supported by the next generation network plat-

form.

4.3. Usefulness of this method

Overlay networks permit rapid implementation of new ser-

vices in selected geographic areas and minimize the risk

of disruption to existing PSTN network. This is why China

Telecom selected such a strategy, because similarly to op-

erators in other emerging countries, it must meet the im-

mediate demand from businesses for IP-based services.

Establishing overlay networks gives many advantages, but

the concept of overlay network has one fundamental disad-

vantage: no reduction of network cost, because maintain-

ing the existing PSTN infrastructure and building IP/MPLS

overlay network is necessary.

5. Construction of NGN step by step

from the beginning – a FastWeb

strategy

In 1999, FastWeb was established as a joint venture be-

tween AEM, Milan’s utility and e.Biscom. The com-

pany is an Italian broadband telecommunications service

provider. Using AEM’s underground ducts, FastWeb has

built an extensive fiber optic cable network covering Italy’s

major metropolitan areas.

FastWeb provides dedicated Internet access, voice and

video-on-demand (VoD) services, offered to business

and residential customers. Thanks to its fiber network,

the company was the first European carrier to offer

10 Mbit/s Ethernet-based Internet access to customers

(it also uses DSL to provide service beyond its own network

coverage).
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5.1. Development of FastWeb’s network infrastructure

Transformation process was initiated in backbone network,

where FastWeb built its fiber-optic transmission network.

The core transport network consists of SDH STM-16 dual-

fiber, bi-directional ring, supplied by Alcatel. In each core

network node, the Cisco 12000 series IP routers are in-

stalled. At the customer premises, Cisco’s Catalyst switches

are used for access and traffic aggregation purposes.

Modernization process of FastWeb network was divided

into 5 phases. In phase 1, H.323 as well as access gateways

to support VoIP services (translation of E.164 to IP ad-

dress) were implemented. Call control to each of the ac-

cess gateway devices as well a supporting endpoint regis-

tration is provided through dedicated gatekeepers and the

access to the PSTN through the italtel multi service solution

(iMSS) softswitch platform.

In phase 2, the softswitch-based service-layer application

platform was implemented. This platform has made the

provisioning of voice services more efficient and has im-

proved call completion by dynamically rerouting calls upon

congestion. In 2002, NetCentrex CCS softswitches were

introduced to manage call routing and signaling as well

as to offer full set of voice services. FastWeb installs

one CCS softswitch cluster for each zone covering about

200,000 users (each CCS cluster provides N+1 redun-

dancy). Moreover, in this phase, a video application plat-

form was added, to support broadcast television, video

conferencing and VoD services over its fiber-to-the-home

(FTTH) network.

In phase 3, FastWeb deployed session initialization protocol

(SIP)-based gateways in its network. Earlier, in phase 2,

an Italian access gateway supplier Telsey had deployed

its H.323 access gateways. Subsequently, NetCentrex and

Telsey worked together to develop a SIP-based access.

At the same time, FastWeb installed MSANs, to support

the provision of broadcast television services over its ADSL

network.

In phase 4, NGN services including server-based applica-

tions such as presence and multimedia business services

were implemented.

In phase 5, connectivity with other IP networks and ap-

plication domains were added. FastWeb network evolution

composed of 5 phases is not finished yet, because FastWeb

still continues to expand network capacity.

5.2. FastWeb network as a VoIP oriented architecture

During FastWeb’s network evolution a trial with services

expansion was made. In each step of this process con-

sumer and business product as well as services portfolio

was added. Thanks to a fiber-optic backbone network, Fast-

Web has distinguished itself from Telecom Italia and other

competitors with high-bandwidth data services. From the

beginning, FastWeb has made voice communications a ma-

jor part of its business model and has recognized that VoIP

services will be a fundamental sector of services market to

ensure profitability.

5.3. Usefulness of this method

Many other competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs)

around the world prefer network migration strategies similar

to FastWeb’s, because the role and scope of VoIP services

will increase in future and NGN architecture will give the

carriers the most competitive standing on the voice services

market.

6. PSTN replacement – a Verizon

strategy

Verizon, being one of the greatest of US carriers, deploys

a PSTN replacement without expansion of territorial cov-

erage. Verizon was created in 2000 after a merger of Bell

Atlantic and GTE Corporation. Thanks to the merger, Veri-

zon combined the Bell Atlantic operating region with ILEC

telephone operations throughout the US midwest, southeast

and west. Currently, Verizon operates in 30 states and has

also international operations in Puerto Rico and Dominican

Republic as well as Vodafone OmniTel in Italy. Moreover,

Verizon and Vodafone own Verizon Wireless – the largest

wireless carrier in the US.

6.1. Development of Verizon’s network infrastructure

Verizon began replacing its long distance national transit

(class 3) circuit switches with packet switching technology

in 1999. During 2004, the softswitches were installed for

class 4 inter-city transit applications. The replacement of

primary toll switches and upgrade of the national transit

network to IP technology took place in 2003.

In 2003, Verizon established an IP/MPLS backbone net-

work which operates IP over SONET based on Lucent so-

lutions. Under the contract, Lucent supplied SONET equip-

ment for metropolitan network applications and LambaX-

treme ultra-long-haul DWDM optical equipment installed

in the national backbone network.

In 2004, the company it began deploying fiber-to-the-

premise (FTTP) access network in selected states with data

speeds of 622 Mbits downstream and 155 Mbits upstream.

Moreover, in 2004, under the contract with Nortel, Verizon

also began replacing GTD-5 EAX local exchanges.

Verizon deploys FTTP on a regional basis, with complete

replacement of copper PSTN access network. Its strategy

is a full PSTN replacement rather than establishing a PSTN

overlay.

6.2. Usefulness of this method

Public switched telephone network replacement gives Ver-

izon advantages similar like in the BT case. Similar to

British Telecom, Verizon found the high PSTN mainte-

nance costs as significant factor in replacing portions of

the access network. Moreover, like BT, Verizon will con-

tinue support for PSTN circuit switches for many years in

the future. For this purpose, Nortel has received contract
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for the softswitch support and Lucent has received similar

contract for 5ESS product support.

Other carriers in Canada and US will probably also

adopt similar migration strategies. TELUS covering British

Columbia in Canada is expanding its services with a fiber

based IP backbone network. Bell Canada is expanding

its coverage to provide service across Canada and the US.

The combined SBC and AT&T will also deploy its network

in similar manner, adopting an in region PSTN replacement

and out of region expansion strategy.

7. Conclusion

Examples presented in this article illustrate trends in mi-

gration of traditional network to NGN. Now, many car-

riers in the world build or upgrade their networks to

meet requirements imposed by new broadband multimedia

and VoIP services.

In Europe, this process was first initiated by BT, which

elaborated and introduced network transformation strategy

based on IMS system. BT has adopted a full PSTN re-

placement strategy and had an immediate need to develop

an IP/MPLS core network to support both enterprise and

consumer services. Currently, BT consolidates its central

offices and deploys MSANs to lower operating costs.

Similar strategies, but based on softswitch solution are de-

ployed by other carriers in Europe, e.g., by FastWeb in Italy

an by Slovak Telekom in the Slovak Republic. ST has im-

plemented an interesting network transformation scenario

promising to go from electromechanical exchanges to NGN

infrastructure without the necessity of deploying digital

exchanges, employing a hybrid network migration strat-

egy. In future, rather than deploying existing digital cir-

cuit switches, it will deploy an NGN architecture with cen-

tralized softswitch control and distributed media gateways,

based on redundant IP/MPLS core network. FastWeb, be-

ing an Italian CLEC, has built an NGN network from the

ground up. It was primarily a fiber based bypass service

provider, providing broadband services (up to 10 Gbits) to

businesses and customers in 14 metropolitan areas. Its net-

work control layer and application servers were introduced

via a softswitch deployment.

Carriers in other countries, e.g., France and Germany con-

centrate mainly on the works concerning planning and elab-

orating of network transformation strategy suitable to tech-

nical characteristics of existing infrastructure and economic

standing of the carriers.

In Asia, advanced works concerning transformation of tra-

ditional network to NGN infrastructures are carried out by

operators in South Korea, China and Taiwan, which, like

in Europe, are deploying various scenarios based on IMS

and softswitch solution as well as various options of this

strategy (PSTN replacement, overlay). China Telecom is

an excellent example of a carrier with a network overlay

migration strategy. Having PSTN infrastructure about ten

years old, China Telecom is constructing an NGN to sup-

port the introduction of IP based enterprise services and

to expand network capacity for entry into the 3G mobile

market.

In North America, Verizon has adopted a migration path

based on PSTN replacement in the region and out of the

region expansion. It operates with IP as well as circuit-

switches services, providing unified messaging, call man-

agement and other PC-based applications. It has established

a national IP/MPLS backbone network and has introduced

web-based, overlay services for managing home and busi-

ness communications. It replaces GTD-5 exchanges with

centralized softswitch-based call control and distributed

media gateways and deploys FTTP in selected in-region

communities.

Carriers that prefer full PSTN replacement will deliver

NGN voice services earlier and more aggressively than

those supplementing existing broadband network infrastruc-

ture with an NGN overlay. Carriers will develop strate-

gies in accordance with competitive market conditions.

Establishing a low-cost, application-rich NGN architec-

ture is a key to a longer term consumer VoIP marketing

strategy.
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Paper Testing of highly doped

and photonic crystal optical fibers
Krzysztof Borzycki

Abstract—The paper presents optical measurements – spec-

tral loss, OTDR and PMD, temperature cycling and mechan-

ical tests – bending, twist and crush, performed on Yb-doped

single mode fibers and small-core photonic crystal fibers

(PCF). Several issues related specifically to characterization of

such specialty fibers, like measurement errors and artifacts as

well as coupling of test instruments to samples are presented.

Of particular importance is reliable and low-loss fusion splic-

ing of specialty fibers to standard single mode fibers (SMF), as

most commercially available fiber test instruments are fitted

with SMF interfaces only.

Keywords— highly doped fiber, photonic crystal fiber, measure-

ments, testing, polarization mode dispersion, birefringence, me-

chanical testing, temperature cycling, optical fiber splicing.

1. Introduction

As the development of specialty fibers progresses and their

applications in optical amplifiers, fiber lasers, dispersion

compensators, sensors, wavelength converters, etc., become

more numerous, characterization of such fibers gains impor-

tance. Designs, geometry, operating wavelengths and opti-

cal parameters of specialty fibers are often very different

from those typical for fibers used in telecom networks, for

which established measurement techniques, standards and

instrumentation have been developed. In addition, new de-

signs are steadily added and standardization is generally

lacking. This forces researchers to develop novel testing

techniques and ways to test non-standard fibers with exist-

ing instruments. An important problem is splicing of spe-

cialty fibers to standard single mode or multimode fibers

and reduction of splice loss.

All experiments presented in this paper were carried out

at the laboratories of National Institute of Telecommunica-

tions (NIT) as part of participation in the COST Action 299

“Optical Fibres for New Challenges Facing the Information

Society” (FIDES)1, dedicated to new applications of fiber

optics. This includes extensive research and characteriza-

tion work on new fiber designs, in particular highly doped

fibers (HDF) for lasers and amplifiers and photonic crystal

fibers (PCF) for sensing and signal processing.

Fiber samples provided by other participants of COST-299

for characterization included:

• Ytterbium-doped, silica-based single mode and mul-

timode fibers intended for high power optical am-

plifiers, with optical pumping and amplification at

wavelengths of 976 nm and 1060 nm, respectively.

1See, http://www.cost299.org

Those fibers are made commercially by nLight (for-

merly Liekki Oy), Finland using an unique direct

nanoparticle deposition (DND) process and have very

high Yb content of 1200 ppm.

• Highly nonlinear “holey”, or photonic crystal fibers

with small core strongly doped with germanium, sup-

plied by IPHT Jena, Germany.

While the tests were aimed at establishing fiber character-

istics such as optical loss, uniformity, polarization mode

dispersion (PMD), thermal and mechanical properties,

a separate problem of importance was optical coupling be-

tween measuring instruments and samples under test.

2. Measurement set-up

2.1. Optical connections to test instruments

Most instruments in our lab, except for optical power me-

ters, had optical interfaces tailored to testing of single- or

multimode telecom fibers with standardized cladding di-

ameter of 125 µm and core size of either 5–10 µm or

50–62.5 µm, fitted with optical connectors.

Our preferred approach was to fusion splice the sample

of specialty fiber to short (approx. 2 m) lengths of best-

matching telecom fiber – either non-dispersion shifted sin-

gle mode (ITU-T G.652, IEC B1) or 50/125 µm multimode

(ITU-T G.651), terminated with FC/PC connectors.

Attempt to connectorize PCF fiber by gluing and polishing

has failed: dust created during polishing has filled holes

and could not be removed, introducing loss of over 30 dB.

Adapters for cleaved fiber could be used, but were available

for 125 µm clad fibers only.

2.2. Fusion splicing of PCF to standard single mode

fiber

Splicing of single mode highly nonlinear PCF (Table 1 and

Fig. 1) was challenging due to several factors:

– mismatch between core size of PCF and standard sin-

gle mode fiber (SMF);

– different level of GeO2 doping and refractive index

of cores leading to Fresnel reflection;

– holes in PCF being easily be filled with any solvents

used to clean the fiber;

– collapse of air holes when PCF is heated.
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Table 1

Comparison of PCF and SMF [1, 2]

Parameter

PCF SMF

(IPHT Jena (Corning

252b5) SMF-28)

Cladding diameter [µm] 80 125

Cross-section taken 18.2∗ 0.0

by holes [%]

Cladding diameter 72 125

after collapse [µm]

Core diameter [µm] 0.5/2.0∗∗ 8.2

Max. refractive index 3.85 0.36

difference [%]

Mode field diameter (MFD) 5.8 10.4

@ 1550 nm [µm]
∗ 90 holes of 3.6 µm diameter – see Fig. 1.
∗∗ PCF core has a triangular “pedestal” and inner

“peak” of step profile.

Fig. 1. Cross-section of IPHT Jena 252b5 highly-nonlinear PCF

fiber (edited IPHT photo).

First attempts to fuse cleaved PCF and SMF routinely pro-

duced a bubble of 20–30 µm size at the interface, as some

of the air from collapsing holes became locked there.

Cleaved end of PCF had to be pre-collapsed first (Fig. 2)

by low-power electric arc, using current of about 12 mA

with electrode spacing of 1 mm; this reduced PCF diameter

by 10%. With some 100 µm of PCF tip collapsed, fusion

splicing to SMF was made. This included: pre-fusion at

9 mA lasting 4.0 s, fusion at 16 mA with duration of 1.0 s

and annealing at 8.5 mA for 3.0 s. To avoid deformation

of thin PCF, fibers were put into contact approx. 150 µm

away from the axis of electrodes, so most of arc power

was transferred to bulkier SMF. Slices were protected with

60 mm long heat-shrinkable sleeves.

While this produced splices of satisfactory appearance and

strength, the round trip SMF-PCF-SMF loss was very high:

32–50 dB at 1550 nm. The problem was traced to pene-

tration of PCF holes by solvent (acetone) used to clean the

fiber; it decomposed during fusion, leaving a dark, faintly

visible carbon residue inside holes. This carbon and solvent

locked in the holes produced strong light absorption.

Fig. 2. Fusion splicing of PCF to standard single mode fiber.

In the next attempt, PCF tip was first melted in electric arc

and sealed, then coating was softened by acetone bath last-

ing about 30 s, the fiber mechanically stripped, wiped with

acetone-soaked tissue and cleaved. The SMF – 1 m PCF –

SMF loss at 1550 nm went down to 15.8 dB. Excluding

loss of connector (≈ 0.25 dB) and 1 m of PCF (≈ 0.05 dB),

we get 15.5 dB for the SMF-PCF and PCF-SMF splices.

Loss spectrum obtained with optical spectrum analyzer

(OSA) and tungsten lamp (Fig. 3) shows weak OH− ab-

sorption peak at 1380 nm and some reduction of loss with

wavelength, as PCF mode field diameter increases.

Fig. 3. Spectral loss of 1 m IPHT Jena 252b5 PCF spliced to

2 m long SMF pigtails.

Loss measured in our experiment was far higher than re-

ported in [2], where optimized fusion splicing of identi-

cal PCF with collapse and rounding of fiber ends reduced
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SMF-PCF-SMF loss to 3.2–4 dB. It was nevertheless ac-

ceptable for experiments on short samples.

Use of splicing procedure presented in [2] in our lab, with

0.5 s fusion duration and 18 mA current, followed by 3 ex-

tra heatings in the same conditions, gave an SMF – PCF –

SMF loss of approx. 2.5 dB at 1550 nm. This work will

be presented in a separate paper.

Splicing loss of incompatible fibers can be significantly re-

duced by introducing a short fiber with intermediate core

size and refractive profile [3], but such fiber was not avail-

able. Another approach is to keep fusion time very short,

typically 0.2–0.4 s [4, 5]. This prevents hole collapse and

beam expansion inside PCF, but at the expense of splice

strength.

2.3. Fusion splicing of Yb-doped HDF to standard single

mode fiber

Two types of double-clad single mode highly doped fibers

were tested: a small core (MFD = 6 µm at 1060 nm) Liekki

Yb1200-6/125DC [6] and large mode area (MFD = 10 µm

Fig. 4. OTDR traces of Yb1200-6/125DC fiber with SMF pigtail,

connected to 1650 m of SMF: (a) λ = 1310 nm; (b) λ = 1550 nm.

at 1060 nm), polarization-maintaining Liekki Yb1200-

10/125DC-PM [7]. Both had cladding diameter of 125 µm

and no holes, so a standard fusion splicer settings were

adopted for HDF-SMF splicing. Fusion time was 1.5 s and

arc current 17 mA; it was preceded by 5 s pre-fusion at

9.5 mA and followed by 3 s of annealing at 7.8 mA.

Optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) traces of SMF

to HDF connection show that large part of light entering

small core HDF (Yb1200-6/125DC) was forced into inner

cladding. Cladding modes disappeared only after 100 m

(Fig. 4).

Influence of cladding modes was less pronounced at

1550 nm, which can be explained by smaller MFD differ-

ence between fibers at this wavelength. Apparent connec-

tion loss resulting from fusion splice and FC/PC connector

(on SMF) was 0.3 dB at 1310 nm and fell to –0.1 dB at

1550 nm.

Cladding mode effects and extended dead zone of attenua-

tion measurement were absent in case of large mode area

HDF, whose MFD was greater than that of SMF: ≈ 11 µm

versus 9.2 µm at 1310 nm (Fig. 5). Apparent connection

loss, however, was fairly high: 1.5 dB.

Fig. 5. OTDR trace of Yb1200-10/125DC-PM fiber with SMF

pigtail, connected to 1650 m of SMF (λ = 1310 nm, pulse

width 50 ns).

In summary, while fusion splicing of single mode HDF

to SMF was easy, possible excitation of slowly-decaying

cladding modes was detrimental to optical measurements.

2.4. PMD measurements

Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) in single mode fibers

had been measured using alternatively:

– Jones matrix eigenanalysis (JME) method,

– fixed analyzer (FA) method.

Both methods are standardized for telecom single mode

fibers [8], but applicability of them and particular instru-

ments to testing of specialty fibers had to be verified. We

have also tried to determine dependence of PMD on direc-

tion of light propagation.
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For JME measurements, we have used an Adaptif Photon-

ics (now Agilent) A2000 PMD analyzer and Agilent HP

8168F tunable laser source. Spectral range and resolution

were 1460–1590 nm and 0.001 ps, respectively. The setup

also measured other fiber parameters like polarization de-

pendent loss (PDL) or second order PMD and their spectral

distribution.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of PMD measurement setup using FA

method.

The FA setup (Fig. 6) was assembled using off-the-shelf

components. Instruments were controlled by a personal

computer (PC) through the general purpose interface bus

(GPIB). A superluminescent light emitting diode (SLED)

source gave spectral range of 1250–1650 nm and resolu-

tion of 0.01 ps. This setup had a short measurement time

of 5–20 s. However, FA method based on counting of

extrema in transfer characteristics, while reliable, does not

provide information on spectral distribution of differential

group delay (DGD) or any other polarization-related fiber

parameters [8].

3. Test results

Below are presented selected results of measurements and

tests performed on HDF and PCF fibers, in particular those

highlighting unique characteristics of such fibers and mea-

surement problems encountered when established measure-

ment methods were applied to characterization of those

fibers.

3.1. Yb-doped fiber: Liekki Yb1200-6/125DC

Attenuation of this fiber (Table 2) could be measured non-

destructively with reasonable accuracy only with OTDR,

as this instrument enabled to select fiber section unaffected

by propagation of cladding modes (Fig. 4).

Attenuation of this HDF was apparently dictated by Yb2O3

doping, not fiber defects. For comparison, loss measured

Table 2

Attenuation of Yb1200-6/125DC fiber – OTDR test

Wavelength Attenuation
[nm] [dB/km]

1310 13.3

1550 26.1

in multimode HDF with the same dopant concentration

(Yb1200-30/ 250DC) was 13.9 dB/km at 1310 nm.

Spectral loss characteristics shown in Fig. 7 was obtained

with tungsten halogen light source and OSA. The sample

was fusion spliced to SMF pigtails at both ends. As de-

scribed in Subsection 2.2, this caused considerable excita-

tion of lossy cladding modes. Attenuation measured this

way is significantly overestimated, in particular at short

wavelengths. For example, total loss recorded at 1310 nm

was 5.75 dB. Subtracting connector loss of 0.25 dB and

twice the splice loss of 0.25 dB, we get net fiber loss of 5 dB

and attenuation coefficient of 28.6 dB/km, more than twice

the value measured with OTDR.

Fig. 7. Spectral attenuation of Liekki Yb1200-6/125DC fiber

(length 175 m).

Accurate attenuation measurement using this setup would

have required cutting off at least a 100 m long section of

fiber to calibrate the OSA (see Fig. 4), making the mea-

surement highly destructive.

Table 3

Polarization parameters of Yb1200-6/125DC fiber on

250 mm diameter spool – JME method

Parameter Value

Fiber length [m] 200

Wavelength range [nm] 1480–1550

PMD (average DGD) [ps] 0.006

PMD coefficient [ps/km] 0.030

PDL (average) [dB] 0.03

Polarization properties were comparable to telecom SMF

(see Table 3 and Fig. 8) with flat DGD spectrum. This in-

dicates good control of fiber geometry and negligible forces

exerted by coating.

Bending loss test, during which the fiber close to the end

of 200 m length has been wound on set of mandrels, in-

dicates low bending sensitivity (Fig. 9). Loss was mea-

sured with light emitting diode (LED) source and opti-

cal power meter. Loss instability was observed in several
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Fig. 8. DGD (a) and PDL (b) spectra (Liekki Yb1200-6/125DC,

length 200 m).

Fig. 9. Bending loss characteristics (Liekki Yb1200-6/125DC,

λ = 1300 nm).

measurements, attributable to excitation of cladding modes,

as the distance from mandrel to final splice before pigtail

connected to power meter was only 1 m.

To investigate PMD created by bending (Table 4), a section

of HDF approx. 2 m long was coiled on mandrels. This

is a reasonable maximum length of fiber used in amplifier

and usually enclosed in compact package.

Dramatic increase of PMD occurred when coil diameter

was reduced below 45 mm; this bending limit is much

stricter than dictated by loss. While the particular HDF is

not intended for high-speed optical communication systems,

erbium-doped fibers of similar design are likely to suffer

from this problem, too.

Table 4

PMD introduced by bending (Yb1200-6/125DC,

λ = 1480–1550 nm, total fiber length 200 m)

Bending
No.

Length
PMD PDL

radius
of turns

bent
[ps] [dB]

[mm] [m]

No bending – – 0.006 0.03

44 8 2.21 0.008 0.03

34 10 2.14 0.012 0.03

28 14 2.42 0.028 0.13

23 16 2.31 0.055 0.31

20 20 2.51 1.082 4.31

16 20 2.01 1.049 4.67

Fig. 10. DGD spectrum in Liekki Yb1200-6/125DC fiber bent

at 23 mm radius

Such a great increase of PMD results from excitation of

cladding mode(s), not strain-induced birefringence. This is

confirmed by rapid increase of DGD with wavelength in

threshold conditions (Fig. 10), caused by weaker guiding

of fundamental mode at longer wavelengths.

Table 5

PMD introduced by crush (Yb1200-6/125DC,

λ = 1480–1550 nm, total fiber length 200 m)

Crush force Pressure PMD PDL

[N] [N/m] [ps] [dB]

0 0 0.009 0.10

5 25 0.007 0.11

20 100 0.010 0.10

50 250 0.011 0.11

100 500 0.014 0.12
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In another test, two parallel sections of PCF, each 100 mm

long were crushed between flat steel plates. PMD variations

were negligible until fiber coating was damaged when force

reached 100 N (Table 5).

In summary, this type of HDF demonstrated excellent

PMD performance, low bending loss and good quality

of protective coating, but excitation of modes propagating

in the inner cladding occurs easily when fiber is bent or

spliced. Cladding modes propagate over long lengths.

3.2. Yb-doped fiber: Liekki Yb1200-10/125DC-PM

A 100 m sample of this fiber was used for COST-299 round-

robin. Some results obtained at NIT will be presented here.

This is a highly birefringent, double-clad, polarization-

maintaining HDF fiber of PANDA design. Thanks to rea-

sonable match of mode field diameter with telecom SMF

(Corning SMF-28), there were no problems with splic-

ing to SMF pigtails and related measurement artifacts.

As the sample had to be delivered to other participants

later in the same condition, mechanical experiments were

ruled out.

Despite same level of doping, attenuation (Table 6 and

Fig. 11) was higher than of Yb1200-6/125DC (Table 2

and Fig. 7). There is a strong OH− absorption peak

(≈ 275 dB/km) and minimum of attenuation around

1300 nm. The tail of ytterbium absorption band is visi-

ble below 1150 nm.

Table 6

Attenuation of Yb1200-10/125DC-PM fiber – OTDR test

Wavelength Attenuation

[nm] [dB/km]

1310 20.6

1550 30.7

Fig. 11. Spectral attenuation of Liekki Yb1200-10/125DC-PM

fiber.

Polarization properties were measured using both FA and

JME methods, and for both directions of light propagation

(see Table 7). Measured PMD values are in fairly good

agreement with specifications [7] quoting birefringence

B ≥ 1.4 · 10−4, which corresponds to PMD of 467 ps/km.

In a 100 m long sample, PMD was likely reduced by

polarization mode mixing and true PMD coefficient may

be higher.

Table 7

PMD of Yb1200-10/125DC-PM fiber on spool

(fiber length 100 m)

λ PMD
PMD

Method
[nm]

Direction
[ps]

coefficient

[ps/km]

JME 1500–1505 B-R 41.9 419

JME 1500–1510 R-B 42.3 423

JME 1500–1510 B-R 39.2 392

FA 1500–1505 R-B 42.5 425

FA 1500–1505 B-R 42.1 421

Fig. 12. Transmission spectrum in FA measurement (Liekki

Yb1200-10/125DC-PM).

Fig. 13. Comparison of JME and FA measurements (Liekki

Yb1200-10/125DC-PM, length 100 m).

While the FA method worked robustly, producing clear

spectra (Fig. 12), PMD values delivered by JME ana-

lyzer depended on spectral scan step. Agreement with FA

measurements was reached only in a certain range of set-

tings (Fig. 13). This problem has been detected during
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tests of other fibers as well. It can be attributed to un-

certainty of source tuning (HP 8168F) and possible “leaps”

in detection of large shifts of state of polarization (SOP)

when highly birefringent fiber is measured in large spectral

intervals.

Fig. 14. PDL spectrum (Liekki Yb1200-10/125DC-PM, fiber

length 100 m, direction R-B, scan step 0.01 nm).

Another interesting phenomenon was strong periodicity

of PDL spectrum (Fig. 14).

3.3. PCF fiber: IPHT Jena 252b5

For this fiber, described in Subsection 2.2, PMD measure-

ments (Table 8) and tests of influence of some external

factors on PMD will be presented. A 17.1 m long sample

was first tested during COST-299 round robin.

Table 8

PMD of IPHT Jena 252b5 holey fiber

(sample length 17.1 m)

λ PMD
PMD

Method
[nm]

Direction
[ps]

coefficient

[ps/km]

JME 1500–1520 B-R 21.5 1257

JME 1500–1520 R-B 21.6 1263

FA 1545–1555 R-B 23.2 1357

As the fiber exhibits strong birefringence, samples about

1 m long were used for further experiments.

Despite very small fiber core, suggesting purely single

mode propagation, spectrum recorded during FA mea-

surements indicated quite strong polarization mode cou-

pling (Fig. 15), which may be a consequence of fiber ge-

ometry imperfections. Spectral distribution of DGD mea-

sured with JME analyzer was remarkably flat (Fig. 16),

unlike results from tests of ordinary single mode fibers.

Average PDL of the 17.1 m sample spliced to SMF pigtails

was low: 0.30 dB.

Fig. 15. Transmission spectrum in FA measurement (IPHT Jena

252b5, length 17.1 m).

Fig. 16. DGD spectrum (IPHT Jena 252b5, fiber length 17.1 m,

direction R-B, scan step 0.02 nm).

Rather surprisingly, PMD values obtained from JME and

FA measurements have been in agreement for wide range

of JME scan step between 0.002 and 0.1 nm (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17. Comparison of JME and FA measurements (IPHT Jena

252b5, length 17.1 m).
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A 1.02 m long PCF was spliced to SMF pigtails, loosely

placed on a flat plate and subjected to variable tempera-

tures. This sample was taken from another length of PCF,

which explains different PMD coefficient.

Table 9

IPHT Jena 252b5 – results of temperature cycling

(fiber length 1.02 m, λ = 1480–1550 nm)

Temperature PMD
PMD PMD PDL

[◦C] [ps]
coefficient change (average)

[ps/km] [%] [dB]

+20 1.104 1082 0.00 0.44

–20 1.100 1078 –0.36 0.46

0 1.102 1080 –0.18 0.42

+20 1.104 1082 0.00 0.45

+40 1.106 1084 +0.18 0.45

+60 1.107 1085 +0.27 0.52

Results (Table 9) indicate very low sensitivity of PMD

to temperature; temperature coefficient was approx.

7.9 ·10−5/K. For comparison, PANDA fibers exhibit tem-

perature coefficients close to 9 ·10−4/K.

Two other experiments on 0.82 m sample of PCF prepared

in the same way were aimed at establishing effects of fiber

Table 10

IPHT Jena 252b5 – results of bending test

(fiber length 0.82 m, λ = 1480–1550 nm)

Bending
No.

Length
PMD

PDL

radius
of turns

bent
[ps]

(average)

[mm] [m] [dB]

No bending – – 0.914 1.23

20 4 0.50 0.929 1.15

10 9 0.56 0.924 1.19

5 18 0.56 0.926 1.00

Table 11

IPHT Jena 252b5 – results of twist test

(fiber length 0.82 m, λ = 1480–1550 nm)

No.
Twist

PMD Relative
PDL

of turns
rate

[ps] PMD
(average)

[rev/m] [dB]

0 0 0.914 1.000 1.23

16 20 0.874 0.956 0.93

32 40 0.749 0.819 0.81

48 60 0.663 0.725 0.86

64 80 0.590 0.646 1.03

bending and twist on its polarization properties. During

the twist test, the fiber was kept straight at low tension.

Splice protection sleeves were rotated against each other

and twisted length of fiber was 0.80 m. Results are pre-

sented in Tables 10 and 11.

Polarization properties of PCF were little affected by bend-

ing, and observed variations in PMD and PDL can be at-

tributed mostly to measurement errors and problems with

fiber handling.

Progressive twisting and resultant circular strain in fiber

guiding area, however, resulted in steady, considerable re-

duction of PMD, although this effect was at least 100-fold

weaker than in conventional single mode fibers investigated

by the author [9].

Fig. 18. Helical break in PCF cladding produced by excessive

torsion.

When the twist rate reached 85 rev/m, the fiber was de-

stroyed in a peculiar way: a section about 0.5 m long be-

came soft and could elongate or bend with negligible stiff-

ness; optical continuity was lost. Sample inspection with

microscope revealed that a helical or double-helical break

(Fig. 18) occurred in the cladding, but did not extend into

the core.

4. Conclusions

Testing of PCF and HDF is difficult due to their uncon-

ventional optical and mechanical properties and difficulties

with adopting commercial measuring instruments designed

for testing of standardized telecom fibers. In particular,

making a stable, low-loss coupling between specialty fibers

of non-standard designs and core dimensions and test in-

struments requires additional work.

The PCF tested exhibited excellent stability of polariza-

tion parameters during mechanical tests and temperature

cycling. This property and high PMD coefficient make it

potentially useful for PMD etalons, e.g., for calibration of

PMD analyzers or compliance testing of transmission sys-

tems.

Single mode HDFs, despite strong ytterbium doping, show

PMD and bending performance comparable to standard

SMF, proving good control of fiber geometry. However,

dual cladding results in persistent propagation of cladding

modes, causing severe problems during attenuation mea-

surements.
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Paper E-resources versus traditional

teaching models

Alina Stasiecka, Ewa Stemposz, and Andrzej Jodłowski

Abstract—The paper presents the discussion about the e-re-

source structure and its influence on the resources’ quality.

The thesis we are taking into consideration is as follows:

the conformance of e-resource structure with structures sug-

gested by traditional teaching model/models has a strong in-

fluence on the quality of this e-resource. To achieve this, the

most popular teaching models are analyzed and a proposal of

the metamodel useful for e-resources construction is intro-

duced.

Keywords— e-learning, e-resource, learning model.

1. Introduction

In publications dedicated to e-learning, various aspects

concerning this form of education are considered. The qual-

ity of an e-resource is one of the key issues. According to

researchers, it could make a significant impact on the effec-

tiveness of e-teaching process as a whole. The main reason

is the limited contact between a student and a teacher in

this kind of teaching. Thus, the structure and the content of

an e-resource should be well-thought-out to give more sup-

port to student during his/her self-study with the resource.

Existing standards, like SCORM, IMS [1–3], define some

requirements for the structure supporting e-resource con-

struction. Unfortunately, they do not practically pay atten-

tion to the assessment of an e-resource quality in didactic

and content-related aspects. According to the educators, the

quality of teaching process is strongly influenced by the de-

gree of its conformance to the requirements defined among

models existing in traditional teaching. In the article, we

present an approach to prove that the similar thesis is true

also for e-teaching. We focus our attention on the quality

of the resource from the didactic point of view, while its

content-related aspect was left behind.

For introductory considerations, we chose the model of ef-

fective learning, discussed in details in our previous publi-

cations [8–13]. The model of effective learning, as the other

ones used in traditional teaching, has a process nature. It

is described by a sequence of particular stages which need

to be applied in the appropriate order. Thus, the first step

is an adaptation to e-learning needs. It requires the trans-

formation of the teaching process into e-resource structure

where the structure’ elements preserve both the order of

process stages and stages’ time proportions. To generalize

the results, further examinations were carried out on others

traditional teaching models.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the

already achieved results. Section 3 presents the charac-

teristics of the most popular groups of traditional didac-

tic models. Section 4 introduces the proposal of a teaching

metamodel that constitutes the basis for e-resources con-

struction. Section 5 concerns the discussion on the corre-

spondence between e-resource structure and the structure

defined by the metamodel, and the dependency between

e-resource structure and its quality. Section 6 contains the

conclusions and plans for future works.

2. E-resource quality versus the model

of effective learning

In this section we recall our previous research concerning

the following thesis: the quality of e-resource is conformant

to the correspondence between its structure and the ones

suggested by the existing traditional teaching models. The

research was done on the basis of the model of effective

learning [5, 8, 13, 15].

According to the model, a teaching resource should be

constructed hierarchically with two levels of hierarchy.

The first level includes four elements, such as:

1. Introduction,

2. Main content,

3. Summary,

4. Evaluation.

The second level should contain the elements which are

nested in the appropriate element of the higher level (see

Fig. 1).

Additionally, the structure should support some limitations

put on it by the model. For the first level of hierarchy: all

elements should be present in the resource, they should be

kept in the right order, and they should be kept in the ap-

propriate proportions (10%, 65%, 15%, 10% of the whole

resource). For the second level: as previously, the pres-

ence of all the elements and their order are still required,

whereas there are no limitations on the elements propor-

tions. We assumed that a resource would be conformant to

the model of effective learning if its structure is organized

according to the requirements mentioned above.

To prove the thesis, the examination of 56 virtual e-re-

sources was conducted. E-resources were acquired by the

instructors and the students of Warsaw technical universi-

ties. The space of features (measures) was created on the

basis of the resource structure conformance to the structure

defined by the model.
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Fig. 1. The structure of a resource conformant to the model of effective learning.

For each measure, we introduced the following notation:

position in resource. suffix

where:

position in resource – denotes the nesting path for a partial

element connected with considered measure. For exam-

ple, if position in resource is 2 it means that the measure

describes the second element on the first hierarchy level

(2. Main content), while 2.3. marks the third partial ele-

ment of the second level (2.3. Examples of applying new

knowledge in practice).

suffix – defines the kind of measure, as following:

p – means the presence of a measure-connected-element

in e-resource. The measure takes an integer value from

the interval [0,1], where 1 means that the element is

present within the resource, while 0 – means its lack.

For example, for the element 2.3. Examples of applying

new knowledge in practice, the measure 2.3.p denotes

the presence of this element within the resource.

q – means the quality assessment of the considered el-

ement given by a respondent; the measure takes an in-

teger value from the interval [0,5]. For example, for the

element 2.3. Examples of applying new knowledge in

practice, the measure 2.3.q denotes its quality.

t – defines the ratio (in percentage terms) of the esti-

mated time devoted to work with the considered element

to the time devoted to work with the resource as a whole.

Traditional educators were estimating the proportions of

partial elements through counting the pages of materi-

als. Therefore, it was necessary to adapt the semantics of

the measure to the complex virtual environment, where

e-resources have a non-linear nature and can contain

multimedia elements, etc. The measure takes the value

from the interval [0, 100]. For example, if the value 1.t

is 7 [%], it means that the element 1. Introduction takes

7% of the whole resource.

For a resource conformant to the model of effective learn-

ing, the Fme f l and F ′
me f l measures’ spaces are defined as

follows:

Fme f l = {1.p, 1.q, 1.t, . . . ,4.p, 4.q, 4.t, 1.1.p, 1.1.q, . . . ,

1.4.p, 1.4.q, 2.1.p, 2.1.q, . . . ,4.3.p,4.3.q} ,

F ′
me f l = {1.p, 1.q, . . . , 4.p, 4.q, 1.1.p, 1.1.q, . . . , 1.4.p,

1.4.q, 2.1.p, 2.1.q, . . . , 4.3.p, 4.3.q},

where the F ′
me f l is a subset of Fme f l with the t-measures

excluded.

In the next step, we introduced a virtual ideal e-resource

to compare it against the whole examined population. The

ideal resource is the one containing all required partial ele-

ments, where elements are placed in the correct order and,

at the first hierarchy level, their appropriate proportions are

kept.

To provide the multidimensional data analysis, we ex-

ploited ARs’ tables, one of the statistical program GradeStat

tools [4].

The concentration index AR allows the evaluation of a dis-

tance between a considered e-resource and the ideal one.

The smaller AR values correspond to greater similarity with

the model. The values of concentration index belong to the

interval [0,1].

Figure 2 contains the AR chart constructed on the basis

of the F ′
me f l set and the 56 e-resources population while

Fig. 3 presents the results for Fme f l set and 37 e-resources.

In the second case, only those resources are taken into con-

siderations for which the values of t-measures were given

by the respondents.

On the basis of the presented results, one can notice that

e-resources with the structure more conformant to the

model of the effective learning, achieved better marks from

the respondents than the ones with the lower conformance.
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Fig. 2. ARs for F ′
me f l and the population of 56 e-resources.

Fig. 3. ARs for Fme f l and the population of 37 e-resources.

To generalize the thesis formulated in Section 2 onto any

traditional teaching model, further research was done. We

performed an analysis of several other models to identify

their common features and on the basis of that, to con-

struct both the metamodel of teaching and the new space

of measures useful for the thesis verification.

3. Other teaching models used in

traditional teaching

A model of teaching/learning (a didactic model also called

a strategy of teaching) defines: content, methods of learn-

ing and learner’s didactic environment [7].

There is a variety of teaching models/group of models

which can supplement each other [6], so it is possible (and

recommended) to combine different methods and styles into

one didactic process. A teacher should choose an appro-

priate strategy of teaching depending on the goals that he

is going to achieve. In this section, we present a more

detailed analysis of some of the models considered by us

as the most useful for e-learning:

Process-recognition models focus on improving the

learner’s mental abilities to support him/her in acquiring in-

formation, creating notion and in promoting creative think-

ing. That group includes: the induction model, notion cre-

ation model, synectics model, mnemonic model, model of

effective learning (discussed in Section 2).

Behavioral models – the ones which base on the behavioral

theory, where a person (treated as “a black box”) is consid-

ered as a kind of“self- improving communication system”

which modifies its behavior in response of reverse infor-

mation. Among them: the social teaching, program teach-

ing, simulations, and the direct teaching models could be

found.

Social models support learning of cooperation methods,

stimulate activity, facilitate the usage of other students’

work, and examine social relations. That group includes:

teaching through joint research, role-playing models, etc.

According to us, social models, because of their specific

features, are not very useful for e-learning needs.
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Personal development models pay attention to the

learner’s internal development, integration of different as-

pects of learner’s personality (emotions, intellect). They

are focused on the stimulation of development with the ac-

tive teacher’s support on each step of education. Therefore,

they are too difficult to use in case of self-work and as a re-

sult not useful for e-learning. The non-directive learning

would be a typical representative of this group.

Induction model we chose for more detailed discussion.

(During the research, the other models suitable for e-learn-

ing were analyzed in a similar way.) The didactic goal of

the induction model is, apart from gaining new knowledge,

acquiring the ability to form notion categories and to use

them in the proper context.

Fig. 4. Induction model.

In the induction model, the following stages can be distin-

guished (see Fig. 4):

1. Gathering and presentation of the data

The teacher outlines the general area where the data

should come from, for example natural medicine.

The learners gather the data related to the given topic.

It is possible that in the further stages it will be neces-

sary to add/remove the data. When process is coming

back to the stage 1, the gathered data are reorganized.

2. Analysis of the gathered data and naming them

The data gathered in stage 1 are mostly incidental

and chaotic. Further analysis should be performed

in order to: assign the names to them and describe

them using characteristic features. As a result, it is

possible to define appropriate ordering of data and

facilitate making use of them.

3. Classification of the data

Classification of the data is necessary to exploit them

in the following steps. The classification stage is

performed several times. The first classification is

very general. After that, it is possible to make more

detailed classification. It happens quite often that

there is a need to gather additional information (back

to stage 1) or to carry out additional analysis (back

to stage 2). Then, the renewed classification of data

is executed.

4. Creation of notions connected with the given cate-

gory

After the data classification the learners are able to

recognize the features of notions and to assign no-

tions to the appropriate category. They also acquired

the ability to formulate notions which are conformant

to the given category.

4. Metamodel of learning

As a result of the analysis of the learning models discussed

in Section 3, we noticed that some of them are effective

only in the case of traditional teaching. It could be dif-

ficult to use them in e-learning, especially due to lack of

frequent interaction with the teacher, what is characteristic

for this type of learning. In the further research we skipped

some of them. While considering the other models, it was

possible: to extract some common features and to create

the metamodel of teaching which could be useful in con-

structing e-resources with the structure corresponding to

the ones used in traditional teaching. The structure of the

metamodel is presented in Fig. 5.

To keep the picture clear, we avoided any comments and

constraints. They were put below together with explana-

tions concerning the values of attributes, the conditions of

their optionality and derivation.

The Learning Model class

The derived attribute catalogue name is defined as follow-

ing: the name of the learning models category + the name

of a model’s basic version (for which the number of version

equals 0) + the name of the model’s version + the nesting

level of the version.

The model is made by the constructor(s) and may be ex-

tended by the reconstructor(s) – the person(s) working on

the next version(s) of the model.

Interpretation of the attribute’s value constructors recon-

structors depends on the version number. If it is the model’s

basic version, then the values concern the constructors of

the model. If it is the subsequent model’s version, then the

values describe the reconstructors.

The attribute description of changes denotes short charac-

teristics of the most important changes made to the model

in comparison with the previous version – as a text.
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Fig. 5. The structure of a metamodel.

Fig. 6. The structure of a resource.
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The Learning Unit class

The derived attribute catalogue name is defined as follows:

the name of the model’s particular version + the name of

the learning unit.

The value of the attribute classification symbol means if the

mutual order of the nested units is important. If it is, then

the attribute’s value is stated as the unit position confor-

mant to the relevant unit defined in the model, e.g., “1.1”,

“1.1.1”. In the opposite case, letters are used, e.g., “1.A”,

“1.1.B”.

According to the metamodel definition, we proposed the

e-resource structure conformant to the metamodel (see

Fig. 6). To keep the picture clear, the Learning Model

and Learning Unit classes were presented in the simplified

version (without attributes, methods and associations which

are not important from this point of view).

5. E-resource quality versus traditional

teaching models

To generalize the results of the research, which were briefly

discussed in Section 2, a few next steps were taken. At the

beginning we made an attempt to define the notion of the

conformance of e-resource with any traditional teaching

model. We assumed that a resource is conformant to the

chosen model, if: it contains all elements required by the

model, and nested elements are both properly ordered and

their proportions are kept.

To prove the thesis, we did research on the quality for the

same 56-element population of e-resources (see Section 2).

The construction of the new space of measures was based

on the metamodel of teaching. The new measures were

only related to the resource’s structure. In opposition to

the model of effective learning, the measure related to the

quality assessment was excluded.

As before (see Section 2), each measure is described by the

following expression:

position in resource. suffix

where:

position in resource – has the same meaning as for the mea-

sures’ space of the model of effective learning,

suffix – denotes the kind of measure, where:

p – has the same meaning as before,

t – has the same meaning as before, but this measure

may be defined on any nesting level in the model.

To this measures’ space, there was introduced a new mea-

sure – o (order). The measure o concerns every aggregated

element (having nested elements). It takes the values from

the interval [0, 100], which is given in per cent. The mea-

sure value = 100% means correct order of the nested ele-

ments, each value < 100% points e-resource with incorrect

structure.

The level of partial elements’ order preservation may de

defined as for example: the ratio of lr to mlr, where lr

means the number of movements which need to be done for

the resource to achieve the required order, and mlr defines

the maximal number of movements, assuming that the order

is a total opposite of the advised one.

There are two typical cases:

1. If an e-resource is an aggregated element (e.g.,

a complete course), then 100% of conformance to

the model/models means that a resource contains all

the advised partial elements, which are ordered cor-

rectly and kept in the appropriate proportions.

2. If an e-resource is an atomic element, then we as-

sume it is of 100% conformance with the considered

model/models.

On the basis of above considerations, the space of mea-

sures useful for the quality examination was constructed. In

the next, we presented two examples of the measures’

space for the complete course resources satisfying re-

quirements defined by two following traditional teaching

models:

– model of effective learning:

Fme f l′ = {0.o, 1.p, 1.t, 1.o, 2.p, 2.t, 2.o, . . . , 4.p, 4.t,

4.o,1.1.p, 1.2.p, . . . , 4.3.p},

– induction model:

Fmi′ = {0.o, 1.p, 2.p, 3.p, 4.p},

where level 0 means the measure connected with the re-

source treated as a whole.

It is easy to observe that in the case of the induction model

there are no measures with suffix t, because no suggestions

of the appropriate proportions of the elements we found in

the literature.

To verify the thesis considered in the paper, the follow-

ing research of the 56-element population was carried out.

The research was done for the new measures’ space, con-

structed for the model of effective learning on the basis of

the defined metamodel. As previously (see Section 2), the

statistical program GradeStat was used.

Figures 7 and 8 present two AR charts for the new mea-

sures’ space. Figure 7 concerns the population of 56 e-re-

sources and the measures’ space:

Fme f l′′ = {0.o, 1.p, 1.o, 2.p, 2.o, . . . , 4.p, 4.o, 1.1.p,

1.2.p, . . . , 4.3.p},

where t measure was excluded.

Figure 8 contains the chart for the population of 37 e-re-

sources and Fme f l′ measures’ space.

While analyzing the trends in the charts, it is easy to no-

tice that the e-resources highly conformant to the model of

effective learning (low AR values) got better marks from re-

spondents than the resources with more differences between

their structures and the structure required by the model.
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Fig. 7. ARs for Fme f l′′ and the population of 56 e-resources.

Fig. 8. ARs for Fme f l′ and the population of 37 e-resources.

Summarizing, the analysis of the data allowed the positive

verification of the thesis: The conformance of an e-resource

structure to at least one traditional teaching model has an

influence on the quality of the resource.

6. Conclusions and future research

In the paper we presented the research concerning the in-

fluence of the e-resource structure conformance with the

structures required by traditional teaching models on e-re-

source quality, from a didactic point of view.

As a result, we presented:

– the metamodel for traditional teaching models,

– the e-resource structure which is conformant to the

structure defined by the metamodel.

We will continue our research to enhance the metadata cur-

rently existing in e-learning standards. This concerns the

elements/categories which may have influence on the re-

source quality, both in didactic and non-didactic aspects

(e.g., related to its potential to reuse).
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